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ABSTRACT 
 
 

 This study explores the perceptions of underachieving African American male 

students about their schooling experiences and their relationships with teachers. Using 

narrative analysis, portraiture, and heuristic inquiry, data were collected to examine whether 

factors exist that circumvent relationship building between African American male students 

and their teachers and have some bearing on learning. Data collection included interviews of 

six African American male students, analysis of documents such as their grades and 

discipline referrals, and classroom observations of them. These six African American male 

students were questioned about their schooling experiences, their perceptions of relationships 

developed with teachers, and how those relationships influenced the way they feel about 

themselves. 

Overall, the panelists had positive feelings about school. They realized schooling was 

an essential element for their success in life. The panelists sought affirmation by their 

teachers and wanted their teachers to care about them as well as their schoolwork. The 
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students enjoyed attending classes where positive relationships existed with teachers. In those 

classes, the students were recognized and had a sense of purpose. Panelists did not 

necessarily do all assignments in classes where positive relationships existed, but they felt 

they were learning. Often, they submitted assignments all at once in order to make up grades. 

When attending classes where negative relationships prevailed, the students would often 

sabotage their own learning in order to misbehave and give back the pain they believed they 

received from the teachers. 

 Panelists determined whether or not they were successful in school based largely on 

whether they were sent out of class or out of school, not on their learning. The use of learning 

as a measure was second. This was largely because for schools, in many cases, the adherence 

to rules outweighed learning. Even though some rules may have been trivial, their disregard 

was deemed large enough to have panelists removed from the learning environment or inhibit 

learning in some manner.  

 This research did not offer remedies for the panelists; however, they were able to 

reflect and identify actions they could perform or not perform that would increase their 

chances of remaining in class to learn.  
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THE POWER OF RELATIONSHIPS: 

MY STORY 

 In this study, I unreservedly claim my voice and the space with which I share it. I do 

not speak for others, although I may present what others share.  

This study is driven by the adversarial relationships between teachers and African 

American male students witnessed by this researcher – both in the past and presently – on 

many different occasions in various schools as a visitor and/or an employee. They were not 

like the relationships I experienced in school. To understand my school experience, one 

would have to rely on memory or imagination to traverse four decades to a time when lunch 

periods lasted 45 minutes and students could go home for lunch. The 45-minute period is 

mentioned because that was a nice long time to be out of class in the middle of the day. Two 

other students and I, however, would hurry to the nearest restaurant, grab a sandwich to go, 

and hustle back to the school building, where we would assemble with Mr. Luther Jones in 

his social studies classroom. Many school-day lunch periods were spent in that classroom, 

room 308 at Cole Elementary, a school that served students in kindergarten through eighth 

grade in the St. Louis, Missouri Public School system. 

 Mr. Jones was a well-mannered man. He probably was in his forties, but his age was 

of no consequence during those times. Originally from Baton Rouge, Louisiana, Mr. Jones 

was an avid and well-respected bridge player who shared many things about his personal life 

with us. We, in turn, shared many things about our lives with him. Exchanging our personal 

stories with Mr. Jones was always exciting. We talked about many things, such as cars and 
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clothes and sports and etiquette and family and foods. Mr. Jones would always notice things 

about people and comment about it. “Louis, I notice your nails are nice and clean,” he stated 

one day as I bit into my sandwich. Everyday thereafter I continued to make sure my nails 

were clean. Even though I spent lunch in the company of Mr. Jones, I enjoyed attending his 

social studies class during the day as well. I always felt special in Mr. Jones’ class.  

 Mr. Jones wanted to know about his students. Coming from a single-parent home, I 

could probably say that Mr. Jones was an important male figure in my life. The truth is, there 

were a lot of male figures in my life who encouraged and enabled me to adopt and adapt. 

Where I lived, a lot of older males in the neighborhood filled a void by becoming big 

brothers to the younger boys. Therefore, I will not say that Mr. Jones was an important male 

figure in my life. What I will say is that Mr. Jones was an important teacher in my life.  

For young adolescents, relationships with adults fashion the critical pathways for their 

learning. Education happens through relationships (Goodenow, 1993; Jackson & Davis, 

2000; Thomason & Thompson, 1992). Mr. Jones, along with other teachers, knew about 

relationship building. Throughout my educational career, I have benefited from the 

relationships other teachers established with me. I can tell you about my second grade 

teacher, Mrs. Bryant, who encouraged me to write my poems in a book that she would read. I 

can tell you about Mr. Vernon Falls, who introduced me as a sixth grader to an expanded 

vocabulary. I can tell you about Mrs. Mabel Edmonds and Mrs. Phyllis Smith, two seventh 

grade teachers who both sampled the barbecue sauce I made (using my mother’s recipe, of 

course) and took some home to share with their husbands. I can tell you about Mr. Oliver 

Lake, my elementary music teacher, who would invite his students to come to his public 

concerts with the Black Artists Group (BAG). He would tell us, “Come to the back door and 
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ask for me so I can get you in free,” which he did. I can tell you about Ms. Ruby Moore, my 

10th grade English teacher who I believed colluded with other teachers at Vashon High 

School who were graduates of Tennessee State University, to target and tease me when she 

discovered I would be attending Florida A and M University. Academic and personal 

achievement advances when a lasting connection is made between students and at least one 

caring adult (Galassi, Gulledge & Cox, 1998; Jackson & Davis, 2000; Noddings, 1992; 

Payne, 2005). I was rich because I had not just one caring adult; there were many others.  

It was the relationships my teachers formed with me that provided motivation. As a 

result, I wanted to do my best and learn all I could because of these teachers. Each of them 

took interest in me. My way to repay and thank them was to excel. As reports of the 

underachievement of Black males continue to surface, I question whether these males have 

positive relationships with their teachers that encourage and motivate them to excel. As 

stated earlier, the adversarial relationships I witnessed on many different occasions in various 

schools as a visitor or an employee in provided the motivation for this study.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 Schooling is a process that should help develop productive citizens in our society. A 

very meaningful part of that process occurs during middle level learning. Adults who miss 

the necessary skills development in middle schools may have difficulty contributing as 

productive citizens and can place a burden on society. A look at this country’s prison 

population is evidence of this burden, and an alarming number of African Americans, 

particularly males, end up incarcerated (Hallett, 2006; Sheldon, 2001). Educational 

inequalities exist that have a direct relationship upon the productivity of African American 

male students. The nation-wide academic success rate of these students raises concern for 

many educators, researchers, and others (Kunjufu, 2002; Noguera, 2008; Tatum, 2005). As a 

result of the lack of educational equity, there is disparity between the academic achievement 

of African American male students and their White cohorts in American schools (Holzman, 

2006; Jacobson, Olsen, Rice, Sweetland & Ralph, 2001; Lewis, Simon, Uzzell, Horwitz & 

Casserly, 2010). Since African American males constitute a significant portion of this 

nation’s population, then those same practices that hindered their development may 

ultimately impact the entire nation in undesirable ways. 

 Because the schooling process should help develop productive citizens in our society, 

the successes of African American male students were examined in this study. The 

cumulative consequences of school failure are most severe for Black males (Holzman, 2004). 

While the achievement between Whites and Blacks is often discussed, there should also be 

dialogue about academic performance as it relates to gender. According to Holzman (2004), 

Black male and female siblings of the same home, parents, communities, and economic 
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conditions have significantly different school and achievement outcomes. If the only 

contributors to the lack of success for Black male students are factors outside of school, how 

is it that African American male students may be positioned to lower levels of achievement 

in schools than their female siblings, even when they have exactly the same living 

environment? Educational policies, systems, and environments that produce this disparity in 

Black male student achievement in areas of gender as well as race must be examined. While 

the causes and cures are complex and multifaceted, schools must account for their 

contributions to this tragedy. In other words, if Black male and female siblings develop a gap 

in their achievement when they are from the same environmental conditions, then a major 

contributing factor may be the schooling process.  

 To combat the discrepancies in achievement, many school districts have espoused 

initiatives to close the achievement gap between students of color and their White cohort. 

One aspect that schools apparently need to seriously consider is whether positive 

relationships are being developed between Black male students and teachers that facilitate 

and support learning. For the most part, the types of relationships described in the opening 

narrative are just not prevalent now between young African American male students and 

many of their teachers. What I witness occurring presently in schools are adversarial 

relationships, many of which seem to be based on distrust, indifference, and fear. According 

to Cose (1993), this country—schools included—is filled with attitudes, assumptions, 

stereotypes, and behaviors that make it quite difficult for Blacks to believe the nation is 

serious about the promise of equality.    

 This study examined how attitudes, assumptions, stereotypes, and behaviors of those 

who work in and attend middle schools may circumvent relationship building and influence 
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learning. It should be noted that the terms African American male students and Black male 

students were used frequently and interchangeably throughout this study. Works cited in this 

study incorporate the use of these terms similarly.  

Problem Statement 

 Relationships between students and teachers in middle level grades, primarily grades 

six through eight, may influence learning, specifically that of African-American male 

students. For this study, relationships that may have an effect on student learning are defined 

as those positive interactions between teachers and students that foster in the student a sense 

of belonging, a feeling of worth, and the willingness to learn. Learning is defined in various 

ways. In a contemporary definition, Williams (2003) characterizes learning as “the ability of 

the learner to make meaning of new knowledge by making connections with existing 

knowledge” (p. 182). However, Anyon’s (1983) definition of learning as the acquisition of 

skills and knowledge that will enable one to express her or himself artistically, linguistically, 

and scientifically, and develop ideas into concrete form, is better suited for this study and 

will be used by this researcher.  

 As mentioned earlier, learning happens through relationships (Goodenow, 1993; 

Jackson & Davis, 2000; Thomason & Thompson, 1992). Positive relationships between 

students and teachers are needed for optimal learning. Student learning increases when 

positive relationships are formed between students and teachers. When negative relationships 

are formed, students are not motivated to learn. Often the lack of positive relationships in 

middle schools impedes learning.  

 Children spend their days in social interactions with teachers and other students. This 

fact cannot be changed by the availability of material resources, the strategies districts use to 
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assign children to schools, or the manner in which children are grouped for instruction. 

According to Ferguson (2005), as students and teachers delve into routines of schooling, both 

perceptions and expectations determine and reflect (a) the goals that both students and 

teachers set for achievement, (b) the strategies used to pursue those goals, (c) the skill and 

energy used to implement the strategies, and (d) the rewards expected from making the 

effort. These actions affect standardized scores as well as other measures of achievement.  

 In order to form positive relationships with individuals, one must have positive 

outlooks about the people with whom the relationship is formed. It is highly improbable that 

school personnel can interact positively with Black male students on a continuous basis when 

the perceptions they have about the students are negative. The perceptions and expectations 

of teachers and principals are often influenced by terms such as dangerous, dysfunctional, 

uneducable, and lazy, which reinforce negative stereotypes of Black males (Strayhorn, 2008). 

If teachers and principals have negative stereotypes about Black male students, then the 

ability to build positive relationships will be severely hampered. 

 From my experience, when school personnel have negative perceptions about Black 

male students, the students will have a corresponding negative response. The general 

tendency for Black male students, when they sense or feel negativity directed toward them, is 

to return the negativity. The low expectations and negative attitudes of school officials 

toward Black students consciously and unconsciously become constants and are easily 

transmitted to students. Upon perceiving these expectations and attitudes, Black male 

students respond by taking a negative posture towards schoolwork and achievement. As 

success in formal schoolwork decreases, Black male students increasingly seek non-

academic recognition among their peers, developing a “coolness” exemplified through peer-
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accepted styles of walking, talking, and dressing. Since their efforts in the classroom may not 

be encouraged, recognized, or rewarded, Black male students may reject the appearance of 

being smart in the classroom and choose to emulate individuals they see as being street-smart 

and successful, such as drug dealers, pimps, and hustlers (Reed, 1988). As Black male 

students find a method or manner to give back the negativity to those they feel they are 

receiving it from, they are rarely willing to “kill them with kindness” when they do. 

 Given that so much of learning hinges upon the interactions between teacher and 

learner, relationships in schools locally may influence the outcomes of Black male student 

learning. The results from the 2010-2011 school year annual state assessment administered in 

the Tradnal School district, a pseudonym for the district in the state of Missouri in which this 

study was conducted, show Black male students consistently under-perform in comparison to 

other sub-groups tested in the areas of communication arts (CA) and math. In three of this 

district’s middle schools where the study was conducted, Black males consistently rank 

highest in the Basic and Below Basic performance categories than any other cohort group. In 

the Proficient category, Black males are consistently the lowest cohort group. Four of six 

times, Black males are the lowest cohort group in the Advanced category. The other two 

times in the Advanced category, Black males exceed Black females (see Figures 1-3). 

Disparity in the achievement of Black males and their other cohort groups can be found in 

the Tradnal School District.  
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Figure 1. Annual State Assessment Results for the 2010-2011 School Year 
Middle School 1. Data derived from Tradnal School District. 
 

 
 
Figure 2. Annual State Assessment Results for the 2010-2011 School Year 
Middle School 2. Data derived from Tradnal School District. 
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Figure 3. Annual State Assessment Results for the 2010-2011 School Year 
Middle School 3. Data derived from Tradnal School District. 

This trend in low achievement for Black males extends to high schools across other 

cities in the state of Missouri as well as in other states. According to Holzman (2006), in the 

2003-2004 school year, the state of Missouri graduated 56% of its Black males while 

graduating 78% of its White males, giving rise to a 22% graduation gap. Holzman, using 

NCES data, reports astounding statistics in a study conducted for the Schott Foundation. In 

the 2003-2004 school year, 55% of African American males did not receive high school 

diplomas with their cohort. Eight states—Delaware, Georgia, Illinois, Michigan, New York, 

South Carolina, Indiana, and Wisconsin—graduated fewer African American males with 

their peer group than the national average. Two states—Nevada and Florida—graduated less 
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than one-third of their Black males on schedule. The problem is mostly concentrated in a few 

large cities. For example, the cities of New York, Chicago, Detroit, and Miami fail to 

graduate between two-thirds and three-fourths of its Black males with their peers. According 

to Holzman (2006):  

Districts in which Black students are concentrated tend to have racially segregated 
schools, do worse on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), 
suspend or expel more Black boys than White boys, and assign more Black boys than 
White boys to Special Education using procedures open to abuse and effectively 
preventing those students from receiving a high school diploma with their peers.” 
(p. ii) 
 

The disparity in learning of African American males is far reaching. 

 Jacobson and colleagues (2001) conducted a longitudinal study for the National 

Center for Education Statistics (NCES). In that study, researchers sampled four groups of 

young adults—the 1979 sample, the 1983-1989 sample, the 1986-1992 sample, and the 1992 

sample—to explore the relationship between Black-White differences in educational 

achievement and later differences in post-secondary schooling and employment. 

Comparisons of overall average outcomes for Blacks and Whites were initially made, 

followed by comparisons of average outcomes for Blacks and Whites with similar levels of 

prior educational achievement. Jacobsen et al. (2001) reported that Black children scored 

lower on reading and mathematics tests than White children at every grade level studied. For 

children with similar levels of reading and mathematics achievement in the previous one or 

two grades, the gap between Black and White children in reading and mathematics 

achievement was at least three-fifths smaller than for Black and White children collectively. 

In mathematics, Jacobsen et al. (2001) stated the gap between Black and White 

students’ achievement “differed in size across grades, in a manner consistent with a 
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narrowing of the Black-White achievement gap during elementary school, followed by a 

widening of the gap during junior high school and little change during senior high school” 

(p. 32). The researchers further stated, “Comparisons within the same sample of children 

indicated that the reading gap grew wider between certain grades, but comparisons across 

different samples of children indicated that the reading gap was two-fifths narrower in grade 

12 than in grade 2” (p. 37). No causal explanations are offered in their study, but the 

researchers stated,  

The reason for Black-White disparities in mathematics and reading achievement may 
include differences in family background not captured by parent socio-economic 
status, as well as differences in peer group characteristics, school resources, and the 
manner in which children are treated in their classrooms. (p. 42) 
 

 According to Jacobsen et al. (2001), from the late 1970s to the early 1990s, Black-

White disparities in the labor market outcomes of young adults persisted, with Blacks being 

more likely to be unemployed or reporting lower annual and hourly earnings than their White 

counterparts. In annual and hourly earnings, gaps between Blacks and Whites were generally 

larger for men than for women. Gaps between young Black and White adults with similar 

educational achievement were at least one-half smaller than for young adults as a whole. This 

study also showed that Black women with similar prior educational achievement to that of 

White women earned at least as much annually and hourly as their White cohort. The 

disparity in annual earnings for Black males with similar educational achievement to that of 

White males was two-fifths to three-fifths smaller than the comparison of all Black and 

White men in the study.  

 In a study conducted by the Council of the Great City Schools, Lewis et al. (2010) 

reported that inequalities persist in the achievement levels of Black and White males. Black 
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male achievement levels were continually lower than those of White males. Black males who 

were not eligible for free and reduced lunch who attended large city schools had reading and 

math scores similar to or lower than those of White males eligible for free and reduced lunch. 

Additionally, Black males without disabilities had reading and mathematics scores lower 

than those of White males with disabilities. Lewis et al. (2010) analyzed National 

Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) data on Black male achievement along with 

data from the Trial Urban District Assessments (TUDA)—an assessment designed to 

examine the feasibility of using NAEP to report on public school students’ academic 

performance at the district level—on 18 large city school districts. The documented 

achievement of Black male students warrants a discussion of the possible causes. 

 Black male students often face added obstacles in schools unlike their White 

counterparts because of cultural differences they have developed. Figures of authority in our 

schools misunderstand or lack understanding of the culture-specific behaviors that black 

male students exhibit (Majors & Billson, 1992; Tatum, 2005). In other words, the lack of 

understanding or misunderstanding of Black male students’ behaviors becomes an 

impediment to their learning. As mentioned earlier, the reasons for Black-White disparities in 

mathematics and reading achievement may include the manner in which children are treated 

in their classrooms (Jacobson et al., 2001). My experiences also lead me to believe that the 

lack of achievement by African American students—specifically males—cannot be solely 

attributed to the lack of positive relationships with their teachers; however, the lack of 

relationships is recognized as a hindrance to learning. Those charged with educating Black 

male students must recognize that positive relationships between students and teachers may 

help student learning. 
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 This research project explored the relationships between Black male students and 

their teachers in two of the middle schools in the Tradnal School District. Practices dating 

back over one hundred years that were designed to limit the academic gains and social 

mobility of African Americans and thus create classes of people, are currently found in 

schools and may interfere with relationship building (Noguera, 2008; Tatum, A., 2005; 

Tatum, B., 2007). These practices, which include social stratification, student compliance, 

and negative stereotyping, continue to separate people by class, even when schools 

purportedly address what Higham (2001) calls the “holy trinity of gender, race, and class.” 

He further states, “To its academic apostle, multiculturalism signifies a preoccupation with 

race and gender—a preoccupation that allows just a whiff of class consciousness to sharpen 

the pungent odor of subjugation and resistance” (pp. 227-228).  

According to Tyack and Hansot (1982), social engineers such as Elwood P. 

Cubberley worked to create a tiered society where the intelligent races, as viewed by these 

social engineers, were educated for managerial positions and other races were groomed for 

more menial jobs. Social engineers used research for reform in education and society within 

the framework of values and privilege they operated in and accepted with very little 

questioning. The existing social order was seemingly justified by quantitative studies of the 

relation between occupations and the distribution of Intelligence Quotient (I.Q.) scores. 

Society would function as it should if “smart people had the good jobs and dumb people the 

poor jobs” (p. 156). Social engineers such as Cubberley identified groups that warranted 

better schooling and groups that did not. 

 By combining schooling with rules of compliance, schools became conforming 

institutions geared towards creating obedient and subjugated products. In the early twentieth 
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century, subjugation through schooling was a designed goal. Schools were designed to 

produce a homogeneous moral and civic order (Tyack & Hansot, 1982). A century later, 

producing this type of order fits a book burning ceremony described by Barth (2007) as he 

explains: 

One reason why those youngsters were burning those books, literally, and why so 
many other youngsters burn their books, figuratively, at the conclusion of our 
treatment of them in school is that, lurking beneath the culture of most schools (and 
universities) is a deadening message. It goes something like this: Learn or we will 
hurt you. We educators have taken learning, a wonderful, God-given, spontaneous 
capacity of all human beings, and coupled it with punitive measures…. School 
cultures in which students submit to learning, and to the threats of punishment for not 
learning, generate students who want to be finished with learning when they graduate 
from school. (p. 166)  
 

Since Black male students are more apt to be punished, labeled, and categorized for special 

education than any other group in American society (Delpit, 2006; Noguera, 2008), it appears 

that they undergo more attempts of subjugation than other groups. 

Along with efforts of stratification and subjugation, Black male students combat an 

array of negative images amassed over the years. Many of these images were constructed to 

discourage the racial mixing of Black males with White women in an effort to maintain racial 

purity (Lemire, 2002; Pascoe, 2009). Existing images is the next area of examination. 

 The practice of prohibiting racial mixing, or miscegenation, led to the creation of 

negative characterizations of Black males that continue to be proliferated today. Keeping the 

portrayal of African American males as violent and sexually aggressive on the minds of 

White females has long been incorporated in American society. Schirmer (2002), describing 

a time circa 1910, states, “Defined by these [white] men as sexually aggressive and 

disinclined to keep their place, black males endangered the authority by which they [White 

men] maintained property rights in both a home and in its female occupants” (p. 77). Because 
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of fears implanted through stereotypes from the past, Black males may often be found to be 

intimidating to their White female teachers. It is impossible to teach a child if you are afraid 

of him or her (Kunjufu, 2002). If fear of the student by the teacher is present, then the 

relationship between them suffers. If the relationship between the student and teacher suffers, 

then the student’s learning suffers.  

Purpose and Research Questions 

 This study has the purpose of exploring the perceptions of underachieving African 

American male students about their schooling experiences and the relationships they have 

with their teachers. The major tradition used was initially to be phenomenological inquiry 

that also incorporated the traditions of heuristics and narratology. As the research was 

conducted, more applicable traditions were utilized for the way data were reviewed. The 

major traditions used became portraiture and heuristic inquiry.  

Portraiture is a qualitative tradition that unites aesthetic expression with systematic 

observed description, combining human sensibility with scientific rigor. Portraits are formed 

through in-depth qualitative interviewing and dialogue between the researcher and the 

subject, with each one contributing to the creation of the image (Lawrence-Lightfoot & 

Davis, 1997; Patton, 2002). A heuristic study is a phenomenological inquiry that brings the 

personal experience and insights of the researcher to the forefront. Through inquiry, search, 

and immersion in active experience, the researcher delves into the question, becomes one 

with it, and achieves an understanding of it (Moustakas, 1990; Patton 2002).  

Research Questions 

 The inquiry of relationships between African American male students with teachers 

suggests several questions that must be answered during the fieldwork stage. However, 
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realizing that research questions are subject to change during this stage, I identified 

preliminary research questions including the following: 

 1. How do Black male students who are underachieving describe their schooling 

experiences?  

 2. What are the perceptions of underachieving Black male students regarding the 

relationships they have with teachers? 

 3. In what ways do relationships with teachers influence how underachieving Black 

male students feel about themselves? 

It is well documented that Black male students demonstrate a lack of achievement in 

school. This study investigated the influence of student-teacher relationships on learning and 

whether or not they promote or hinder learning. Discord between Black male students and 

teachers implies that Black males are frequently pushouts as opposed to dropouts (Majors & 

Billson, 1992). The first question was raised because of the need to know what the 

educational experiences are like for Black male students who underachieve in schools.  

The qualities and practices that make a teacher special and worthy of respect are 

compassion, firmness, and an engaging, interesting, and challenging teaching style (Noguera, 

2008). The second question was posed to discover the perceptions Black male students have 

about their relationships with teachers and if they feel their teachers’ qualities are similar or 

different from those mentioned above. The third question was included to discover the 

feelings Black male students have regarding themselves based upon the way teachers interact 

with them in their relationships. These were the questions I believed would elicit responses 

from underachieving Black male students that would indicate their affect toward school. 
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Having presented the questions to be answered in the research, the theoretical framework that 

helped construct meaning of the participants’ experiences are examined next. 

Theoretical Framework 

 A theoretical or conceptual framework, according to Maxwell (2005), is “the system 

of concepts, assumptions, expectations, beliefs, and theories that supports and informs your 

research” (p. 33). The theoretical framework drawn upon in this study of relationship 

building in middle schools incorporated four concepts, which were (a) social stratification, 

(b) student compliance, (c) existing images, and (d) identity development. These concepts are 

major contributors that can interrupt, and may even hinder the learning process of African 

American male students and are therefore identified as components of the theoretical 

framework.  

The first concept examined is that of social stratification. According to Davis and 

Moore (2008), a society must, as a functioning mechanism, distribute its members in social 

positions and persuade them to perform the duties of these positions. In addition, social 

stratification involves placing and motivating individuals in the social structure. The 

stratification system rests on traits present at birth (e.g., sex, race, ethnicity, parental wealth, 

nationality) that influence the social standing of individuals (Grusky, 2001). The concept of 

social stratification is listed first, because it is my belief that through its practices, the 

subsequent concepts are enacted. Social stratification has been systematically used to 

separate groups by social constructs such as race and gender. The components of social 

stratification support the achievement of various race and ethnic groups as well as gender, to 

certain levels, either by promoting designated groups over others or by not having the same 

expectations for all groups.  
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 The construct of student compliance was examined next because it has historically 

been associated with the development of schooling in this country. Student compliance for 

this study was defined as establishing and teaching the social mores and acceptable behaviors 

of society to children as a part of the schooling process. This practice of student compliance 

is prominent in schools today—so much so that the fixation with social control and 

behavioral management outweighs all other priorities (Noguera, 2008). 

 Existing images was the third theoretical concept incorporated in this research 

project. I examined the propagation of negative images about Black males historically used 

as a method of discouraging intimate contact between them and White females. These 

stereotypes, untruths, and over-characterizations of Black males have not all been dispelled. 

They still inundate American society and filter into schools. Many Black males enroll in 

public school, where they are deemed invisible, except in negative terms. Black males are 

well aware of the pervasiveness of negative imaging and stereotyping that society, and in 

turn, public school, has placed on them (Hopkins, 1997). My beliefs regarding this construct 

are that many of the teachers bring to the classroom fears and stereotypes that have been 

instilled in them by society about Black males. Students who are feared by their teachers do 

not receive their teachers’ best instructive efforts (Kunjufu, 2002; Noguera, 2008). 

 The fourth concept applied to this study was that of identity development during 

adolescence. Identity can be defined as the process in which aspects of the self—abilities, 

attitudes, beliefs, physical and psychological traits, temperament, etc. —are integrated into a 

coherent whole and fitted between that self and the adult opportunities and roles that are open 

in society (Aries, 2001). Identity development is an ongoing process. My focus was on that 
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aspect of identity development that involves answering the questions, “Who am I?” and 

“Who can I be?” 

Interference with this framework can be harmful. Adolescents have a need to belong 

and to feel valued. Students will not advance as much as possible when natural social 

development is interfered with and these students’ needs are not met. My belief is that 

because stratification of Black male students occurs and there is an effort by their teachers to 

gain compliance, it is easy for them to overlook those students’ needs while simultaneously 

attending to the needs of others. 

Overview of Methodology 

 As previously stated, the major tradition of this proposed study was portraiture and 

heuristic inquiry with the purpose of exploring the relationships between African-American 

male students who are underachieving in schools and their teachers. This study took place in 

two selected middle schools in the Tradnal School District. Tradnal is a pseudonym for this 

suburban school district located in the Midwest region of the United Sates. For purposes of 

confidentiality, neither the district nor students of this study were identified.  

 Qualitative researchers select individuals for study that can best bring to light an 

understanding of the research problem (Creswell, 2007). Purposeful or purposive sampling 

was used in this study for that reason. By selecting information-rich cases, a great deal can be 

learned about the key issues central to the study (Patton, 2002). A sample set of African 

American male students from three of the middle schools in the Tradnal School District was 

selected to participate because they were the most informed about and could best report on 

their relationships with teachers. Three students from each school were sought for a total of 

six participants. 
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 A strategy called snowball or chain sampling was used for this study. In snowball 

sampling, well-situated people were asked by the researcher to supply names of information-

rich individuals with whom to speak (Creswell, 2007; Miles & Huberman, 1994). These 

well-situated individuals, school administrators, counselors, and interventionists had 

referrals, School Wide Information System (SWIS) data, and observations to help identify 

participants. The snowball was able to grow by asking several parties for other individuals to 

speak with. After asking several well-situated people to identify possible participants, I 

looked for names that surfaced frequently because students repetitively identified took on 

special significance for this study.  

 Data were collected from multiple sources. I conducted interviews and observations 

as well as collected stories and other documents from one grading period. Interviews 

conducted with the students selected served as the threshold into the participants’ middle 

school experiences. Several approaches to interviewing are available to qualitative 

researchers. The informal conversational interview was the approach incorporated in this 

study.  

The observations took place in classrooms and common areas. Academic monitoring 

and discipline interventions were also included. Collected, too, were students’ school 

histories or stories including such documents as students’ grades, attendance, office referrals, 

and recognitions. It was possible to recreate the students’ world using observation notes, 

interviews and stories, and documents. A researcher must sample settings, events, and 

processes, not only people (Maxwell, 2005). Multiple data sources such as those listed above 

helped me make meaning of the participants’ schooling experiences, specifically their 

relationships with their teachers. 
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 The research approach included portraiture and heuristic traditions. Portraiture is a 

narrative study; therefore, this research highlights individuals who have stories or life 

experiences to tell. Their spoken or written text gives a chronological account of an event or 

series of events. Narrative analysis takes the story itself as its object of investigation 

(Riessman, 1993). Selected students were asked to share their personal stories.  

A value is placed upon oral expression in the African American community and in 

this community, the person of words—preacher, rapper, philosopher, huckster—receives 

great respect (Delpit, 2006). The researcher transcribed personal stories or narratives for use 

in this study. It was important to hear what the participants had to say and how they said it. 

Having knowledge of these students’ thoughts, perceptions, and feelings was paramount 

when the magnitude of and implications for conducting this study were brought forth. 

This study is heuristic because my personal feelings, insights and experiences, as the 

researcher, were brought to the forefront. Heuristics refers to a process of internal search in 

which the nature and meaning of experience is discovered and methods and procedures for 

further investigations and analysis are developed. Throughout the heuristic process, the self 

of the researcher is present, and the researcher experiences a growing self-awareness and 

self-knowledge, while also understanding the phenomenon with increasing depth 

(Moustakas, 1994). The adversarial relationships I witnessed in schools, specifically with 

African American male students and teachers, drove this study.  

The relationships I witness currently are not like those I experienced while I was in 

school. While societal pressures placed on Black males were very much present during my 

youth, my teachers, through our relationships, provided me with safeguards. Teacher actions 

today may further magnify the pressures of society placed on Black males. I was attempting 
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to discover the extent to which participants perceive the relationships with their teachers as 

major influences regarding their academic success. Discourse regarding the study’s 

magnitude and implications follows. 

Significance of the Study 

 The pragmatic goal of this study was to help teachers understand the need for, and 

assist in developing relationships with African-American male students that increase their 

success in school. This study was intended to help center the focus and energy of teachers of 

African-American male students toward the outcome of learning as opposed to an outcome 

of compliance and conformity to rules. By focusing more on the learning of Black male 

students, schools can reduce the practice of alienating these males from the educational 

process, which can enable them to create productive lives for themselves. It is through a 

rigorous, yet nurturing, educational experience that Black male students learn and become 

citizens who can be more productive to our society.  

 Educators may be better able to effect change in how they relate to African American 

male students when they have knowledge of those students’ perspectives of the classroom 

experiences, as they pertain to relationship building between the two groups. A significant 

issue occurring in schools is that teachers and other adults do not see themselves as part of 

the problem when it comes to the low rates of achievement of Black male students. Even 

though teachers implement instructional strategies and initiatives adopted by their respective 

schools and districts in which they work, some may still lack realization of the importance of 

relationship building and how it affects student learning. The real solution may not be in the 

instructional strategy or initiative at all. It may actually be in the teaching practices. Tatum 

(2005) states, “Teachers must become personally invested in their black male students in a 
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way that moves beyond the existing curriculum. Instruction must take place in responsive 

environments where the literacies of black males can flourish” (p. 35). In the current study, a 

selection of African American male students reported their thoughts about relationships with 

teachers and how much they learn from them.  

 This study began with my narrative. Maintaining fidelity to heuristic tradition, this 

was done to make a connection with the stories and narratives African American male 

students provided as participants of the study. Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the study 

and an overview of the processes and format the study followed. Chapter 2 provides a review 

of the literature that is salient to and, in many cases, provided impetus for this study. The 

methodology incorporated in this study is discussed in Chapter 3. The results of the study are 

revealed in Chapter 4, and Chapter 5 reports on the implications associated with the findings 

of the study.  
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 There has been much discussion on the success, or lack of success, of African 

American male students in this nation’s schools. As stated by Holzman (2004) in the Schott 

Report, the cumulative consequences of school failure are most severe for African American 

male students. There is much concern regarding the lack of opportunity young Black males 

encounter because of limited education. I have a concern about the quality of opportunities 

available to Black males who have limited prospects of upward social mobility. The subject 

is one that is important to this researcher, who is also an educator, especially in view of the 

fact that I am an African American male.  

 In examining what occurs in schools between students and teachers, one factor 

becomes very prominent. There is a great need for the development of positive relationships 

between all students and their teachers in schools, and its importance cannot be overstated. 

Good teaching begins with the development of trusting relationships (Burkhardt & Kane, 

2005; Jackson & Davis, 2000; Noddings, 1992). Teaching that occurs without the benefit of 

such relationships leave much to be desired. There must also be continuity in the 

development of such relationships, particularly between teachers and African American male 

students. Trust should be evident because it is required for good learning to thrive; therefore, 

relationships formed between teachers and African-American male students should influence 

their learning in a constructive and beneficial manner.  

 The purpose of this study is to explore the perceptions of underachieving African 

American male students about their schooling experiences and the relationships they have 

with their teachers. As discussed in the previous chapter, this study utilizes portraiture and 
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heuristic study in its conceptual presentation. There were certain preliminary questions I 

sought to answer in this inquiry:  

 1. How do Black male students who have are underachieving describe their schooling 

experiences?  

 2. What are the perceptions of underachieving Black male students regarding the 

relationships they have with teachers? 

 3. In what ways do relationships with teachers influence how underachieving Black 

male students feel about themselves? 

When considering how teacher-learner relationships influence Black male students, 

knowledge and understanding of responses to the above questions is valuable information to 

have. 

 The theoretical framework used to contribute to the understanding of African 

American male students’ schooling experiences and relationships with their teachers 

incorporated four concepts: (a) social stratification, (b) student conformity, (c) existing 

images, and (d) identity development. I selected these concepts as components of the 

theoretical framework of this study because I believe these concepts, when practiced by those 

responsible for educating African American male students, interrupt their learning processes.  

 The first concept is that of social stratification. Stratification practices have been 

systematically used to group people by social constructs such as race, class, and gender 

(Grusky, 2001). The practices of social stratification support the achievement of various 

ethnic groups and gender to certain levels, either by promoting designated groups over others 

or by not having the same expectations for all groups. Practice of social stratification in 

schools apparently has hindered the academic progress of African American male students. 
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 The second concept is the construct of student compliance. Student compliance is 

establishing and teaching the acceptable behaviors of society to children through the 

schooling process (Kohn, 2006; Tyack & Hansot, 1982). I selected this concept next because 

it historically goes hand in hand with the development of schooling in this country. My 

assumptions are that this practice of student compliance appears to be prominent in schools 

today—so much so that teachers confuse the need for order with a need for compliance, and 

schools spend a vast amount of time trying to control students as opposed to teaching them. 

 The third concept is existing images. Many stereotypes, untruths, and over-

characterizations of Black males were created during the enslavement of Africans. The 

purpose of these stereotypes, untruths, and over-characterizations was to prevent interracial 

mixing (Lemire, 2002). These images of Black males have not all been dispelled. They exist 

in society today, are present in the minds of some teachers, and therefore permeate 

instruction (Gibbs, 1988; Noguera, 2008). 

 The fourth concept is that of identity development. This pertains to that aspect of 

adolescent identity development that involves answering, “Who am I?” and “Who can I be?” 

Interference with this framework can be harmful. Adolescents have a need to belong and to 

feel valued (Muuss, 1996). It is my assumption that through the practices of the previous 

three concepts discussed—social stratification, student compliance, and existing 

stereotypes—the need of Black male students to develop a positive identity is being 

hampered, creating a situation in which these students do not perform as well in school. 

 Knowledge of those systemic and historical forces that exist and prohibit relational 

development between African American male students and their teachers is vital. Such 

knowledge can assist those individuals involved in the educational process with the 
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recognition of these forces. Recognition of these forces can then lead to their negation or 

removal as a hindrance to learning for Black male students. For these reasons, I believe this 

study is essential. In this chapter of the research, I connect the theoretical framework with 

existing literature surrounding the education of Black male students.  

 The literature review is an opportunity to participate in written discourse with the 

researchers of other studies that are closely related to the one being undertaken while 

demonstrating comprehension and response to that research, bridging any gaps, and 

extending the research. The literature review provides a framework for establishing the 

importance of the study and the impetus for one’s own research (Creswell, 2009; Ridley 

2008). In the literature review, the perspectives of researchers of social stratification, student 

conformity, miscegenation, and adolescent development are presented. Their research served 

as the driving force for my own investigations of relationship development between teachers 

and African American male students and its influence on their learning in schools.  

Social Stratification as an Inhibitor of Student-Teacher Relationships 

 The concept of social stratification, as it pertains to this study, is driven by the 

acceptability of the idea of human beings subjugating other human beings and is braced with 

systems in place to support the subjugation. It has had a great influence on the education of 

African Americans at all levels. The supporting systems of social stratification are generally 

based on status attained through established wealth or financial success. Thus, tiers of human 

value are delineated, and people are willingly and unwillingly situated in their prescribed 

capacities (Grusky & Ku, 2008). Examples of stratification include caste systems, class 

systems, and involuntary labor systems such as indentured servitude and slavery. Some 

consider social stratification a functional necessity. Davis and Moore (2008) maintain: 
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As a functioning mechanism a society must somehow distribute its members in social 
positions and induce them to perform the duties of these positions. It must thus 
concern itself with motivation at two different levels: to instill in the proper 
individuals the desire to fill certain positions, and, once in these positions, the desire 
to perform the duties attached to them. Even though the social order may be relatively 
static in form, there is a continuous process of metabolism as new individuals are 
born into it, shift with age, and die off. Their absorption into the positional system 
must somehow be arranged and motivated. (p. 30)  

 
In order for these systems to exist, the ideology behind them must be accepted, tolerated, or 

endured by masses of people, and supporting structures have to be in place.  

 Illuminated in this study is the manner in which practices of social stratification have 

been prominent in this country, where tiers of human value have been delineated, beginning 

with slavery. Through social stratification, Black and White races were kept separate, and the 

rights and privileges of Whites were maintained while those of Blacks were denied. These 

practices continued in the form of prison labor and segregation and were mirrored in schools. 

After laws were passed making racially-based social stratification unconstitutional and 

illegal, a new method of dialogue was created. It supported the continuation of stratification 

but was devoid of the racial jargon that was created and is currently being used today. As a 

result, a large number of vote-less, disenfranchised people, who are relegated to the bottom 

of the social order, are being created. They are simultaneously producing a profit for private 

business owners and shareholders, and becoming normalized by the mass incarceration of a 

whole group of the population—Black males. The following discourse examines 

stratification practices, beginning with slave society.  

 Social stratification has impacted American society as a whole. A major component 

of stratification has been the enslavement of human beings. Slavery, while being significant 

to stratification, has also been key to the history of the United States. There is no denying the 
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enslavement of Black people in this country. Beginning with the first Black indentured 

servants transported to Jamestown, Virginia, in 1619, slavery lasted in this country for more 

than two centuries. It is my belief that the flavor of slavery, which was found delectable by 

so many, provides the groundwork for the societal processes so palatable today that still 

stratifies groups of people. 

 Slavery is defined in a two-fold manner in that one aspect of slavery concentrates on 

the power of the master over the slave while the other concentrates on the effects of the 

power over the slave (Fisher, 1993). Explaining slavery in the realm of the power of the 

master over the slave, Fisher (1993) selects the definition rendered in Article 1 of the Geneva 

Convention on Slavery in 1926 which states, “Slavery is the status or condition of a person 

over whom any or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership are exercised” (p. 1). 

Defining slavery in the realm of the effects of the power over the slave, Fisher uses a 

definition rendered by noted historical and cultural sociologist, Orlando Patterson (1982), 

who stated, “Slavery is the permanent, violent domination of natally alienated and generally 

dishonored persons” (p. 13). The practice of slavery stratifies people by invoking power on, 

as well as over, those enslaved.  

 The Bible and religion were even used by proponents of slave practices in the United 

States to justify their positions on slavery (Jordan, 1968; Kolchin, 1993). A statement from 

the Old Testament of the Bible states, “And he that is eight days old shall be circumcised 

among you, every man child in your generations, he that is born in the house, or bought with 

money of any stranger, which is not of thy seed” (Genesis 17:12 King James Version). The 

verse in Genesis addressing circumcision indicates all males, including those purchased with 

money. The Old Testament also reads. “If thou buy an Hebrew servant, six years he shall 
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serve: and in the seventh he shall go out free for nothing” (Exodus 21:2 King James 

Version). The book of Exodus addresses a six-year length of involuntary servitude a 

“purchased” Hebrew servant endures. The works of the Old Testament, composed during a 

time span of 12 B.C. to 2 B.C., indicates that slavery has endured throughout the ages. 

 Throughout time, involuntary servants and slaves have functioned in varying 

capacities and lengths. Slavery has greatly differed from place to place and from century to 

century in terms of service, work conditions, legal status, and terminology of the institution. 

According to Kolchin (1993) and Winks (1972), slaves have held positions of high status and 

have commanded considerable authority in the pre-modern societies of China and Russia. In 

the Islamic world and throughout much of Africa, Asia, and Latin America, slaves served in 

the militia, achieving high rank and power. 

Even in the present day as the practice of slavery appears in the form of human 

trafficking, its characteristics differ from those of earlier forms. The Kansas City Star reports: 

Around the country, some victims exemplify the more exotic definitions of trafficking 
—those sold into the sex trade or into forced labor. But many… find themselves in 
mundane jobs. Incurring heavy debts while trying to find a better life, they become 
financially chained to their traffickers and work for low pay or in dangerous 
conditions. They toil in factories and massage parlors, on fruit and vegetable farms, 
and inside homes, hotels and restaurants from California to Maine. Stripped of their 
humanity, they’re often threatened with their lives, or their families’ lives, if they 
don’t submit to the traffickers’ demands. (McGraw & Bauer, 2009, p. A1) 
 

Slavery, in its many forms throughout history and around the world, has been a key element 

to devaluing and socially stratifying human beings.  

 Just as slavery was established before the colonization of America took place, many 

of the attitudes that enabled the enslavement of Africans and subsequent African Americans 

in the colonies were already established in Britain. The attitudes of cultural and racial 
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superiority were parts of the cultural baggage brought to North America by English colonists, 

and when the British colonized America, the devaluation of people of African descent had 

already been initiated (Spring, 2010). Settlers who colonized America simply brought with 

them the attitudes already established about darker-skinned people, and so, even as this 

nation was being formed, people of African descent were already held in low regard. In the 

discussion of attitudes of racial superiority over Africans by Englanders, Kolchin (1993) 

mentioned three stereotypes about Africans already harbored by the English before 

colonization of the New World: 

First, they were “black” or so they seemed; it is highly significant that the English 
saw Africans as black and themselves as white—in both cases inaccurately—for 
associated with the former term were numerous pejorative meanings ranging from 
dirty to immoral, whereas the latter carried equally positive connotations of purity, 
virtue, and godliness. Second, they were “savage” or “uncivilized”; that is their 
culture was very different from that of Europeans and appeared to the English to be 
manifestly outlandish and inferior. Third, they were “heathens,” an attribute that may 
have been the most important of all, for in an era when being the wrong kind of 
Christian put one in mortal danger in most Christendom (including most of the 
English colonies), being a non-Christian automatically put one beyond the pale. 
(p. 15) 

 
The color, customs, and convictions of Africans, all different from that of the English, had 

been used to stratify people of African descent before American colonization. When it 

became more economically feasible to enslave African people, the established mindset of 

White colonists made it easier to do so.  

 Slavery in the colonies took on two distinct characteristics. The first of these was that 

slavery in America became defined by race. Alexander (2010) posits, “Here, in America, the 

idea of race emerged as a means of reconciling chattel slavery” (p. 23). As the desire for free 

labor grew, the number of indentured servants decreased. White indentured servants either 

completed their indenture or escaped. Many of those Whites who escaped were able to easily 
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blend in with residents of other communities. White servants were able to establish 

themselves as free despite markings, mutilations, or brandings used to mark them as 

indentured. Native Americans used as slaves escaped into their home land, of which they 

were very knowledgeable, and they were very difficult to locate as a result. Africans, 

however, did not have the luxury of being knowledgeable of the land, nor could they blend in 

with the residents of the community. Unauthorized movement was difficult for enslaved 

Africans. The country and language were new, and their race made them easily identifiable. 

Racial distinction facilitated enslavement, and Blacks were presumed to be slaves unless they 

could prove differently (Jordan, 1968; Kolchin, 1993).  

 The number of Black indentured servants decreased also; however, they did not go 

from servant to freedmen. They went from servant to slave. The elimination of the Black 

indentured servant added to the racial concept of slavery. Finlay (1972) posits, “Prejudice 

was certainly an important factor in the Southern American colonies when they decreed, in 

the 1660’s that henceforth all Negroes, but no whites, who were imported should be slaves 

and not indentured servants” (p. 7). There would be no confusion. In the established social 

order of this developing country, the people at the very bottom of the order were slaves, and 

slaves were Black people. 

 The second characteristic was the permanence of chattel slavery. Chattel slavery in 

this research is defined as a system of compulsory labor wherein human beings are 

considered the property of others. The idea of owning people appealed to slaveholders—so 

much so that they began breeding their own slaves. In terms of stratification, Kolchin (1993) 

states, “slavery became entrenched as a pervasive—and in many colonies central—
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component of social order, the dark underside of the American dream” (p. 4). Slave 

owners—Whites in America—created this country’s own sub-class of dark-skinned people. 

 Social stratification during the time of slavery had a enormous bearing on education. 

With the established enslavement practices, the education of African Americans was severely 

impacted because there were no schools created for Black slaves’ education. Frederick 

Douglass (1845/2004) describes the attitude regarding Blacks and learning when he recounts 

a discussion that his master, Hugh Auld, held with his wife stating: 

“Learning would spoil the best nigger in the world”…“if you teach that nigger 
(speaking of myself) how to read, there would be no keeping him. It would forever 
unfit him to be a slave. He would at once become unmanageable, and of no value to 
his master, as to himself, it could do him no good, but a great deal of harm. It would 
make him discontented and unhappy.” (p. 34) 
 

In other words, having an education would cause Blacks to challenge the slave status they 

occupied. 

For Whites, teaching Blacks to read was unlawful. Harsh constraints on teaching 

reading and writing to slaves were intended to prevent independence of any kind by slaves, 

securing the dominance of their masters and white society at large (Kolchin, 1993). For 

Blacks, learning to read was unsafe. Douglass (1854/2004) declared,  

My blood boils as I think of the bloody manner in which Messrs. Wright Fairbanks 
and Garrison West, both class-leaders, in connection with many others, rushed in 
upon us with sticks and stones, and broke up our virtuous little Sabbath school. (p. 
106) 
 
The general sentiment of slaveholders shown here was that slaves that could read 

would become disgruntled with their enslavement and seek the liberties enjoyed by those 

who were free. Relationships between African American students and teachers would hardly 
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exist because of slavery. Black students would have no recognized schools and therefore no 

recognized teachers with whom to form relationships.  

 The continued social stratification of African American people went well beyond the 

recognized period of slavery. It became another component of the practice of social 

stratification. One important aspect to note is that slave states in America became dependent 

on a system of cost-free labor. So dependent did America become on cost-free labor that after 

slavery was ended, efforts were made to replicate the slave system. The language of the 

Thirteenth Amendment, the very amendment that gave slaves their freedom in America, 

enabled slave labor to continue. It states, “Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except 

as a punishment for crime whereof the party shall have been duly convicted, shall exist 

within the United States, or any place subject to their jurisdiction.” While the Thirteenth 

Amendment clearly states that neither slavery nor involuntary servitude shall exist in the 

United States or its territories, it also states that involuntary servitude can exist as a 

punishment for crime when the party has been duly convicted (Hallett, 2006). Alexander 

(2010) states, “The rules and reasons the political system employs to enforce status relations 

of any kind, including racial hierarchy, evolve and change as they are challenged” (p. 21). 

The practice of slavery, challenged by one condition of the Thirteenth Amendment, changed 

and continued under another condition of the amendment. It is under the latter proclamation 

that slavery shall not exist “except as a punishment for crime whereof the party shall have 

been duly convicted” that the practice of involuntary servitude remained in this country. 

 Historical accounts show there was much opposition to upward social mobility of 

Blacks after the Civil War. Codes, enticement statutes, and vagrancy laws were initiated to 

impede the progress of Black people. These codes, statutes, and laws were typically designed 
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to regulate the movements, labor, and behaviors of emancipated slaves. Anderson (1988) 

avers:  

The planters established a system of coercive labor designed to reduce wages, to 
restrict labor mobility, to protect individual planters from competition with other 
employers, and to force blacks to sign repressive labor contracts. Historians William 
Cohen, Pete Daniel, and Jonathan Wiener discovered a variety of state laws and local 
customs aimed at helping planters acquire, hold, and exploit black labor virtually at 
will. (p. 24)  
 

It appears that by regulating the options available to Blacks, there was an increase in the 

probability of acceptance of the servile roles Whites had designated. 

 Regulations against vagrancy and loitering and similar laws created situations 

wherein large numbers of Black people could be imprisoned, forming a second type of 

involuntary labor pool. These edicts were used to fill prisons with African American inmates 

that could be used for prison labor. Prison labor then became a means of supporting the 

economy of Southern states, because such slavery and involuntary servitude could exist 

under the Thirteenth Amendment; and with more prisoners available, the practice of leasing 

inmates came into vogue. The benefactors of the prison labor were the lessees and members 

of the private sector, which would include the remaining farming class as well as the 

industrial businesses such as coal mining, logging, and railroad construction. The laborers 

gained very little, if anything at all. These freedmen were held as prisoners and forced to 

work for private masters. They rebuilt and maintained the white society that had kept them 

and their families in bondage for generations, like slaves at worst and indentured servants at 

best (Christianson, 1998; Hallett, 2006). 

Describing the dynamic of race, Bell (1978) maintains: 

From the nation’s beginning there has been in its law, as in its behavior, an accepted 
incongruity on the sensitive subject of racial equality. Created for the express purpose 
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of recognizing and protecting individual rights, America has regularly ignored the 
rights of blacks whenever the oversight aided economic and political interests deemed 
more important. (p. 4) 
 

While the rights of freed Blacks were ignored, a system of involuntary labor in Southern 

states was maintained, resembling the system of slavery that existed prior to the ratification 

of the Thirteenth Amendment.  

 The number of emancipated, yet unemployed, homeless slaves provided an ample 

supply of victims for imprisonment. The prison population grew as more and more African 

Americans were jailed for loitering, vagrancy, and “dependency crimes” (Hallett, 2006). 

Symbolically, the face of prison laborers became increasingly black. The number of Black 

prisoners in Southern states grew very quickly and disproportionately as compared to White 

prisoners. According to Christianson (1998), prior to the Civil War, since the majority of 

African Americans were slaves, very few were imprisoned. However, by 1878 in North 

Carolina, 846 of 952 prisoners were Black; by 1871 in Virginia, 609 of 828 prisoners were 

Black. Christianson further states: 

After the fall of slavery, Southern prisons increasingly contained black convicts, 
whom the states leased to favored contractors in exchange for fees and graft. After 
Mississippi enacted measures such as its infamous “pig law,” setting a penalty of five 
years’ imprisonment in the state penitentiary for the theft of any cattle or swine, its 
prison population swelled from 284 in 1874 to 1,072 at the close of 1877. By the end 
of radical Reconstruction, Georgia, Tennessee, North Carolina, Florida, Texas, 
Arkansas, Alabama, Mississippi, South Carolina, Louisiana, and Kentucky were all 
leasing convicts. (p. 174) 
 

Prison reform movements ended convict leasing programs in the early twentieth century. 

However, it was through the convict leasing system that involuntary servitude was continued, 

even after the Thirteenth Amendment ended slavery.  
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 It is important to note that prison labor continued to sustain slave practices into the 

twentieth century, even though most states ratified the Thirteenth Amendment in 1865 or 

shortly thereafter. Some states, however, did not see the need to do so until much later; 

Kentucky ratified the Thirteenth Amendment in 1976 and Mississippi in 1995. Important also 

is the fact that the prison labor force in the South was comprised mostly of Black males who, 

through a system of social stratification, were relegated to the bottom rung on the social 

ladder. Not all Blacks fell victim to the prison labor system. For those Blacks who were not 

incarcerated, a different type of stratification took place. This type of stratification appeared 

in the forms of segregation and Jim Crow, which are discussed next. 

 Segregation is another major component of the practice of social stratification. Just as 

there is no denying the occurrence of slavery in this country, there is also no denying that the 

practice of segregation took place. It happened. The practice of stratification accomplished 

through racism was again transformed (Alexander, 2010). Slavery, challenged by the 

Thirteenth Amendment, evolved into the practice of segregation. Efforts were made to keep 

the Black race and White race separate, denoting the White race as superior and maintaining 

their rights and privileges while denoting the Black race as inferior and denying their rights 

and privileges. Racial segregation and social stratification occurred in all situations.  

Several pieces of legislation were enacted that were designed to prohibit 

discrimination. They were: 

1964 Civil Rights Act – Outlawed racial segregation in schools, public  

facilities, and the workplace 

1965 Voting Rights Act – Outlawed discriminatory voting practices 
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1968 Fair Housing Act – Prohibited discrimination concerning the sale, rental, and 

financing of housing based on race, religion, national origin 

1974 Fair Housing Act – Prohibited discrimination based on gender  

1988 Fair Housing Act – Prohibited discrimination of families with children and the 

disabled 

Despite such legislation, vestiges of Jim Crow and segregation practices lingered in society 

after each court decision. Educational systems are a microcosm of our society; therefore, Jim 

Crow and segregation practices took place in the schools as well.  

 Many court battles over segregation in schools have been fought throughout our 

nation’s history. These court cases indicate the struggle between those who would deny 

African Americans equal education and those who would fight for the same. Supreme Court 

battles such as Plessy vs. Ferguson (1886) (United States Courts, n.d.), which upheld the 

constitutionality of racial segregation under the separate but equal doctrine or Berea College 

vs. Kentucky (1908) (Legal Information Institute, n.d.), which upheld states’ right to prohibit 

private educational institutions chartered as corporations from admitting both Black and 

White students, illustrate the denial of adequate Black education and show the stratification 

that existed in the educational practices of Black students. The court case Missouri ex rel. 

Gaines vs. Canada (1938) (United States Courts, n.d.), which declared that states providing a 

school to White students must provide in-state education to Blacks as well, further illustrates 

the system of separating Black students from White ones in the educational process, even 

when the process is offered as a correction to inadequate educational practices. These court 

battles document both the manifestation of segregation efforts in schools and the battles 

against those efforts. The court battles also paint a picture of relationships between Black 
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students and their prospective teachers at mainstream schools. The students were not wanted; 

therefore the trusting relationships that require long periods of time and continuity as 

described by Noddings (1992), were scarcely present. 

 Opposition to segregation in the educational process continued. Landmark Supreme 

Court decisions challenged segregation in the United States such as Sweatt vs.  

Painter (1950) (United States Courts, n.d.), that successfully thwarted the doctrine of 

separate but equal racial segregation established by Plessy vs. Ferguson. Brown vs. the Board 

of Education of Topeka (1954) declared that state laws establishing separate public schools 

for Black and White students and also the denial of equal educational opportunities for Black 

children were unconstitutional. Griffin vs. the County School Board of Prince Edward (1955, 

also known as Brown II) (Legal Information Institute, n.d.), declared district courts were 

responsible for carrying out the task of school desegregation with all deliberate speed. These 

court cases made it clear that segregation in the educational process was against the law. 

Change was due and on the horizon. Educational opportunities increased for Black students 

as they gained access to facilities and equipment previously denied them. Noted events 

document the process and progress of desegregation. The integration of schools in Little 

Rock, Arkansas in 1957 took place with the assistance of federal troops. Public schools in 

New Orleans, Louisiana, began desegregation efforts in 1961. James Meredith entered the 

University of Mississippi in 1962. Progress towards a better system of education for Black 

students was beginning to occur. 

 Again, though, it can be found that the rights of Blacks were regularly ignored when 

economic and political interests were considered more important (Bell, 1978). Despite the 

establishment of the unconstitutionality of school segregation, such practices continued well 
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into the following decades. Green vs. County School Board of New Kent County (Diverse, 

2007) ended freedom of choice as a legal remedy for combating segregated school systems 

(1968). Keyes v. Denver School District (1973) first identified segregation in northern 

schools and held that when part of a school district is segregated, then systematic segregation 

exists throughout (Diverse, 2007). Meredith vs. Jefferson County Board of Education (Legal 

Information Institute, n.d.) rejected the use of students’ race to determine school assignments 

(2006). By incorporating methods to segregate a part of a school district or by using race to 

decide school assignments, efforts were being made to continue stratifying processes. The 

decisions rendered in Keyes v. Denver School District and Meredith v. Jefferson County 

Board of Education (and the need for these and similar cases at all) verifies the societal 

attitudes existing regarding the education of Black students. It is important to note that from 

Plessy v. Ferguson (1896) to Meredith v. Jefferson County Board of Education (2006), the 

court battles over the education of Black children were waged for a period lasting over one 

hundred years. It is also important to note that in regard to the education of African American 

children, fifty years after the Brown decision, court battles still waged on. Battles may be 

continuing which jeopardize relationships between African American students and teachers. 

Stratification created the conditions of educational disparity that forced the battles and put 

relationships between these students and prospective teachers at risk. 

 While the struggle to gain access to schools and quality education continued, the 

system of social stratification that existed in society during those times found its way into the 

country’s schooling processes. As schooling and public education was being developed by 

administrative progressives such as Frank Spaulding, George Strayer, David Snedden, and 

Ellwood P. Cubberley, known for their efforts of school reform and social engineering, they 
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established systems of public schooling in the United States incorporating the exclusionary 

beliefs upheld in America’s society (Ravitch, 2000; Tyack & Hansot, 1982). The 

administrative progressives (also known as the educational trust) were professional managers 

who reshaped schools according to the canons of business efficiency, scientific expertise, and 

social efficiency. Tyack and Hansot (1982) suggest that administrative progressives believed: 

They knew how to affect a “smoothly running, socially efficient, stable social order in 
which education was a major form of human engineering. Society would control its 
own evolution through schooling; professional management would replace politics; 
science would replace religion and custom as sources of authority; and experts would 
adapt education to the transformed conditions of modern corporate life. (p. 107) 
 

Schools became the mechanism by which students were sorted and prepared for the roles 

school leaders felt society dictated. 

Among administrative progressive leaders, Elwood P. Cubberley was most 

prominent. The basic texts for generations of teachers and principals were Cubberley’s books 

on school administration and education history. Public schools as portrayed by Cubberley 

were a powerful tool to be used by the state to assimilate immigrants and train workers for 

their place in the social order (Ravitch, 2000). In his long career, Cubberley followed the 

social and educational ideology he had sketched in his books, lifting up the education and 

status of white, Anglo-Teutonic, protestant males, holding in high esteem the “race stock” of 

the Irish, German, English, and Scandinavian. Cubberley (1909) stated, “The willingness, 

good nature, and executive qualities of the Irish, the intellectual thoroughness of the German, 

the respect for law and order of the English, and the thrift of the Scandinavian have been 

good additions to our life.” (pp. 13-14). Cubberley (1909) further supported the social order 

established in society:  
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In providing by law for the general and uniform system of public instruction required 
to be established, the general assembly may classify…their schools as to separate 
those who are over-aged, defective, delinquent, or of the negro race, if such 
classification will, in its judgment, tend to promote better the objects for which the 
public school system has been established” (p. 4). 
 

Cubberley associated “the negro race” with qualities such as unlawfulness and retardation. 

He was supporting a society that discouraged equity in education and viewed inequality as a 

way of life. Cubberley’s prejudices, quite apparent today, were common among his students, 

readers, and peers: therefore, he received little criticism in his lifetime for them. Cubberley 

could assume, and did not have to prove, the inherent superiority of white, Anglo-Saxon, 

native-born Americans (Tyack & Hansot, 1982).  

It is within these precepts that Black male students, often without an apparent 

learning disability, are more likely than any other group in American society to be 

categorized for special education. Holzman (2006) asserts: 

According to data from the U.S. Department of Education Office of Civil Rights, 1% of 
White, non-Hispanic students (as would be expected from normal distributions of IQ), 
but 2% of African-American, non-Hispanic female students and 3% of African-
American, non-Hispanic male students in public schools are classified as Mentally 
Retarded. As it is—by definition—impossible that the distribution of Mental 
Retardation in fact displays such variation between and within “races,” it is most likely 
that the way in which the Mental Retardation classification is determined and applied 
by schools and districts is responsible for the 200% over-classification of Black female 
and 300% over-classification of Black male students. As a result, nationally there are as 
many as 20,000 Black male students who are inappropriately classified as Mentally 
Retarded. (p. 13) 
 

Cubberley’s social ideology still lingers today and impacts relationships developed between 

Black males and their teachers, who may be all too ready to classify the students as mentally 

retarded or recommend them for special education. 

 Schools in the United States continue to stratify groups through their curricula. The 

negative effects of cultural politics are negotiated through textbooks. These negative effects 
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are brought about when some groups’ knowledge, values, and history is chosen to be passed 

on to children while simultaneously other groups’ history, culture, or background is distorted 

in texts or not represented at all (Apple, 2008; Ladson-Billings, 2009). Kohl (1994) 

maintains:  

The textbook destroys black people’s identity by starting from slavery, rather than 
from Africa prior to slavery. It is centered on the perceptions and narratives of slave 
masters, not the people who are their victims. It gives students no sense of  the 
language, culture, and society of the people who were made slaves, and therefore 
encourages the idea that enslaved Africans came to this continent with nothing to 
offer other than involuntary labor and the ability to breed. (p.110) 
 

Without the knowledge of “who you are,” there is no foundation for who you can be within 

the framework of your own history. You can only “be” within the framework of someone 

else. Black students, specifically males, are constantly growing up without the knowledge of 

who they are, which influences who they are going to be. 

 Even with the civil rights of African Americans being litigated in the various court 

systems, social stratification based on race continued. The enactment of the Civil  

Rights Act, the Voting Rights Act, and the Fair Housing Act made practices of racially-based 

social stratification unconstitutional and illegal by law. While these acts helped govern the 

actions of segregationists, the sentiments of segregationists proliferated. Born from these 

sentiments was a method of dialogue that supported the continuation of social stratification 

but was void of the racial jargon. Alexander (2010) posits: 

History reveals that the seeds of the new system of control were planted well before 
the end of the Civil Rights Movement. A new race-neutral language was developed 
for appealing to old racist sentiments, a language accompanied by a political 
movement that succeeded in putting the vast majority of blacks back in their place. 
Proponents of racial hierarchy found new limits of acceptable political discourse, by 
demanding “law and order” rather than “segregation forever.” (p. 40) 
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The development of race-neutral dialogue that centered on racial appeals has had dramatic 

impact as the subject of race and has influenced American society on a grand scale. Edsall 

and Edsall (1992) stated: 

Race has crystallized and provided a focus for values conflicts, for cultural conflicts, 
and for interest conflicts—conflicts over subjects as diverse as social welfare 
spending, neighborhood schooling, the distribution of the tax burden, criminal 
violence, sexual conduct, family structure, political competition, and union 
membership. Race has provided a mechanism to simultaneously divide voters over 
values, and to isolate one disproportionately poor segment of the population from the 
rest of the electorate. (p. 5) 
 

Segregationists deemed civil rights protests to be more criminal in nature than political and 

were thereby considered a threat to law and order. In efforts to garner White conservative 

votes, politicians campaigned on a platform of restoring order to the “lawlessness” created by 

the Civil Rights movement. The theme of law and order was central to the 1964 and 1968 

presidential campaigns of segregationists Barry Goldwater and George Wallace, respectively. 

During that year voters were prompted to reject civil rights activists’ lawlessness and 

embrace order by Richard Nixon (Edsall & Edsall, 1992; Hallett, 2006). Kevin Phillips 

(1969) avers that the Nixon election in 1968 was a repudiation that “visited upon the 

Democratic Party for its ambitious social programming and inability to handle the urban and 

Negro revolutions” (p. 25). Crime became synonymous with urban, urban became 

synonymous with Black, and the war on crime became fortification by a predominantly 

White state against an increasingly political and vocal racial “other” (Parenti, 2000). Ensuing 

discourse began in political circles that correlated and associated lawlessness and disorder 

with Black people. Contained in those political circles were those who occupied the office of 

the president of the United States. 
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 The rhetoric was continued with Ronald Reagan’s ascent to the presidency. 

According to Alexander (2010), Reagan mastered the “excision of the language of race from 

conservative public discourse” (p. 47). Alexander further states that Reagan built upon the 

earlier successes of his conservative predecessors, who developed the strategy of 

manipulating racial opposition and hostility for political gain without referencing race. 

Various groups of white voters who felt alienated by the Democratic Party’s support for the 

civil rights agenda supported Reagan with his denunciation of “criminal predators” and 

“welfare queens.”  

 George H. Bush furthered the efforts of race-less, but race-based, discourse later 

during his campaign for president of the United States using the Willie Horton ad. This ad 

was run against his opponent, who was in support of a prison furlough program. The ad 

displayed a picture of Willie Horton, a Black convicted felon, who was serving a life 

sentence for murder without parole. Horton was part of a weekend furlough program in 

Massachusetts and, while out on the furlough, committed assault, armed robbery, and rape. 

The photo used of Horton, one taken after several days of lockdown without being able to 

bathe or shave, was of one of an unkempt Black man. This picture was consistently aired 

across the nation as the icon for crime and helped secure an election victory for Bush. Horton 

himself concurred with the repulsiveness of the mug shot, stating in an interview that the 

picture would have “scared the shit out of me, too,” and it made him look “incredibly evil” 

(Takesian, 2002, p. 108). According to Greenberg and West (2001), “Blacks—black males in 

particular—appear to have become ‘symbolic assailants’ whose presence in a city evokes 

fear of crime independently of their actual level of crime” (p. 640). By giving the concept of 

crime a Black face, as in the Horton ad, exclaiming the need for law and order, and using the 
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exclamation to replace rhetoric containing the dynamic of race, African American males 

became a symbol for violent behavior and lawlessness, and the practice of social 

stratification was transformed yet again.  

 The trend of equating Blacks, especially males, with crime and making them 

“symbolic assailants” continues. Edsall and Edsall (1992) stated, “On a daily level, a 

substantial number of whites view blacks as dangerous and as antagonistic to basic American 

values; these whites do not distinguish between blacks of different social and economic 

classes” (p. 285). This dynamic cannot be evidenced more than with the Kansas City Power 

and Light Entertainment District and its dress code disputes. The entertainment district 

implemented dress codes and banned chains or necklaces worn by men, white T-shirts, un-

tucked shirts, baggy clothing, and work boots. The aforementioned styles are typically 

associated with and/or known as hip-hop dress. Hip-hop is an African-American and Afro-

Caribbean youth culture that began in the South Bronx in the mid 1970s. Hip-hop is 

composed of graffiti, break-dancing, dj-ing, and rap music; it influences verbal language, 

body language, attitude, style, and fashion (Kitwana, 2002; Rose, 1994). 

 There are those who oppose the dress codes, or at least, the manner in which the dress 

codes are enforced. Opponents of the dress code report that the entertainment venues “are 

targeting their emphasis on prohibiting certain types of clothing generally favored by 

younger African-American males” (Kansas City Star, July 8, 2008). Further stated by those 

opponents is that there were “repeated complaints that African-American males in particular 

were being denied access to KC Live [a venue in the entertainment district] because of their 

dress” (Kansas City Star, August 20, 2008), and also that the dress code policy “amounted to 

racial profiling” (Kansas City Star, September 3, 2008). For opponents of the dress codes, the 
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issue is that of racial profiling and access to public rights of way for everyone. Stated another 

way, if the clothes that young Black males wear are banned, then so are they. 

 There are those who are in support of the dress codes. Those individuals feel that the 

codes are a necessity for the entertainment venues. Reported comments supporting dress 

codes include, “Many people endorse their [dress codes] goal of creating an atmosphere in 

which visitors feel safe and comfortable,” and “Obviously, business owners have to manage 

perceptions. There are perceptions…that downtown is not safe. They want to create the 

perception that it’s safe, and from a business perspective, a dress code is one way to do it” 

(Kansas City Star, July 8, 2008). One assertion made was that some of the banned clothing 

embraced by hip-hop fashion “has been linked by many to aggressive behavior” (Kansas City 

Star, July 8, 2008). According to proponents of the dress codes, the issue at hand is one of 

safety and making visitors feel at ease.  

 The transformed process of social stratification is evident. In this situation, racial 

opposition is being employed through public discourse while avoiding racial jargon. The 

premise of “law and order” is introduced where violent behavior is associated with African 

American males. Hip-hop attire worn by young Black males is being linked to “aggressive 

behavior.” In order to create the perception of the venues being safe for visitors, dress codes 

banning the hip-hop fashions frequently worn by young Black males,are implemented. While 

the public discourse centers on the dress code and safety, references to African American 

males can be excised.  

Another stratification process, the mass incarceration of Black males and its 

normalization, is discussed next. The rhetoric of Ronald Reagan and his denunciation of 

“criminal predators” (Alexander, 2010) led to his war on crime. Reagan’s war on crime 
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strengthened a political strategy of federalizing crime that had been under local jurisdiction. 

The drug war produced a disparity in the sanctions for Whites versus Blacks in their use of 

drugs. Strict punishments for crack cocaine, a drug primarily used by Blacks, were 

specifically implemented, while lesser punishments for the powdered form of cocaine, 

primarily used by Whites, were implemented by the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986. By the 

late 1980s and early 1990s, prisons became overcrowded, predominantly with African 

American men as the drug war got fully under way (Hallett, 2006). The Bureau of Justice 

Statistics for the U.S. Department of Justice reports that for every 100,000 adult residents in 

1985, 3,544 Black males were incarcerated as opposed to 528 White males. By 1997 the 

figures rose to 6,838 Black males to 990 White males.  

 The incarceration of such great numbers of African American men became mass 

imprisonment. Mass imprisonment occurs when imprisonment ceases to be incarceration of 

individual offenders and systematically imprisons a whole group of the population (Garland, 

2001). Mass incarceration of Black males is having a large impact on their stratification in 

our society. It has become a normalized process. Garland (2001) maintains: 

Imprisonment has become one of the social institutions that structure this group’s 
[young black males] experience. It becomes part of the socialization process. Every 
family, every household, every individual in these neighborhoods has direct personal 
knowledge of the prison—through a spouse, a child, a parent, a neighbour, a friend. 
Imprisonment ceases to be the fate of a few criminal individuals and becomes a 
shaping institution for whole sectors of the population. (p. 2) 
 

Along with the disenfranchisement of a whole group of the population—African American 

males—comes the economic benefit to the increasing establishment of privately operated 

prisons. The resemblance between the post-Civil War convict leasing system in Southern 

states with its economic functions and huge disparity of incarceration rates between Blacks 
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and Whites, and prison privatization with the escalation of Black incarceration rates, is 

stunning. Hallett (2006) posits: 

The most striking thing about the reemergence of for-profit imprisonment in the 
United States, however, is not simply that it has reappeared, but that it should once 
again involve the disproportionate captivity of black men. During the two periods of 
U.S. history in which corrections policy facilitated private profit through 
imprisonment, first during the proprietary operation of the Convict Lease system and 
again today (since the mid-1980s), the incarceration of disproportionate numbers of 
African American males has been the industry’s chief source of revenue…It is only 
since the 1980s, however, that blacks began again to dominate U.S. prison 
populations, as the drug war reached full implementation (Wacquant, 1999, p. 215)— 
and only then that for-profit prisons reappeared. (pp. 3-4) 
 

While simultaneously producing a profit for private business owners and shareholders, the 

mass incarceration of a whole group of the population—Black males—has become 

normalized. 

 Voices of those such as Alexander (2010) maintain racial caste in America has not 

ended but has merely been redesigned. Tatum (2007) sees that K-12 public schools are being 

re-segregated. Bell (1992) writes that slavery, along with its supporting personal attitudes and 

public policy assumptions, refuses to fade, and the hard won gains in civil rights are being 

gradually eroded. Cose (1993) asks why he is constantly treated as if he were a drug addict, 

thief, or thug, and why he is still not allowed to aspire to the same things every White person 

in America takes as a birthright. Some, however, may offer a different view. McWhorter 

(2000) refers to these attitudes mentioned above as the “cult of victimology” and posits, 

“Black Americans too often teach one another to conceive of racism not as a scourge on the 

wane but as an eternal pathology changing only in form and visibility and always on the 

verge of getting not better but worse” (p. xi). McWhorter, referencing Bell’s comments, asks, 

“Are we really afraid that, as ‘civil rights gains, so hard won, are steadily eroded,’ Macy’s is 
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on the verge of refusing black patronage?” and further states, “These thoughts reveal a 

certain cognitive dissonance with reality” (p. 1). 

 McWhorter may not feel the urge or see a need to support efforts to galvanize African 

American males and feels that Black people operate by different rules. For example, he 

viewed the event known as the Million Man March held on Washington D.C.’s National Mall 

on October 16—where African American men from across the country gathered to advocate 

for unity, brotherhood, and atonement and to pledge to clean up their lives and rebuild their 

neighborhoods—as an act carried out with little regard for the open sexism the Million Man 

March displayed. Commenting on the march, McWhorter (2000) asks, “What group in 

America could any of us even begin to imagine convening an all-male march in 1995 other 

than African Americans?” (p. xiv). The view of McWhorter differs vastly from those of 

Alexander, Tatum, Cose, and Bell. 

 Since the colonization of America, Black Americans—mostly Black males—have 

been used for free labor, criminalized for private business profit, denied equal educational 

opportunities, de-valued in schools, equated with mental retardation, linked to lawlessness, 

and become the face of crime. If a substantial number of Whites view Blacks as dangerous 

and antagonistic to basic American values on a daily level (Edsall & Edsall, 1992), then that 

substantial number is likely to include some teachers. No trusting relationship can be 

developed with individuals who are viewed as dangerous and antagonistic. These practices of 

social stratification continue to limit the educational opportunities for Black males, continue 

to limit the opportunity for upward social mobility for Black males, continue to stratify 

African American males, relegating them to the bottom tier of society. Recognition of the 

practices of social stratification by knowledgeable and unknowledgeable perpetrators as well 
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as the victims can bring about an elevation of the social status of Black males. Continued 

ignorance of the practices by perpetrators and victims makes both complicit in the process.  

 Based on the various theories of researchers reviewed for this theoretical concept, the 

following represents the essence of their research: 

1. The practices of social stratification, beginning with slavery, in which tiers of 

human value are delineated and people are willingly and unwillingly situated in their 

prescribed capacities, have been and still are prominent in this country.  

2. Stratification, challenged by federal laws, allowed a form of slavery to continue in 

the form of prison labor on one hand and evolved into the practice of segregation on the other 

in an effort to keep the Black race and White race separate, maintaining the rights and 

privileges of the White race denoted as superior while denying the rights and privileges of 

the Black race denoted as inferior. These practices took place in the schools as well. 

3. Practices of racially based social stratification were made unconstitutional and 

illegal by the enactment of the Civil Rights Act, the Voting Rights Act, and the Fair Housing 

Act. The continuation of social stratification is supported by a method of dialogue that was 

created and is currently being used that is void of racial jargon. 

4. The mass incarceration of a whole group of the population – Black males – has 

become normalized and is producing a large number of vote-less, disenfranchised people 

who are relegated to the bottom of the social order while simultaneously producing a profit 

for private business owners and shareholders.  

It is highly probable that the normalization of Black male imprisonment skews the 

projected success of Black male students, which damages the potential for positive 
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relationship between them and their teachers. The upcoming discourse is centered on student 

conformity as an inhibitor of relationships between Black male students and their teachers.  

Student Compliance as an Inhibitor of Student-Teacher Relationships 

 Discussed in the previous section was the concept of social stratification as an 

inhibitor to the formation of relationships between Black male students and their teachers. 

Next to be examined is the concept of student compliance as an inhibitor of those 

relationships. In this study I attempt to illustrate (a) how all not of Anglo-Teutonic ancestry 

were expected to learn and adhere to cultural expectations and roles established by the 

dominant White Anglo-Teutonic society; (b) the industrial movement regarded education as 

an important means of promoting efficiency and, by sustaining upper, middle, and lower 

classes, schools replicated social patterns of race and class privilege; (c) schools serve as 

agents of social control and rely heavily on rule-observance with obedience as a goal for 

these institutions and removal of undesirables from the community to eliminate the threat 

posed to the safety and security of others; and (d) Black male students are suspended and 

expelled from school and assigned to special education more than any other sub-group as 

their teachers often fail to interpret and validate the actions these students demonstrate in 

response to situations they face. The most recent data from the National Center of Education 

statistics reveal that in 2003/2004, 55% of African American males did not receive diplomas 

with their cohort. In 2004/2005 in the state of Missouri, 78% of White males graduated while 

53% of Black males graduated (Holzman, 2006). Such a discrepancy between these groups 

could exist because Black males, according to Noguera (2008), are too often “placed in 

schools where their needs for nurturing, support, and loving discipline are not met. Instead, 
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they are labeled, shunned, and treated in ways that create and reinforce an inevitable cycle of 

failure” (p. xxi). 

 Student compliance goes hand in hand with the historical development of schooling in 

the United States. As Tatum (2007) avers, “We must always begin by acknowledging the 

social and historical context in which we operate. That context shapes in powerful ways how 

we think and act” (p. 40). Therefore, public education in its early stages must be examined.  

 The nineteenth century became an age of institutionalization in which agencies acted as 

combines, separating the wheat from the chaff. Agencies placed the criminal into prisons, the 

insane into asylums, and the indigent into poorhouses (Rothman, 2002). Schools functioned 

similarly. A specific group of individuals—young children—were removed from the rest of 

society for a portion of their lives and separated in schools where they were expected to learn 

to obey and respect their superiors as well as learn order, regularity, industry, and 

temperance, similar to the inmates of the agencies (prisons, asylums, and poorhouses) they 

replicated, (Tyack, 1974).  

 At the turn of the twentieth century, there were three dominant agendas shaping public 

education. These agendas were (a) the need to acculturate large numbers of immigrant 

children, (b) to prepare future workers for industry in the United States; and (3) to serve as an 

agent of social control (Cremin, 1988). Educational leaders believed these three agendas 

could be effected through public schooling. Schools followed these three agendas by 

operating on the premise of having students comply with specific routines, regulations, or 

rules. Tyack (1974) indicates that compliance with these routines, regulations, or rules has 

not always been in the best interest of students, and he posits, “Schools have sometimes 

helped to destroy family and community cultures that met human needs and values more 
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fully than did the culture they sought to instill” (p. 249). As the three agendas shaping public 

education are reviewed, it is important to understand that hindrances to Black male student-

teacher relationships are part of an overarching practice demarcated by these agendas. 

Discourse is presented on the impact of the overall practice to other population groups as 

well. It is with the understanding of the impact these three agendas shaping public education 

had on other groups that their effects on African Americans, specifically African American 

males, can be understood.  

 The need to acculturate large numbers of children through the process of schooling is 

addressed first. As institutions of learning, schools functioned to create homogeneous moral 

and civic order (Tyack & Hansot, 1982). Schooling systems were designed to inculcate 

students into society’s established practices and were charged with producing a population 

with a willingness to accept social roles and a similarity in values. One group subjected to the 

acculturation process was Native Americans. The educational practices employed for Native 

Americans included destroying their customs, replacing the use of native languages with 

English, and teaching allegiance to the United States government. This was brought about 

through early childhood education and boarding schools, where the intent was to remove the 

Native American children from their families at an early age to facilitate their looking, 

acting, and eventually thinking like their White counterparts (Adams, 1995; Spring, 2010). In 

other words, by replacing family and tribal customs with the English language and 

“American” ways, Native American children were supposed to pledge their allegiance to the 

federal government as opposed to their tribal governments to create a sense of community 

with the White population.  
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 In 1889, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Thomas J. Morgan, required teachers to 

use the celebration of national holidays such as Thanksgiving and the Fourth of July as a 

method of building support for government policies in Native American communities. 

Included in these celebrations were the anniversaries of governmental policies, such as the 

Dawes Act, that were implemented to break up collective ownership of tribal lands (Spring, 

2010). The Dawes Act, passed by Congress in 1887, allowed the president of the United 

States to break up reservation land held by the members of a tribe, into small allotments to be 

distributed to individuals. The rationale behind the Dawes Act was that if Native Americans 

adopted the ways and clothing of Whites and were responsible for their own farms, they 

would gradually drop the qualities associated with being “Indian” and become assimilated 

into the majority population. A system of compliance would be produced when Native 

American children rejected their family and tribal customs and aligned their loyalties with 

the federal government to create a sense of community with the White population. 

Native Americans were not the only group to experience acculturation at the expense 

of heritage. Southern Europeans were treated similarly. Cubberley (1909), posited: 

These southern and eastern Europeans are of a very different type from the northern 
Europeans who preceded them. Illiterate, docile, lacking in self-reliance and initiative, 
and not possessing the Anglo-Teutonic conceptions of law, order, and government, 
their coming has served to dilute tremendously our national stock and to corrupt our 
civic life. (p. 15) 

 
In other words, immigrants from southern Europe were considered a bane to the newly 

formed American society. Italians, Czechoslovakians, Croatians, Austrians, and other 

southern and eastern European immigrants were perceived as not having the same qualities 

as the English, Scandinavian, German, and Irish from the north. Immigrants who were not of 
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Anglo-Teutonic ancestry were not viewed favorably in American society. They were put at a 

disadvantage. 

 Southern and eastern European immigrants were undesirables needing indoctrination 

into the desired values and mannerisms of American society. Educational reformers set about 

inculcating those values and mannerisms into these immigrants by employing similar 

strategies to those used with Native Americans. To accomplish this task, they disrupted the 

communality of like peoples so that teaching new values and customs to them, while 

simultaneously destroying their old ones, would be easier. Describing the role of educators 

addressing the issue of immigration, Cubberley (1909) stated: 

 Our task is to break up these groups or settlements, to assimilate and amalgamate these 
people as a part of our American race, and to implant in their children, so far as can be 
done, the Anglo-Saxon conception of righteousness, law and order, and popular 
government, and to awaken in them a reverence for our democratic institutions and for 
those things in our national life which we as people hold to be of abiding worth. (p. 15) 

 
Educational reformers, according to Tyack and Hansot (1982), were “enthusiastic 

Americanizers who believed that they understood the principles of American society well 

enough to impose them on immigrants” (p. 112). By breaking up the settlements or groups of 

immigrants, the proliferation of their traditions and cultures was interrupted. Such actions 

were similar to the “divide and conquer” strategy. Once the targeted group of people was 

divided and their traditions and cultures conquered, the principles of compliance were 

established as the Anglo-Teutonic ideas of governance, law, order, and righteousness were 

embedded in the immigrant children. 

 Along with Native Americans and southern and eastern European immigrants, the 

assimilation of African Americans into the established society posed a problem for 

educational leaders. The process of educating former slaves and former slaves’ children was 
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of great concern for political leaders and educational reformers. The education of 

emancipated slaves and slave children was referred to as the “Negro problem” (Cremin, 

1988; Tyack & Hansot, 1982) and was not a totally inclusive process. Ravitch (2000) posits, 

“The African-American population was concentrated in the rural south, where educational 

opportunities were meager for blacks and whites alike, and where white hostility to the 

education of blacks was intense” (p. 38).  

 In Southern states, education of African Americans would impose an economic 

burden to state supported public education. Proponents of public education believed that 

funds used for common schooling would be better spent on the education costs of Whites as 

opposed to those of Blacks. Tyack and Hansot (1982) state,  

The strategists for the crusade to improve southern education—educators, 
entrepreneurs, and ministers—agreed at their third conference in 1900 that ‘the best 
way to provide training for the Negroes was first to provide adequate schools and 
training for the neglected whites. (p. 92) 
 

By 1900, a segregated public school system existed for African Americans in the South, 

where little was spent to educate their children. White planters considered education a direct 

threat to their use of black children as laborers and provided the major resistance to increased 

school expenditures for black students (Spring, 2010). The social order of the South that 

existed prior to the Civil War was being replicated. Education of African Americans would 

challenge that social order.  

 Schooling would not be relied upon to integrate African Americans into American 

society. Instead, it would subjugate them for their roles in American society. The education 

of Black children was paradoxical. While educational reformers argued that the best method 

of maintaining white dominance was to educate Blacks to accept the idea that white 
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Southerners had some legitimate right to rule over them, White Southerners feared that 

increased literacy for Blacks would increase their demand for equal political rights 

(Anderson, 1988). The two options presented Blacks were no education or mis-education. In 

contrast to the newly relocated Native Americans and the latest waves of 19th century 

immigrants entering the country, a great amount of deculturalization for African American 

people had already taken place during their years of enslavement. Historians frequently 

allude to the fact that the practice of destroying their customs, traditions, and identities as 

well as establishing this group’s hierarchy in the social order was begun two hundred years 

prior to the nineteenth century.  

 As political and educational leaders touted the unifying influence of common learning 

under the roof of the public school, Black Americans were not an integral part of that 

commonality. According to Tyack (1974), “To have been born black was normally to have 

been labeled a failure—an inferiority all too often justified by a bogus science—as millions 

of Negro children learned in school systems which were consciously or unwittingly racist” 

(p. 217). During the nineteenth century, Black Americans had great awareness of the 

democratic promise of public education and substantial belief in the leveling potential of 

schooling like no other group in the United States. Many historians’ accounts underscore the 

clamor for universal schooling for ex-slaves. Yet, while immigrant groups able to establish 

political clout were given concessions in the schooling process, disenfranchised Blacks 

struggled for crumbs. Across the nation, many of the whites that controlled systems of public 

education excluded, segregated, or cheated Black pupils. In schools where portents for the 

future were cast, Black pupils became subjects of experiments in “classification” (Anderson, 
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1988; Tyack, 1974). While the deculturalization of African Americans began happening long 

before their schooling began, their deculturalization was furthered in the schooling process.  

 Tyack and Hansot (1982) posit, “In the eyes of educational reformers changes such as 

urbanization, immigration, and industrialization required public schools to devise effective 

patterns of socialization for those not favored by growing up in an Anglo-American village” 

(p. 117). The acculturation of large numbers of immigrant and native-born children was one 

phase in the process of student compliance. Once the children became familiar with the 

customs and beliefs they were expected to have, then preparation for the work force in 

America was the next phase in the conformity progression. The efforts to prepare future 

workers for the labor force in the United States through public schooling came next on the 

cultural assimilation agenda.  

 As the nation moved from an agrarian-based economy to an industrial one, preparing 

workers for industry became paramount. Industry was being revolutionized, and new systems 

were introduced to facilitate more efficiency in the work place. According to Tyack and 

Hansot (1982), Frederick Taylor pioneered a system of scientific efficiency or scientific (or 

task) management for industry “vesting direction in the experts at the top and deskilling work 

at the bottom” (p. 158). In other words, a component of scientific efficiency was that there 

would be different personnel for different tasks. According to Taylor (1947), planners of the 

tasks were those believed to have advanced education and superior minds while the workmen 

most suited to carry out the tasks were believed to be incapable of understanding the science 

behind the work, either because of insufficient education or insufficient mental capacity.  

 As part of the industrial movement, education was soon regarded as an important 

means of promoting efficiency (Cremin, 1988). In keeping with the social order, schools 
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replicated social systems where the privileged advanced to more privileges and the non-

privileged continued in mediocrity at best. Tyack and Hansot (1982), wrote:  

Social engineers...wanted to use research for reform in education and society within a 
framework of privilege and values they rarely questioned. Quantitative studies of the 
relation between occupations and the distribution of I.Q. scores, for example seemed to 
justify the existing social order. If, by and large, the “smart” people had the good jobs 
and the “dumb” people the poor jobs, then society was as it should be. (p. 156) 
 

Holding those of Anglo-Teutonic origin in high esteem, while decrying Native Americans, 

southern European immigrants, and African Americans, schools prepared these groups for 

their respective roles in society. In keeping with the thinking of the time—that African 

Americans were inferior beings and their education should be on a par with the “defective” 

(Cubberley, 1909)—schools provided the right amounts of education to specific groups in 

order to sustain industry and societal roles. Members of various groups were taught what 

their aspirations should be and were inspired to feel proud when those goals were 

accomplished. 

 It was not the goal of educational reformers to make the academic curriculum equally 

accessible to all students. The reformers instead attempted to devise a practical curriculum 

for those who would comprise the work force—especially students who were poor, foreign-

born, and nonwhite. This practical curriculum differed from that which was available to 

affluent, native-born children (Ravitch, 2000). School systems sorted students by ability and 

probable careers and provided them the education deemed necessary for that role. In fact, 

because the existing prevalent racism in workers’ unions and white-collar occupations tended 

to exclude Blacks, educators were often perplexed about the sort of vocational training to 

give to Black students, since the job ceiling predominantly kept them in unskilled, hard, 

dirty, dead-end occupations that no one else desired (Tyack, 1974).  
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 While this trend of sorting students in schools began in the mid-1800s, modern school 

practices suggest that similar sorting procedures persist, and schools continue to fulfill their 

task of reproducing social inequality. Jean Anyon (1983), observing five fifth grade classes 

from working, middle, affluent professional, and executive elite class schools, witnessed the 

increased reliance on rule-observance for schools closer to the working-class spectrum and 

the decreased reliance on rule-observance for schools closer to the executive elite-class 

schools. This practice would suggest that in schools associated with lower income students, 

the development of rule followers for society was more prevalent. Anyon also described less 

utilization of student inquiry for schools geared more for the working-class and increased 

utilization of student inquiry for those geared more for the executive elite-class. This practice 

would suggest that in schools associated with higher income students, the development of 

decision-makers for society was more prevalent.  

 By systematically developing decision makers and decision followers or by utilizing 

other methods of sorting, such as tracking, schools produce winners and losers. Schools 

continue to mirror our economy and societal patterns of race and class privilege by sustaining 

an upper, middle, and lower class. It would be impossible for schools to support this 

country’s economic and societal patterns by producing students who all have college degrees. 

If that were so, a shortage of those seeking work as custodians, secretaries, clerks, and other 

laborers would develop (Kunjufu, 2002; Noguera, 2008). One can surmise that the systematic 

process of developing decision makers and rule followers continues to be an important 

dynamic in schools.  

 The reliance on rule-observance leads into discussion about the third dominant 

agenda shaping public education: the role of schools as an agent of social control. As 
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mentioned earlier, the nineteenth century was a period of institutionalism. It would be 

consistent for the designers of new institutions—large urban schools—to function similarly 

to other institutions such as asylums and penitentiaries in the way they handled children. 

These institutions served the role of eliminating the threat posed to the safety and security of 

others by removing undesirables for varying amounts of time from the community. The main 

goal of these institutions was absolute obedience (Rothman, 2002). The educational mission 

of schools was dictated by the need to monitor and control the behavior of students (Cremin, 

1988; Finkelstein, 1989; Ravitch, 2000).  

 This need to monitor and control the behavior of students, or seek compliance, exists 

in schools today. So prominent is this practice, that teachers often confuse the need for order 

with a need for compliance; therefore, they spend a vast amount of time attempting to control 

students as opposed to teaching them. According to Noguera (2008), schools typically rely 

on some form of exclusion to control behavior of students and typically justify such removals 

by connoting that removal of difficult ones is beneficial for the others who want to learn, 

similar to the asylum practices. This type of sorting, or triage approach, in schooling requires 

acceptance of the idea that not all students will succeed, and some students must be deemed 

expendable so others can be saved. The primary means through which symbols of power and 

authority are sustained come through the school disciplining process (Noguera, 2008).  

 The learning of Black males is impaired when schools function as a social control 

agent and seek compliance from students. Across the country, the suspension rates for Black 

children in general are higher than for White children, with an especially high disparity in 

race occurring in middle schools. Black male students are suspended and expelled and 

assigned to special education more than their White cohorts (Holzman, 2006). In a study 
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published by the Southern Poverty Law Center entitled Suspended Education, Losen and 

Skiba (2010) report that in approximately 9,220 middle schools from every state in the 

nation, 28.3 percent of Black males were suspended during a school year at least once 

compared to a 10 percent rate for White males. The suspension rate for Black males is nearly 

three times as large as that of White males (see Figure 4). In looking at eighteen of the 

nation’s largest school districts, Losen and Skiba (2010) also report that in 175 middle 

schools, more than one-third of their Black male students had been suspended. In 84 of the 

175 schools, more than half of the Black males enrolled had been suspended (see Tables 1 

and 2).  

 While the report focuses on the high suspension rates of middle schools in general, it 

sheds a light on the frequency of sub-group suspensions. The tables reveal that for all racial 

groups, males receive more suspensions for their subgroup than their female counterparts. 

This may bring about questions about how males in general are perceived in middle schools. 

In terms of the disparity of African American suspension rates, it should be noted that 

African American females receive suspensions at a consistently higher rate than males from 

all other racial groups except Black males. Black males represent the most suspended sub-

group of them all. Interestingly, the cause of the disproportionately large numbers of school  
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Figure 4. National Middle School Suspension Rates in 2006 by Race and Gender. Source: 
Losen & Skiba, 2010 
 
 
suspensions for African American students—males in particular—cannot be traced to higher 

rates of misbehavior (McFadden, Marsh, Price & Hwang, 1992). White students receive 

office referrals more frequently for offenses that can be more objectively documented such as 

obscene language, vandalism, or smoking. The offenses that African American students more 

often receive referrals for, however, are for behaviors that appear to require more subjective 

judgment for the person making the referral such as disrespect, threat, or excessive noise 

(Gregory & Weinstein, 2008; Losen & Skiba, 2010). 
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Table 1 

Number of Middle Schools by District Showing 33% or More of Subgroup Suspended, 
OCR 2006 Survey  
 
 District Black 

Male 

Hispanic 

Male 

White 

Male 

Black 

Female 

Hispanic 

Female 

White 

Female 

  1. Los Angeles  24 1 6 11 0 0 

  2. Palm Beach 23 2 7 12 1 0 

  3. Houston  22 13 7 13 0 5 

  4. Miami-Dade 21 7 7 14 1 8 

  5. Charlotte 17 3 3 3 1 2 

  6. Denver 11 5 7 7 3 0 

  7. Dallas 10 2 3 6 1 3 

  8. Des Moines 8 1 2 4 0 0 

  9. Atlanta 8 0 0 7 0 0 

10. San Antonio 5 1 3 3 0 2 

11. Milwaukee 5 3 2 4 1 3 

12. Providence 3 0 1 1 1 2 

13. Seattle 4 2 0 1 2 0 

14. Indianapolis  4 2 3 3 1 2 

15. Springfield, MA  3 0 0 1 1 0 

16. Baltimore 3 0 1 3 0 0 

17. Hartford*  2 1 0 1 0 0 

18. Jackson, MS 2 0 1 1 0 2 

Total of 18 175 43 53 95 14 29 

Note. Data derived from Losen & Skiba, 2010. 
* 2006 OCR data was not available for Hartford, so data from the 2004 school year was used. 
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Table 2 
 
Number of Middle Schools by District Showing 50% or More of Subgroup Suspended, 
OCR 2006 Survey  
 

DISTRICT 

Black 

Male 

Hispanic 

Male 

White 

Male 

Black 

Female 

Hispanic 

Female 

White 

Female 

  1. Los Angeles  9 0 3 3 0 0 

  2. Palm Beach 14 0 1 0 0 0 

  3. Houston  10 0 4 2 0 2 

  4. Miami-Dade 10 5 2 6 1 6 

  5. Charlotte 9 2 3 1 0 1 

  6. Denver 6 1 2 6 1 0 

  7. Dallas 3 0 2 1 0 3 

  8. Des Moines 3 1 0 1 0 0 

  9. Atlanta 4 0 0 3 0 0 

10. San Antonio 5 0 1 3 0 1 

11. Milwaukee 4 2 1 3 0 3 

12. Providence 1 0 1 0 0 0 

13. Seattle 1 0 0 0 0 0 

14. Indianapolis  2 2 1 2 0 1 

15. Springfield, MA  0 0 0 0 0 0 

16. Baltimore 2 0 0 0 0 0 

17. Hartford*  1 0 0 0 0 0 

18. Jackson, MS 0 0 1 0 0 1 

Total of 18 84 13 22 31 2 18 

Note. Data derived from Losen & Skiba, 2010. 
* 2006 OCR data was not available for Hartford, so data from the 2004 school year was used. 
 
 In the study conducted at an urban high school in a mid-size city in the United States 

with the enrollment of 2,882 students, Gregory and Weinstein (2008) reported a disparity 

between the number of African American students and their White counterparts that received 
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office referrals based on defiance. The racial composition of the school in the study was 30% 

African American, 37% White, 8% Asian, 12% Latino, 11% mixed, and 1% of the following 

groups: Filipino, American Indian/Alaska Native, and Pacific Islander/Native Hawaiian. 

Figure 5 reflects that fact that African American students received office referrals more 

frequently than their White counterparts. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Defiance-referred students: White versus African American  
Source: The discipline gap and African Americans: Defiance or cooperation in the high 
school classroom. (Gregory & Weinstein, 2008) 
 
Gregory, Nygreen, and Moran (2006) state: 

Subjectivity is inevitable when individual staff members determine whether they 
perceive an action or behavior as defiant and challenging to authority. The ambiguity 
of the offense and the fact that adults are allowed to make the accusation without any 
requirement that they substantiate the claim leaves room for misperception, 
overreaction, and racial bias. (p. 136) 
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Otherwise stated, when teachers are allowed to perceive whether an action or behavior 

challenges authority or is defiant, subjectivity will occur.  

 Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the number of students issued in-school suspensions and 

out-of-school suspensions for three of the middle schools in the Tradnal School District for 

the 2010-2011 school year. In three of the middle schools within the district, the number of 

Black male students receiving in-school and out-of-school suspensions surpasses the number 

of White male students. In the school identified as Middle School #1 (MS #1), there was a 

53.6% White enrollment and 38.3% Black enrollment. The number of Black males receiving 

in-school suspension was 189 as opposed to 119 White males. There were 70 Black males 

and 39 White males suspended out of school. In Middle School #2 (MS #2), there was a 

42.5% White enrollment and 45.8% Black enrollment. The number of Black males receiving 

in-school suspension was 378 as opposed to 151 White males. There were 175 Black males 

and 71 White males suspended out of school. In Middle School #3 (MS #3) there was a 

37.6% White enrollment and 56.8% Black enrollment, and the number of Black males 

receiving in-school suspension was 150 while 29 White males received in-school suspension. 

Seventy-five Black males and thirteen White males were suspended out of school. The data 

for Tradnal middle schools would seem to parallel what was reported in Suspended 

Education (Losen & Skiba, 2010) regarding the disparity in suspensions between White and 

students of color. 
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Figure 6. Number of students receiving in-school suspensions in 2010-2011. Source: Tradnal 
School District 
 

 

 
 
Figure 7. Number of students receiving out-of-school suspensions in 2010-2011. Data 
derived from Tradnal School District. 
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 One way that seeking compliance obstructs African American achievement and 

relationship development is termed by Lisa Delpit (2006) as “cross-cultural confusions.” 

Cross-cultural confusions are described by Delpit as one cultural group valuing actions in 

which another sees little or no value. While the one cultural group sees these actions as an 

integral part of their being, the other group over- or under-reacts to the actions, hindering the 

first group’s efforts to meet their needs. Schools in the United States tend to reflect the highly 

individualistic and independent values of the mainstream culture, which has its roots in 

Western Europe. These values teach students to strive for individual success and have a 

school developmental goal of fostering learners who are independent and autonomous 

(Rothstein-Fisch & Trumbull, 2008). In classrooms that stress independence and autonomy, 

student compliance is undergirded by knowledge of individuals. The emphasis for student 

compliance is on suppressing each student’s potential for distracting, disrupting, or 

disrespectful behaviors, essentially because the students are all competing against each other. 

For many White students, who have been indoctrinated early in their lives to strive for 

independence and autonomy, this is less of a problem.  

 African American families, however, as well as families of other cultures such as 

Latino and Native American, tend to be more collectivistic (Rothstein-Fisch & Trumbull, 

2008). According to Delpit (2006), the social aspect of an environment is valued to a greater 

extent by Black students than by White students. Black children tend to place emphasis on 

feelings, acceptance, and emotional closeness. Their perceptions of an environment often 

dictate the amount and kind of effort the student will place on classroom tasks. When student 

compliance in classrooms is geared toward attaining independence and autonomy of 

individuals, this poses a bigger problem for Black students, who have been socialized with 
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values of maintaining close bonds and group accomplishment. The need to function as a 

group or interact more socially is viewed as a disruption by teachers (Ellis, 2004). When 

schools tend to reflect highly individualistic and independent values and Black children value 

emotional closeness and affiliation, cross-cultural confusions are highly probable. 

 Achieving student compliance impedes the development of positive relationships 

between African American males and their teachers in other ways. Circumstances in our 

society have placed a heavy burden on African Americans. As a manner of survival, Blacks 

have consistently found ways to cope with society’s burdens placed upon them. Gilmore 

(1978) describes this manner of coping stating: 

Their life and protest became one and the same as their walk, talk, music, tales, styles, 
and particularly heroes frequently became symbols of protest and resistance to a 
“dominant” white value system that negated the basic worth of blacks as human 
beings. (p. 72) 
 
It would seem these burdens, while heavy on African Americans in general, have 

been heaviest on African American males. In the economic, political, and social arenas that 

have been dominated historically by Whites, being Black and male has meant being rendered 

impotent. Most of the major institutions of American society have failed to respond 

effectively and appropriately to the multiple needs and problems of Black males. The 

outcome of this has been having a entire group become rejects of affluent society and misfits 

in their own communities—an effect akin to being psychologically castrated (Gibbs, 1988; 

Majors & Billson, 1992). As a group, Black males use coping mechanisms similar to those 

alluded to previously to help navigate these situations and circumstances in their lives. Tatum 

(2005) refers to these coping mechanisms as responses to turmoil. Teachers of Black males 

often fail to interpret and validate their responses to the situations that Black males face, and 
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these mechanisms appear as a form of student defiance to people who refuse to understand 

their students.  

 Among many responses to turmoil that Black males have developed, is a unique one 

identified as the “cool pose.” The cool pose is a ritualized form of masculinity, which uses 

certain behavior, scripts, physical posturing, and carefully crafted performances to convey a 

strong impression of pride, strength, and control. The cool pose is observable in the student’s 

manner of talk, which includes rapping, woofing, playing the dozens, and using slang. It is 

visible in their manner of dress, such as wearing hats, expressive clothing, or pants with 

loosened belts, and also in their behavior: strutting, high fives, special handshakes, and forms 

of greeting. Used as a coping mechanism, the cool pose conceals self-doubt, insecurity, and 

inner turmoil (Majors & Billson, 1992; Tatum, 2005). Actions that many students consider to 

be stylish or cool appear as defiance in the form of dress code violations, hallway 

disruptions, among others. These students then receive consequences, which take them out of 

the class and away from instruction and learning. Majors and Billson (1992) aver, “Conflicts 

between black males and (often white) school personnel suggest that young black men are 

frequently pushouts rather than dropouts” (p. 14).  

 Because schools are a microcosm of society, the trend discussed previously of 

equating Black males with violent behavior and crime that occurs in our society can be found 

in schools. Black male students are frequently assumed or projected to be too aggressive, too 

loud, too violent, too dumb, too hard to control, too streetwise, and too focused on sports 

(Noguera, 2008). As Edsall and Edsall (1992) state, “On a daily level, a substantial number 

of whites view blacks as dangerous and antagonistic to basic American values” (p. 285). 

When the American teaching staff has a 93% White composition (Kunjufu, 2002) and a 
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substantial number of Whites view Blacks as dangerous and antagonistic to basic American 

values on a daily level, then that substantial number must include a number of teachers. 

Those Blacks who are viewed as dangerous and antagonistic to basic American values would 

include Black males students. 

 There are those, however, who champion the importance of student compliance to 

teachers’ instructions. Matheson and Shriver (2005), for example, believe that student 

compliance to teachers’ instructions is important. Regardless of any discussion of cross-

cultural confusion, Matheson and Shriver (2005) reported in a study they conducted in urban 

school districts that 15% to 25% of class time is lost correcting inappropriate behaviors in 

grades one through four. The target students in Matheson and Shriver’s (2005) study 

exhibited rates of compliance significantly below their peers. While there is no indication of 

the ethnicity of the students, all three are male. Two of the teachers in the study are female, 

and all three are Caucasian. The researchers in this study set out to prove that teachers who 

have been trained to give effective commands gain student compliance and increase 

instructional time. The results of the study bear out Matheson and Shriver’s hypothesis that 

in order to ensure valuable instructional time is not wasted, there is a need for strategies to 

assist teachers in gaining student compliance. 

 Youth, during adolescence, do not consistently exercise good judgment and can be 

expected to challenge authority, both at home and at school. From a developmental 

standpoint, it might be expected that those in middle schools misbehave more often than 

older and younger students (Losen & Skiba, 2010). The culturally different interactional 

styles of Black males, however, often present problems or conflict between them and 

institutions because their high degree of interaction is misunderstood or not understood at all 
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(Delpit, 2006; Tatum, 2005). It is very possible that when no positive relationship exists, fear 

or distrust is created. Teachers who are unfamiliar with their students are more prone to 

misunderstanding and fearing them. It is more likely that teachers who fear students they 

teach will resort to some form of discipline when challenged. They are more apt to request 

assistance from the office rather than handling a classroom disruption on their own (Noguera, 

2008).  

 Through fear and distrust, the actions of Black male students are perceived differently 

than those of their White cohorts. Kunjufu (2002) asks:  

What is the difference between a group and a gang? What is the difference between 
being assertive and aggressive? Why is it that so many groups of Black males are 
called gangs and considered aggressive while most White male congregations are 
considered groups and viewed as assertive? (p. 30)  

 
Often, when Black males act assertively, it is viewed as aggression and becomes a behavioral 

issue—an issue of defiance that interrupts the learning process. 

 Student compliance was selected as a theoretical concept for this study because it is 

an inhibitor to positive relationship development. Based on the literature of various 

researchers reviewed for this theoretical concept, the following represents the essence of their 

research: 

1. All who were not of Anglo-Teutonic ancestry were expected to learn and adhere to 

the cultural expectations and roles established by the dominant White society. 

2. Education was regarded as an important means of promoting efficiency because of 

the significant role it played in the industrial movement. Schools replicated social patterns of 

race and class privilege by sustaining an upper, middle, and lower class. 
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3. Schools served as agents of social control and relied heavily on rule observance 

and obedience as the goals for these institutions, removing undesirables from the community 

to eliminate the threat posed to the safety and security of others. 

4. Black male students have been, and still are, suspended and expelled and assigned 

to special education more than any other sub-group. Teachers of Black males often fail to 

interpret and validate their responses to the situations they face, and these mechanisms of 

response appear as defiance to people who refuse to understand their students.  

Another inhibitor of relationships between Black male students and their teachers is existing 

images. The following discourse addresses its influence through thought and action that has 

endured through the years and through generations. 

Existing Images as an Inhibitor of Student-Teacher Relationships 

 In the previous discussions regarding social stratification and student compliance, a 

common theme was present. The theme or idea of African American males being labeled as 

intimidating or associated with violence was shared in both concepts—in the situation 

discussed regarding Kansas City’s Power and Light District and in today’s classroom 

situations by teachers. How did such perceptions of African American males begin? How 

have these perceptions endured the passage of time?  

 As presented earlier, the social and historical context in which we operate must 

always be acknowledged, because that context shapes how we think and act in powerful 

ways (Tatum, 2007). Around 1660, there were concerted efforts to prevent the mixing of 

races in America. One manner of keeping the races separate was to create negative 

stereotypical images of Blacks, more specifically Black males, in order to discourage unions 
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between the races. Stereotypes about Black males created over three centuries ago can still be 

found today. 

 In this theoretical concept, researchers reveal that during the slave trade, the birthright 

of the child was transferred from the father to the mother in order to help clearly define who 

was born a slave. This was done to make it appear that the Black male was the biggest threat 

to the purity of the White race and to White Supremacy. Violent acts (such as lynching) were 

committed, and the propagation of negative images about Black males were some of the 

methods used to keep Black males from any intimate contact with White females. Through 

various forms of media, negative images of Black males constantly inundated American 

society and continuously influenced how mainstream America perceived and interacted with 

Black males.  

 The influence on mainstream America regarding Black males filtered into schools, 

influencing the development of positive relationships between Black males and their 

teachers, which was needed so desperately to facilitate student learning. This study discusses 

existing images as a theoretical concept because, in many cases, Black males are still being 

viewed through three-hundred-year-old societal lenses. Many of those images were created to 

discourage unions between the races, and they remain in the minds of the general public 

today. They continue to impact the development of relationships between African American 

male students and their teachers, even now.  

It is well known that there were concerted efforts to prevent the mixing of races in 

America. What must be examined is why those efforts were much more focused toward 

Black males than any other demographic group. In doing so, the concept of miscegenation 
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must be scrutinized. Miscegenation is defined as the mixing of people of different races and 

producing offspring, particularly between those of European and African descent.  

The coining of the term miscegenation has been placed during the time of the 

American Civil War around 1864 by David Croly; it was introduced to replace 

amalgamation, a term used earlier to describe racial mixing. Croly (1864) himself defines 

miscegenation as, “The blending of the various races of men—the practical recognition of the 

brotherhood of all the children of the common father” (p. 1).  

When framing the Constitution of the United States, British philosopher and 

academician John Locke influenced the political theory of American revolutionaries. 

According to Locke (1988), the Law of Nature decrees that no creature of the same species 

shall be placed in a state of subordination or subjection unless manifested by the Lord. Locke 

also was of the mindset that creatures of “inferior ranks” were made for the uses of those 

who were superior. According to Natural Law, If Blacks—subordinated creatures—and 

Whites—dominating creatures—procreated, they would produce creatures of the same 

species that could not be subordinated. Blacks would gain equality through miscegenation 

and could not be enslaved.  

 In the United States, miscegenation laws received much attention. Miscegenation 

laws and/or its prohibition were introduced circa 1660 to keep the races separate, thereby 

discouraging unions between them. During the colonial period, when the concept of race in 

the Colonies became defined, there had to be clear delineation of the races in order to 

establish those who would be slaves and those who would be free (Jordan, 1968; Lemire, 

2002). According to Pascoe (2009), miscegenation laws helped maintain purity of the White 

race through the protection of White womanhood and were sparked by printed images of 
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White women and Black men. The first miscegenation law passed in Maryland in 1664 was 

designed to prevent marriages between “freeborne English women” and Negro Slaves and 

contained passages that referred to such matches as a disgrace and shameful (Hodes, 1997).  

 Miscegenation laws had two characteristics. First, miscegenation laws not only 

pertained to marriage but also to interracial sexual behaviors such as adultery, fornication, 

and bastardy. Second, the primary focus of miscegenation laws was the sexual and 

reproductive behaviors of White women (Jordan, 1968; Lemire, 2002; Pascoe, 2009). 

Criminal prosecutions that reflected the desire to protect white womanhood buttressed 

miscegenation laws. According to Pascoe (2009), these laws did much more than reflect the 

racial identities or terminologies currently used by society. A Negro man charged by a 

prosecutor with marrying a White woman was very powerfully named, categorized, and 

defined in terms of race and racial kind. The charge not only physically described the man 

but also defined his social class and status—his place—that was below that of the women he 

married and his brazenness. Miscegenation laws outlasted the period of slavery in America 

and at one time or another were enacted in 44 states. In 1967 miscegenation laws were finally 

declared unconstitutional (Lemire, 2002).  

 Womanhood was clearly defined in terms of how women were revered and who 

women were. There was a clear difference in the status of White women as opposed to that of 

Black women. Welter (1976), speaking on the nineteenth century American woman, posits: 

If anyone, male or female, dared to tamper with the complex of virtues which made 
up True Womanhood, he was damned immediately as an enemy of God, of 
civilization and of the Republic. It was a fearful obligation, a solemn responsibility, 
the nineteenth-century American woman had—to uphold the pillars of the temple 
with her frail white hand. (p. 21) 
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The position was clear that an American woman with all of her virtues would be White. The 

position was also clear that tampering with an American woman garnered considerable 

wrath. Inter-racial mixing was tampering with an American woman. Again, miscegenation 

law was an apparent development of white supremacy with its basis steeped in the ideas of 

white purity (Pascoe, 2009). The laws were written to disallow the marriage of Whites to 

Blacks, Asian Americans, and Native Americans but not to disallow Blacks from marrying 

Asian Americans, or Asian Americans from marrying Native Americans. The structure of the 

laws configured non-Whites to similar subordinate roles to Whites, assuming all non-Whites 

to inhabit the same social world and present the same threat to whiteness (Pascoe, 2009).  

 Even though miscegenation laws and prohibitions addressed both genders, 

relationships between White males and Black females were very often viewed with a 

different lens than those between Black males and White females. Hodes (1997) posits: 

Southern lawmakers had written statutes so that sex between white women and black 
men confounded the system of racial slavery and had entirely different consequences 
from sex between white men and black women. In the antebellum South, a child’s 
legal status as slave or free followed the mother…Sexual liaisons between white 
women and black men therefore threatened racial slavery in a way that sex between 
white men and black women did not. When white women had children with black 
men, two important social categories were eroded: racial categories were eroded 
because the children would be of mixed European and African ancestry, and 
categories of slavery and freedom were eroded because free people of African 
ancestry endangered the equation of blackness and slavery. (p. 4) 
 

Children born from relationships between White males and Black females eroded no 

categories. White men extended their authority over Negroes to the bed with little fear of 

legal penalty, where the sex act itself served as ritualistic re-enactment of the daily pattern of 

social dominance over Black women who were the immediate targets, and Black men, who 

were powerless to prevent it (Jordan, 1968; Pascoe, 2009). Stated otherwise, children of 
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subordinated women remained subordinated and challenged nothing, regardless of the father. 

However, children born from relationships between free White women and Black men would 

be born free, clouding the issue of slave and free—which was to be clearly delineated by race 

and would not contribute to the slave pool, explaining why the targets of anti-miscegenation 

efforts were much more focused toward Black males. Efforts to keep the races separate 

continued, and negative imagery was put into play, most often against Black males.  

 In order to prevent miscegenation, its practice was often depicted using such terms as 

unnatural, inordinate, and aesthetically unpleasant (Hodes, 1997; Jordan, 1968; Lemire, 

2002). In order to discourage ideas of racial mixing on the basis of aesthetics, the use of 

derogatory stereotypical images about African Americans were propagated. These images 

were created early in the development of the United States. Thomas Jefferson, in the Notes 

on the State of Virginia, made reference to the characteristics of Blacks that he saw as 

inferior to Whites. Jefferson (1785) stated that Blacks had “a very strong and disagreeable 

odour,” and “proceed from a want of forethought” (p. 266). Specifically regarding Black 

males, Jefferson (1785) also stated, “They are more ardent after their female: but love seems 

with them to be more an eager desire, than a tender delicate mixture of sentiment and 

sensation” (p. 266). Jordan (1968) posits that Jefferson’s derogatory remarks regarding 

African Americans constituted “the most intense, extensive, and extreme formulations of 

anti-Negro ‘thought’ offered by any American in the thirty years after the Revolution” 

(p. 481). Stated otherwise, coming from a framer of the Declaration of Independence, 

comments about Blacks having a foul odor, lacking intelligence, and about Black males 

being sexually driven would be very influential to the public, regardless of whether or not the 

comments were valid.  
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Thomas Jefferson was in contradiction with himself in regard to his much publicized 

and criticized relationship with his female slave, Sally Hemings. Again, Thomas Jefferson’s 

condescending remarks about African Americans were very influential (Jordan, 1968). Yet, 

so obvious was Jefferson’s incongruity—denigrating Blacks on one hand while being 

involved, at least sexually if not romantically, with his slave on the other—that a political 

editorialist and caricaturist of the time, James Akin, issued a drawing of a rooster with the 

face of Thomas Jefferson and a chicken with the face of Sally Hemings entitled “A 

Philosophic Cock.” The relationship provided a clear example of the double standard that 

existed and fueled discourse over issues of amalgamation. By the 1890s, as the notions of 

white supremacy grew, however, White men would be more subject to the restrictions of 

miscegenation law. By 1900, White men were viewed as culpable as White women and 

Black men for law violations. However, the targeting of White men remained the most 

difficult and most unstable achievements in the history of miscegenation law (Pascoe, 2010).  

With the idea of protecting White women being the focal point for prohibitions of 

miscegenation, sentiment against Black males became prominent (Pascoe, 2010). Jordan 

(1968) avers that English colonists in America added the specific corollary of Negro men 

lusting after White women to the already existing idea of Negro men being virile, 

promiscuous, and lusty. An interesting dynamic regarding the image of Black men is that 

concerns around their alleged violent tendencies grew after their emancipation. Black men 

when enslaved were considered docile and amiable. When free, they were considered 

ferocious and murderous (Fredrickson, 1971).  

The notion of Black males being associated with violence grew. Political parties, 

professing to be the true party for Whites, attempted to discredit each other with accusations 
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of favoring amalgamation between Blacks and Whites that contained sentiment against Black 

males. Pascoe (2009) posits: 

In successive decades, Indiana politicians sharpened their skills at using the mere 
possibility of White women’s involvement with Black men as a political brickbat. On 
the state’s 1856 election, Democrats staved off the emerging Republican Party with 
political parades featuring companies of young White women with signs that read, 
“Fathers, save us from nigger husbands.” (pp. 52-53) 

 
A prevalent sentiment of the late nineteenth century, according to Lemire (2002), was 

that Negro men had an imagined sexual potency and a proclivity for sexual violence and that 

White women “should want to avoid them not only because they smell bad, but because they 

are ‘sexual animals’” (p. 137). Hodes (1997) cites a well-documented speech given in 1897 

by Rebecca Latimer Felton. Felton—who would eventually go on to become Georgia’s first 

female senator—commenting on the protection of southern White women from “the Black 

“rapist,” stated, “If it needs lynching to protect woman’s dearest possession from the 

ravening human beasts—then I say ‘lynch’; a thousand times a week if necessary” (p. 193). 

Otherwise stated, expressions such as “sexual animals,” “ravening human beasts,” and “the 

Black rapist” are hardly terms of endearment.  

According to Fredrickson (1971),  

There is little reason to doubt the conventional notion that a fear of oversexed “brute” 
Negroes has been a constant and deeply rooted feature of the white racist imagination. 
But it remains true that this image came to the surface in a new and spectacular way 
around the turn of the century. (pp. 276-277) 
 

While events of violence or rape occurred during these times, Jordan (1968) states it best 

when he posits, “No matter how firmly based in fact, however, the image of the sexually 

aggressive Negro was rooted even more firmly in deep strata of irrationality” (p. 151).  
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From the North as well as from all parts of the South, Rebecca Felton was encouraged 

by Whites to sustain her crusade for the sanctity of White womanhood (Litwack, 1998). The 

call to lynch Blacks, as sent out by Felton in 1897, was to serve as a deterrent to 

intermingling. Since, as Schirmer (2002) states, “black men figured in the white imagination 

solely as potential assailants of white virtue” (p. 129), a leading dynamic in lynching was the 

desire to keep African American men from any intimate contact with Euro-American women 

(Patterson, 1998). Seventy-two percent of those lynched during the period between 1882 and 

1968 were African American. The vast majority—eighty percent—of those lynchings took 

place in the South (Patterson, 1998). Lynch mobs, over the decade of the 1920s, would 

murder an estimated 281 Blacks in the nation as a whole (Schirmer, 2002).  

Lynching did not escape the state of Missouri. In the early 1920s, James Thomas 

Scott, a janitor at the University of Missouri Medical School, was dragged from his jail cell 

by a mob of 500 after being accused of raping a White professor’s 14-year-old daughter. 

Scott was publicly lynched near the University of Missouri in front of nearly 2,000 

onlookers, comprised of city residents, including some of Columbia’s most prominent 

citizens and University of Missouri students. Scott, who was never tried or convicted, 

professed his innocence until his death, claiming a cellmate confessed to the crime. 

According to the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Herman Almstedt, the father of the victim, 

convinced of Scott’s innocence, was unsuccessful in his attempts to thwart the lynching when 

the lynch mob invaded the jail and dragged Scott from his jail cell as police looked on. 

Almstedt himself was shouted down and threatened with his own lynching.  

It is quite possible that a Black man committed the rape Scott was accused of 

committing. According to Ayers (1984), “It was wrong….to imprison together white 
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murderers and a black who had stolen a pig—it was unjust to the whites” (p. 199). This 

imprisonment philosophy would lead one to believe the cellmate Scott referred to as having 

confessed was Black. Certainly there were crimes—even atrocious ones—committed by 

Black males. However, according to Litwack (1998):  

Rape and sexual indiscretion, in actuality, proved to be a relatively minor cause of 
mob violence. Of the nearly three thousand blacks known to have been lynched 
between 1889 and 1918, only some 19 percent were accused of rape. But in many 
cases what the public thought had occurred became much more important than what 
did occur. The public’s perception of lynching, fed by the media and improved means 
of communication, was invariably that a sex crime by black men had precipitated it. 
(p. 306) 
 

As discussed earlier, regardless of how firmly entrenched in fact, even more entrenched in 

deep strata of irrationality was the image of the sexually aggressive Negro (Jordan, 1968). 

Maintaining the image of the brute Negro was not simply a matter exaggerating Black 

crime and sexuality in order to bring about increased Black subjugation and exploitation. 

Maintaining the image of the brute Negro became a projection of White extremists’ 

unacknowledged guilt feelings obtained from their own brutality towards Blacks. The Black 

man had to be made as vicious as claimed in order to justify the kind of treatment he received 

in 1900 in the United States. If not, many Whites would have to bear the guilt for enacting or 

tolerating atrocious cruelties and injustices imposed upon Blacks. However, in seeing Blacks 

to be bad enough to deserve the treatment they received, White extremists were able to 

conjure up a monster that heightened the level of its creators’ fears and drove them to new 

rages of hatred (Fredrickson, 1971). 

Prevalent was the idea that public opinion and protection of the race was physically 

and morally greater than the law. The rape of a White woman was not the only crime against 

White supremacy that would kindle mob violence. Many actions that would represent a bid 
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for equality, such as operating a business, owning land, or voting, also equated to a bid for 

access to White women, thereby threatening White supremacy and meeting mob violence as 

well (Litwack, 1998). Otherwise stated, the willingness to mobilize or better yet “mob”bilize, 

with little or no regard for law and justice, to lynch untried and un-convicted Black males, 

speaks volumes about the attitudes of the general White population regarding the assault on 

White dominance through alleged violations of White females by Black males. 

With the turn of the twentieth century, the negative images associated with Blacks, 

and Black males specifically, continued. Discussing the development of Kansas City, 

Missouri, the metropolitan area where this study takes place, Martin (1913) conveys the 

sentiment of the time in one of the city’s first housing studies. Martin (1913) refers to 

Negroes as shiftless, indolent, and lazy and goes on to say that Negro churches are 

discovering that the Black man’s “laziness, misdirected energy, lack of foresight, pleasure 

seeking propensities, and immorality” are to a large extent “keeping him in poverty” (p. 46). 

In a 1910 debate in Kansas City over the “Negro problem,” churchmen at the meeting 

concluded that Black males were sexually aggressive and disinclined to keep their place. 

Black males endangered the authority by which Whites maintained property rights in the 

home, which included their female occupants. Often, the obnoxious behaviors of two 

unnamed Black males were responsible for the disruption of many events in Kansas City. 

These two unnamed men were always available to shoulder blame whenever it was 

convenient (Schirmer, 2002). The attitude of the 1914 Kansas City Journal, clamoring for 

better-kept neighborhoods from derelict property owners and for improved street lighting 

from city officials after a reported rape of a White woman by a Black man, was illustrated by 

Schirmer (2002):  
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In their analysis, a well-kept urban landscape was a prerequisite to preserving the 
sanctity of womanhood; ill-kempt thoroughfares endangered the female chastity on 
which social order rested. The very essence of a civilization lay in a society’s ability 
to maintain its moral precepts and to safeguard female virtue. (p. 79) 
 

In other words, the idea is clear that to maintain the social order of the time, White female 

chastity must be protected. Such comments, as reported above, made as a manner of keeping 

the races separate by proximity, continued to proliferate a disparaging image of Black males. 

 One controversial event that shaped many attitudes in the twentieth century about 

African Americans, and African American males in particular, was the release of D.W. 

Griffith’s movie in 1915, The Birth of a Nation. It is a silent movie originally entitled The 

Clansman, based on a book and play with the same name. The movie is a two-part film that 

chronicles two families during events leading up to and including the Civil War, the 

Emancipation Proclamation, the Lincoln assassination, and the Reconstruction period. 

Critiqued by individuals ranging from civil rights activist W.E.B. Dubois to novelist James 

Baldwin to a panel formed in 2004 by the Los Angeles Times, the movie remains 

controversial even today because of its negative portrayal of African Americans.  

 According to Bogle (2010), while Griffith helped disseminate negative views of 

African Americans that already existed such as the tom, the coon, the mulatto, and the 

mammy, he introduced the American film audience to the “brutal Black buck.” The brutal 

Black buck could be divided into two categories: the first is the Black brute—a barbaric 

Black out to raise havoc. The Black brute’s physical violence serves as the outlet for his 

sexual repressions. The second category is the Black buck. Bogle (2010) posits: 

It was the pure black bucks that were Griffith’s really great archetypal figures. Bucks 
are always big, baadddd niggers, oversexed and savage, violent and frenzied as they 
lust for white flesh. No greater sin hath any black man…Griffith played on the myth 
of the Negro’s high-powered sexuality, then articulated the great white fear that every 
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black man longs for a white woman. Underlying the fear was the assumption that the 
white woman was the ultimate in female desirability, herself a symbol of white pride, 
power, and beauty…. Griffith played hard on the bestiality of his black villainous 
bucks and used it to arouse hatred. (pp. 13-14) 
 

On a similar note, Noble (1971) maintains that, “Griffith concentrated all his patronizing 

sympathy upon...‘Uncle Tom’ characters while showing all other black men as vicious rebels 

and killers” (p. 128). By aiding in the resurgence of the Klan (Kolker, 2000), and portraying 

Black males as rapists of White women, The Birth of a Nation became justification for mass 

lynching (Baldwin, 1976; Stokes, 2007). While Kansas City dodged mob violence at the 

degree present in other cities, a church was dynamited and two homes of Black people were 

burned after The Birth of a Nation’s local screening (Schirmer, 2002). 

 While The Birth of a Nation marks a milestone in the art of filmmaking, the topic of 

the film itself provides audiences with negative images of Black males. Because the film had 

such a dramatic impact on filmmaking as an art, the film’s messages had equal effect. 

Armstrong (2010) describes the film as both “revered and reviled.” The Birth of a Nation is 

heralded because it was on the cutting edge of filmmaking at the time, introducing 

filmmaking techniques that are still employed today. It was named one of the top 100 

American films in 1998 by the American Film Institute. The movie is criticized because of its 

strong negative portrayals of African Americans and its historical distortions. Kolker (2000) 

credits the film for helping to revitalize the then defunct Ku Klux Klan and, according to 

Stokes (2007), the film was continuously screened to Klan audiences at least until the 1970s. 

In 1999, the Directors’ Guild of America, which established the D.W. Griffith Award in 1953 

to honor the most accomplished filmmakers, stripped the award of Griffith’s name. The 
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Guild stated that Griffith “helped foster intolerable racial stereotypes” (Armstrong, 2010; 

Stokes, 2007).  

 After a round table panel was assembled in 2004 by the Los Angeles Times to discuss 

The Birth of a Nation, Stokes (2007) cited member Earl Ofari Hutchinson: “The Birth of a 

Nation broke new ground in cinematic terms, yet at the same time it helped disseminate 

Southern white views of race and the Civil War and propagated negative stereotypes of 

African Americans that had never disappeared” (p. 278). Bogle (2010) posits:  

The Birth of a Nation remains significant not only because of its artistry but also 
because of its wide-ranging influence. One can detect in this single film the trends 
and sentiments that were to run through many black films made for a long time 
afterwards. Later filmmakers were to pick up Griffith’s ideas—his very images—but 
were to keep them “nicely” toned down in order not to offend audiences. (p. 13) 
 

The Birth of a Nation was an enormous financial success, establishing D.W. Griffith as the 

greatest film director of his time and wielding considerable influence upon the millions of 

people who saw the film in spite of all the public action taken against it. Even considered as a 

period piece, The Birth of a Nation is still capable of causing harm (Noble, 1971). Naïve and 

cinematically uninformed audiences of the early twentieth century reacted to Birth of a 

Nation’s presentation of all the major black screen types—the toms, the coons, the mulattos, 

the mammies, and the bucks—as if they were accurate. Yet, while the audiences’ entrenched 

prejudices against every foreigner provided the basis for typing persons of color in all 

American films, no person of color was so viciously or unyieldingly typed as the Black man 

(Bogle, 2010). 

 The conveyance of negative images of Black males through motion pictures and later 

through television continued after The Birth of a Nation. Since most Blacks and Whites in the 

United States continue to live their private lives apart from one another, a majority of what is 
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known about Blacks by Whites is learned through the media rather than through personal 

experience. Discussed in the first theoretical concept was George H. Bush’s use of the Willie 

Horton ad with a Black male’s image being consistently aired across the nation as the image 

of crime. A similar situation existed with Colin Ferguson in 1993, where the crime icon for 

the nation was again presented as a Black man. Ferguson committed a horrendous crime on a 

New York commuter train, shooting six people and wounding 19 others. According to 

Patterson (1998), America has always had a history of violence, and European-Americans 

have always been fascinated with violence. As an oppressor, Whites have a vested interest in 

the negative identity attached to Blacks because that is a projection of the oppressor’s own 

unconscious negative identity. This projection makes the oppressor feel superior and also 

whole.  

 As a demon, the Black male represents the violence that White America does not dare 

admit is a core part of their psychic being. This kind of violence is associated with rapists, 

with sin, with “blackness.” Black males as demons continue to serve the role of handing out 

that part of violence America dreads to admit. It assumes the name of Willie Horton on one 

day and Colin Ferguson on another (Patterson, 1998). My attempt here is not to minimize 

Ferguson’s actions or excuse the horror and shame of modern African American crime. 

Rather, it is to point out that the face of a Black male once again became the national symbol 

for crime and violence. 

On Sunday morning, March 19, 1995, CNN News, which at the time was the world’s 

only global television network and America’s leading electronic voice, launched its broadcast 

of the World News with the frightening image of a “demonic ‘black’ man.” One would think 

that even the “cold-blooded drowning of two cherubic, blue-eyed, blond sons” by their 
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mother would have been more fixating than the seedy story of a Black ex-sports star and the 

murder of his ex-wife and her friend. But that was not to be. The case of Susan Smith could 

not upstage that of O. J. Simpson, even after the admission that her first reported story of her 

boys being kidnapped by “an Afro-American male—yes, him again!”—was a fictitious one 

(Patterson, 1998). 

 With the progress made in the United States by African Americans, one may think 

that such negative images of African American males would not be as prevalent. Progress 

has indeed been made, and America has been exposed to the Cornell Wests, Colin Powells, 

William Holders of the nation, and even President Barack Obama. Yet, the negative imaging 

of Black males still persists. Black males are portrayed in a limited number of roles by the 

mass media, and most of these roles are principally deviant, dangerous, and dysfunctional as 

presented. The constant barrage of predominantly disturbing images inexorably contributes 

to the negative stereotypes of Black men that the public has. Even the positive images of 

black athletes and entertainers are projected as animal-like or childlike in their 

aggressiveness, sensuality, “natural rhythm,” and uninhibited expressiveness.  

 Plainly, the message is sent that if Black males entertain you, enjoy them (at a safe 

distance); if served by them, patronize them (but don’t forget to tip); if they threaten you, 

steer clear of them (don’t ride the subway). Consequently, young black males are stereotyped 

by the five “d’s”: dumb, deprived, dangerous, deviant, and disturbed. This picture has no 

room for comprehension, caring, or compassion of the plight of young black men (Gibbs, 

1988).  

 While there are many African American males in the public eye who represent all that 

would be desired of any human being, the image of the violent Black male has been a 
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difficult one to surmount. People tend to view members of other groups as pretty much all 

the same. According to Entman and Rojecki (2000), the favorable impressions of an out-

group individual may create a more positive opinion toward that person but will not broaden 

to challenge the negative stereotype of his or her group. Individuals of this kind are 

considered to be atypical category members who really are not category members at all. Far 

too much credence is given to individuals who confirm the stereotype, while those who 

challenge the stereotype do not receive enough. The resulting implication is that only a few 

stereotype-confirming individuals, against a myriad of stereotype-disconfirming individuals, 

would serve to maintain the stereotype.  

 Consistently associating the image of the African American male with a particular 

construct is a clear example of prototypical thinking. Prototypical thinking, according to 

Entman and Rojecki (2000), means a thinker will visualize a fixed type every time a concept 

comes up. This is illustrated when most people, asked to name a typical bird, will name a 

sparrow or robin as opposed to an ostrich or penguin. Similarly, as demonstrated by Patterson 

(1998) and Gibbs (1988), the familiar images of the demon, along with that of the 

athlete/entertainer, surface when the topic of Black males is mentioned. Michael 

Jordan/Michael Jackson or the convenience-store robber seen on the evening news represents 

the imagery of Black males. Noguera (2008) avers: 

Today the popular images of Black males are less extreme but no less distorted. Black 
males are omnipresent in the media, but in a departure from the past, they are as often 
idolized as heroes because of their accomplishments in sports and popular music as 
they are scorned for their misdeeds, both real and imagined. These newer images of 
Black males may appear to be more positive than the ones from the past, but they 
have not supplanted the more traditional negative characterizations; rather, the two 
cohabit the same social and psychological space. For every story devoted to the feats 
of a Black sports hero, there are others where Black men are decried as irresponsible 
fathers, drug dealers, and sexual predators…In the United States, the stereotypes and 
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images associated with Black males have the effect of magnifying the attention and 
scrutiny directed toward them in ways that result in their being both vilified and 
valorized and that make living an ordinary life a tremendous challenge. (p. xii)  
 

Stated otherwise, Colin Powell, William Holder, Cornell West, and most definitely, President 

Barack Obama are anomalies in the minds of mainstream Americans who fixate Black males 

to be Michael Jordan types, Michael Jackson types, or criminal types. 

 The practices of vilifying African American males have been around for a very long 

time. “The demonization of the Afro-American male in American society,” according to 

Patterson (1998), “is still very much with us” (p. 242). Insecurity, tension, and fear can still 

be found in societal situations where Black males are present because of the existing images. 

As discussed, the threat of violent crime in society is by and large portrayed as a problem 

created by Black offenders, and, correspondingly, so too is the threat of violence in schools. 

The negative images of Black males prevalent in society find their way into schools and 

influence the interactions between Black males and school personnel (Noguera, 2008).  

 When Black males report on their interactions and relationships with teachers, they 

reflect the indifference they perceive. Studies support the idea that the educational 

experiences of Black male students are influenced by the belief systems of the teachers these 

students encounter. Noguera (2003) reports on two surveys conducted in Northern 

Californian high schools. In one survey on student experiences in school conducted by 

Noguera, nearly 90% of the Black male respondents (N = 147) responded “agree” or 

“strongly agree” to the questions, “I think education is important” and “I want to go to 

college.” In response to the questions, “I work hard to achieve good grades” and “My 

teachers treat me fairly,” however, less than a quarter of the respondents, 22% and 18% 

respectively, responded affirmatively.  
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 Another survey of 537 seniors from an academic magnet high school conducted by 

Noguera (2003), shows that African American males were least likely to “agree” or “strongly 

agree” with the statement, “My teachers support me and care about my success in schools 

(see Table 3). These surveys suggest that for some African American male respondents, there 

is incongruence between the value placed on learning and the efforts they put forth and the 

support of teachers received in school. For a good portion of the African American male  

 
Table 3 

 
“My Teachers Support Me and Care about My Success in Their Class” 
 

  
Black 
Male 

Black 
Female 

Asian 
Male 

Asian 
Female 

White 
Male 

White 
Female 

Strongly agree 8 12 24 36 33 44 
Agree 12 16 42 33 21 27 
Disagree 38 45 16 15 18 11 
Strongly disagree 42 27 18 16 28 18 

Note. Data derived from Noguera, 2003. 
In Percentages, N = 537 
 
 
students surveyed, the issue of not being cared for, supported, or treated fairly by their 

teachers is a prominent one. It is highly conceivable that the unfair treatment and lack of 

support from teachers the Black male respondents perceived and reported was fueled by 

negative images of Black males that have found their way into schools. 

 Stereotypes similar to the five “d’s” described by Gibbs (1988)—dumb, deprived, 

dangerous, deviant, and disturbed—come into play in the early years of African American 

males’ education. We are all products of our culture and its history and have all been exposed 

to racial stereotypes and flawed educational psychology, no matter what our racial or ethnic 
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backgrounds are. It is likely that racial stereotypes and flawed educational psychology will 

influence our interactions with those who have been so stereotyped, unless we are 

consciously working to counter their influence on our behavior (Tatum, 2007). In other 

words, the interactions between African American males and their teachers are shaped by the 

racial stereotypes and flawed educational psychology those teachers have been exposed to.  

 As mentioned in an earlier discussion, a substantial number of Whites view Blacks as 

dangerous and antagonistic to basic American values on a daily level (Edsall & Edsall, 

1992). A survey of a representative sample of public school teachers conducted by the 

National Education Association and reported in the research of Keller and Manzo (2003) 

reveals that 90% of public school teachers were White, middle-aged females. The behaviors 

and attitudes of Black males run counter to the basic American values of a substantial 

number of teachers when Black male students are recurrently assumed or projected to be too 

aggressive, too violent, too loud, too dumb, too uncontrollable, too street savvy, and too 

sports focused (Noguera, 2008). The behavior and attitudes also run counter when a 

substantial number of Whites view Blacks as dangerous and antagonistic to basic American 

values on a daily level. In addition, those same behaviors and attitudes run counter when the 

American teaching staff has over 80% White composition (Keller & Manzo, 2003; Kunjufu, 

2002; Tatum, 2007).  

 The reason for mentioning the composition of the American teaching force being 

primarily White middle-aged females, is because of the trepidation brought on by lingering 

stereotypes. Those stereotypes must include the long-believed idea that deviant, dangerous, 

and dysfunctional Black males with high-powered sexuality long for White women and are 

assailants of White virtue (Gibbs, 1988; Schirmer, 2002). Concomitant with the idea that 
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African American males represent the kind of violence associated “with rapists, with 

‘blackness,’ with sin,” there is a perceived need for White women to be protected from them 

(Patterson, 1998, p. 243). 

 The relatively enduring beliefs held by school officials enable them to form attitudes 

that predispose them to act or react in certain ways toward students (Reed, 1988). Kunjufu 

(2002) brings attention to the point that many teachers —kindergarten through third grade —

view African American children as cute, while many fourth through twelfth grade teachers 

view them as intimidating. As African American male students grow, they become physically 

intimidating to their teachers, who, at one point, could use their own size as a disciplining 

tool. If teachers find a student intimidating, it becomes increasingly impossible to teach him. 

A teacher cannot effectively teach a student that he or she fears (Kunjufu, 2002; Noguera, 

2008). In other words, the trepidation of teachers hampers the education of Black males in 

schools because fear aborts most opportunities for relationship building to occur between 

teacher and student.  

 Black males represent the most suspended sub-group and the sub-group most referred 

for special education (Holzman, 2006). As discussed earlier, the cause of the 

disproportionately large numbers of school suspensions for African American students, 

particularly males, cannot be linked to higher rates of misbehavior, but to behaviors that 

appear to require more subjective judgment on the part of the person making the referral such 

as excessive noise, disrespect, or threat (Losen & Skiba, 2010; McFadden et al., 1992). 

Restating Reed (1988), school officials’ enduring beliefs enable them to form attitudes that 

predispose them to act or react in certain ways toward students. 
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 Without significant relationships, no significant learning occurs (Comer, 1995, cited 

in Payne, 2008). A decline in interest and valuation of schoolwork by students exists because 

of the lack of opportunities to create close relationships with adults in schools. The 

relationship development becomes hampered by the dumb, deprived, dangerous, deviant, and 

disturbed images (the five “d’s”) many school personnel have of Black males. When students 

believe that they are perceived as incapable of high-level achievement, or that no one knows 

or cares to know about their capabilities, they will lower the expectations they have of 

themselves to meet the level of incompetence in which they feel they are being positioned. 

Conversely, when what others believe about and expect from students is important to them, 

students feel a personal onus to meet those expectations (Jackson & Davis, 2000).  

 The development of positive and meaningful relationships between African American 

males and their teachers is extremely important. A fact that must be acknowledged is that 

students will do things for people they like and trust. The worrisome side to it is that kids will 

do alarming things as well as beautiful ones for leaders they trust; they will perform trivial 

and menial tasks as well as significant ones. To make matters even more complex, students 

will not always be submissive to those they trust and will sometimes rebel. Students often 

transfer love and trust thoughtlessly, creating untrustworthy forms of trust and love. Despite 

this complexity, however, the salient point here is that students learn in communion, so 

subject matter cannot carry itself. Except in very rare situations, relation precedes any 

engagement with subject matter (Noddings, 1992).  

 For learning to occur for Black male students in school, positive relationships with 

the teachers who provide instruction for them must exist; however, in many cases, that may 

entail purging some existing images of Black males already held in the minds of teachers 
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they encounter. Based on the various theories of researchers reviewed for the theoretical 

concept of existing images, the core of their research is as follows:  

 1. During the slave trade, the birthright of the child was transferred from the father to 

the mother in order to help clearly define who was born a slave. Based on that premise, this 

made the Black male the biggest threat to White Supremacy and the purity of the White race.  

 2. Methods to keep Black males from any intimate contact with White females 

included violent acts (such as lynching) and the proliferation of negative images about Black 

males. 

 3. Negative images of Black males constantly inundated American society through 

various forms of media and continuously influence how mainstream America perceives and 

interacts with Black males. 

 4. The influence on mainstream America regarding Black males still filters into 

schools and impacts the development of positive relationships between Black males and their 

teachers that are so desperately needed to facilitate their learning. 

The following discourse is centered on identity development and how not meeting 

adolescents’ needs impedes the development of relationships between Black male students 

and their teachers. 

Identity Development as an Inhibitor of Student-Teacher Relationships 

A shared theme could be found in the previous discussions regarding social 

stratification, student compliance, and existing images. The common construct found—that 

African American males are associated with violence or are menacing in some fashion—

permeates present society and classrooms as well. How do these pervasive beliefs impede the 
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development of positive relationships with teachers and impact the learning of African 

American males? In this theoretical concept, I illustrate that: 

• Black males view themselves through the eyes of others and they also view how 

they are being seen when developing identity. 

• Lingering practices of social stratification, student conformity, and existing 

images of Black males hamper how they are being seen when developing identity 

as they answer the questions of “Who am I?” and “Who can I be?” in ways not 

previously done before (Tatum, 1997). 

• Black males develop a response to address these deficiencies that often 

contributes to the impediment of positive relational development with teachers.  

• Much of what Black males construct as an ethnic identity during youth must be 

reconstructed after adolescence because of these deficiencies in identity 

development. 

The combination of stratification, conformity, and existing images causes the identity 

development of Black males to be hindered creating a situation in which those students do 

not perform as well in schools. 

 The formation of identity is one of the salient developmental tasks of adolescence. 

Identity can be defined as the process in which aspects of the self (e.g., abilities, attitudes, 

beliefs, physical and psychological traits, temperament) are integrated into a coherent whole 

and fitted between that self and the adult opportunities and roles that are open in society 

(Aries, 2001). Paramount for individuals is the formation of identity because, as Erikson 

(1968) states, “In the social jungle of human existence there is no feeling of being alive 

without a sense of identity (p. 130). Erikson (1980) uses his “Epigenetic Human 
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Development” model to help explain identity development in adolescence (see Figure 8). 

Because the fifth stage of Erikson’s model deals with adolescence, only the first five stages 

of the model are reviewed for this study. Reviewed also is Cross’s (1991) psychology of 

Nigrescence: the four or possibly five stages African Americans go through when “tearing 

down” their “old” identity and replacing it with a more Black-oriented one as they experience 

Black identity change.  

 It is Erikson’s view that all growth should be understood through the epigenetic 

principle. Erikson (1980) very generally explains this principle by stating that, “anything that 

grows has a ground plan, and out of this ground plan the parts arise, each part having its time 

of special ascendancy, until all parts have arisen to form a functioning whole” (p. 53). 

Because epigenesis involves every element arising at its appropriate time, failure of doing so 

jeopardizes the development of a succession of potentials for substantial interaction with 

significant others, which in turn endangers normal development. The individual and the 

significant others interact so the ongoing process is a mutual and reciprocal one, causing the 

epigenetic plan to be supported or interfered with by social demands (Muuss, 1996).  

 In Erikson’s model, the eight stages arise, with each stage having its own distinctive 

time of ascendency, meeting its crisis, and finding its lasting solution. Crisis is used by 

Erikson to denote a turning point or opportunity and not turmoil, catastrophe, or threat. Each 

stage of development grows out of the previous stage and is characterized by conflict. The 

possibility of both syntonic (positive) and dystonic (negative) outcomes exists in each 

conflict (this is how the names of the stages are derived). The individual must experience 

both sides of the conflict and learn to include them into higher synthesis. If the conflict is 

resolved constructively, the syntonic quality becomes the more dominant part of the ego and 
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enhances further healthy development of the individual through the following stages. 

Conversely, if the conflict is not resolved constructively or lingers past its time, the dystonic 

quality will hamper further development and may appear in impaired self-concept, 

adjustment problems, or perhaps even psychopathology (Erikson, 1968). According to Aries 

(2001), “Each stage leaves its marks on personality and contributes to a sense of 

identity…the inadequate resolution of any conflict makes a healthy resolution of the next 

crisis more difficult to attain” (p. 129). 

 The crisis of a stage, appearing most pronounced at the age at which it emerges, is 

never completely solved. Therefore, identity is never ‘“established’ as an ‘achievement’ in 

the form of a personality armor,” or as a static or immutable object. Identity is a sense of 

reality of the Self within social reality that is to be forever revised (Erikson, 1968). 

Describing Erikson’s theory, Muuss (1996) posits: 

The core concept in this theory is the acquisition of an ego-identity, and the 
exploration of identity issues becomes the outstanding characteristic of adolescence. 
Although the specific quality of a person’s identity differs from culture to culture, the 
accomplishment of this developmental task has common elements in all cultures. The 
establishment of a true sense of a personal identity is the psychological connection 
between childhood and adulthood. In order to acquire a strong and healthy ego-
identity, the child must receive consistent and meaningful recognition for his or her 
achievements and accomplishments. (p. 43) 

 
Aries (2001) avers, “Though written fifty years ago Erikson’s theory continues to serve as a 

theoretical basis for understanding adolescent behavior to this day” (p. 131).  
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Figure 8. Erickson’s Chart of Epigenetic Human Development. 
Source: Aries, 2001 
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 In the first stage of “Trust vs. Mistrust,” Erikson (1968) begins with the “sense of 

basic trust, which is a pervasive attitude toward oneself and the world” derived from the 

experiences of infancy. Trust, used here, denotes “an essential trustfulness of others as well 

as a fundamental sense of one’s own trustworthiness” (p. 96). Muuss (1996) posits: 

Mutual recognition and mutual trustworthiness are the earliest and most 
undifferentiated experiences of what will later become a sense of identity. No one  can 
get an identity all by oneself. Even in adolescents, identity is never an individual 
achievement, but an outgrowth of mutual recognition; and just as for the infant, 
identity grows by being acknowledged and appreciated by others. (p. 48) 

 
The ability to trust others and to trust oneself is the healthy syntonic outcome of the crisis, 

while the dystonic outcome is mistrust of others and/or mistrust of oneself (Muuss, 1996).  

 Next in the “Autonomy vs. Shame, Doubt” stage of Erikson’s model is the concept of 

autonomy, which is developed during early childhood and characterized by the tendencies of 

“holding on” and “letting go.” Erikson (1968) posits, “This stage, therefore, becomes 

decisive for the ratio between loving good will and hateful self-insistence, between co-

operation and willfulness, and between self-expression and compulsive self-restraint or meek 

compliance” (p. 109). Pride, control, self-assurance, autonomy, self-certainty, and the will to 

be oneself are the syntonic traits commonly gained during this stage. The dystonic outcomes 

are shame, self-doubt, dependency, self-consciousness, and meek compliance (Muuss, 1996).  

 The third stage of “Initiative vs. Guilt” involves developing initiative. During the 

process of developing initiative, goal setting comes into play and the individual’s activities 

become more and more directed by purpose. According to Erikson (1968), “the indispensable 

contribution of the initiative stage to later identity development, then, obviously is that of 

freeing the child’s initiative and sense of purpose for adult tasks which promise (but cannot 
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guarantee) a fulfillment of one’s range of capacities” (p. 122). The syntonic outcomes of this 

stage are a sense of purpose and initiative, while guilt is the dystonic outcome (Muuss, 1996).  

 The fourth stage is “Industry vs. Inferiority.” This period occurs between school entry 

and puberty and is a period of learning and mastering the more basic skills needed to function 

in society. During this period, children develop a sense of themselves as workers. They 

acquire the skills necessary to work within their society, to do things cooperatively, to work 

with discipline, and to win recognition by producing things (Aries, 2001). Syntonic outcomes 

of this stage include needing and wanting accomplishments, striving for completion of tasks, 

and striving for recognition for a job well done. Dystonic outcomes are a lack of 

industriousness and a lack of feeling useful (Muuss, 1996). 

 The fifth stage, “Identity vs. Identity Confusion,” occurs during the adolescent period. 

Identity must be searched for. The search for identity requires the formation of a significant 

self-concept in which past, present, and future are integrated to form a unified whole. Identity 

is not a maturational phenomenon, nor is it given to an individual by society but is acquired 

through continual individual effort (Muuss, 1996). Although a sense of identity begins to 

develop during infancy, identity comes to ascendance at adolescence because of the 

development of adult sexuality and new cognitive capacities that enable adolescents to weigh 

numerous possibilities simultaneously (Aries, 2001). Adolescence is characterized by 

Erikson (1968) as the period in the human life cycle during which an individual must 

establish a sense of personal identity and avoid the dangers of identity confusion and role 

diffusion. According to Muuss (1996): 

A syntonic or positive outcome of the identity crisis depends on the young person’s 
willingness to accept his or her own past and establish continuity with previous 
experiences. To complete the search for an identity, the adolescent must find an 
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answer to the question “Who am I?” and must also establish some orientation toward 
the future and come to terms with the questions “Where am I going?” and “Who am I 
to become?” The adolescent must develop a commitment to a system of values—
religious beliefs, vocational goals, a philosophy of life—and accept his or her 
sexuality…The adolescent who fails in the search for an identity will experience self-
doubt, role diffusion, and role confusion; such an individual may indulge in self-
destructive one-sided preoccupation or activity. (p. 54) 

 
There are three additional stages of development in Erikson’s model which are Intimacy vs. 

Isolation, Generativity vs. Stagnation, and Integrity vs. Despair; however, for the purposes of 

studying middle school subjects, further discussion of these three stages of the model of 

human development is not necessary.  

 Discussion of the sense of identity is an important concept in studying middle grade 

students. Overall, the development of middle grade students’ identity and the events that 

occur in their lives that influence that development also impacts their self-esteem. It can be 

witnessed by anyone with the opportunity to occupy space and time with young adolescents 

that two needs scream for attention: the need to belong and the need to discover their 

identity. The self-esteem of young adolescents cannot escape the connection to the needs of 

belonging and identity formation (Irvin, 1992). The fourth stage of Erikson’s development 

model (the period between school age and puberty) is when the influence of schooling begins 

for most children. This brings to light the relationships between students and their teachers, 

specifically African American male students. Erikson (1980) avers that, in children, teachers 

are responsible for the development and maintenance of a sense of industry and a positive 

identification with those who know things and know how to do things. He further states:  

Again and again I have observed in the lives of especially gifted and inspired people 
that one teacher, somewhere, was able to kindle the flame of hidden talent…On the 
other hand, this is socially a most decisive stage: since industry involves doing things 
beside and with others, a first sense of division of labor and of equality of opportunity 
develops at this time. When a child begins to feel that it is the color of his skin, the 
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background of his parents, or the cost of his clothes rather than his wish and will to 
learn which will decide his social worth, lasting harm may ensue for the sense of 
identity. (pp. 92-93) 

 
Identity formation utilizes a process of simultaneous reflection and observation, 

which takes place on all levels of mental functioning, in which the individual judges himself 

in the light that he perceives to be the way others judge him in comparison to themselves and 

to a typology significant to them. The individual also judges the “other’s” way of judging 

him in the light of how he perceives himself in comparison to them and the typology that has 

become relevant to him (Erikson, 1968). Teachers become significant representatives of the 

act of “recognition.” Society “identifies” its youth and contributes to their developing 

identity through this act of “recognizing” (Erikson, 1980). Stated another way, it is during the 

fourth and fifth developmental stages in their lives when the relationships between African 

American male students and their teachers have significant influence as they become 

“recognizers” of students. African American male students will judge themselves in the light 

by which they are being judged by their teachers, who will assess those students based on a 

typology significant to the teachers. African American male students will also judge the 

manner in which they are being judged based on a typology significant to them. The 

combination of the inner conditions and outer circumstances often lead to painful “identity 

consciousness.” 

 Just as the connection of young adolescents’ self-esteem to the needs of identity 

formation and belonging are inescapable (Irvin, 1992), so is the connection of the ethnic 

identity of students of color to self-esteem (Muuss, 1996). Phinney and Rosenthal (2001) 

maintain, “if minority youth are to construct a strong, positive, and stable self-identity, then 

they must be able to incorporate into that sense of self a positively valued ethnic identity” 
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(p. 182). Ethnic identity, as defined by Phinney and Rotheram (1987), is “one’s sense of 

belonging to an ethnic group and the part of one’s thinking, perception, feelings, and 

behavior that is due to ethnic group membership” (p. 13). Ethnic identity is a social identity 

with its meaning embedded in the culture to which it belongs, and ethnic identity deals with a 

given—one’s heritage (Phinney & Rosenthal, 2001). For Whites of European backgrounds, 

ethnicity tends not to be a salient part of their identity. However, for students of color, ethnic 

identity appears to be an important issue (Muuss, 1996; Phinney & Rosenthal, 2001). “When 

children see their race as the norm,” states Noguera (2008), “they are less likely to perceive 

characteristics associated with it (for example, physical appearance) as markers of 

inferiority” (p. 5). Black youth think about themselves in terms of race because the rest of the 

world thinks of them in that manner. Black youths’ self-perceptions are shaped by the 

messages received from those around them, and when Black youth enter adolescence, the 

racial content of those messages intensifies (Tatum, 1997). 

According to Tatum (2007), “Identity is shaped by the social context in which we 

learn about ourselves over time. Group identities—gender, race, social class, to name a 

few—are part of that developmental process” (p. 24). In their pathways through adolescence, 

non-White youth face different circumstances than Whites. Because non-White youth face 

prejudice and discrimination that Whites do not encounter, and because they are caught 

between two cultures, they are pushed to confront the meaning of race or ethnicity in their 

lives (Aries, 2001).  

 In the preceding paragraphs, three constructs were discussed: identity formation is 

important in adolescent development; self-esteem and identity are connected; and ethnic 

identity is more salient to students of color than to White students in the majority. What must 
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be considered about identity and identity formation in this study is (a) identity is never an 

individual achievement; (b) identity is an outgrowth of mutual recognition and grows by 

being acknowledged and appreciated by others; (c) identity formation is supported or 

interfered with by social demands; and (d) identity formation is compounded by the 

individual’s place in society and history (Erikson, 1980; Muuss, 1996). Because of these 

considerations, schools’ role in the identity formation of students, specifically African 

American males, must be examined. It is in schools where African American males may first 

sense that something other than their wish and will to learn will decide their social worth 

(Erikson, 1980). Discussed next is the schools’ role in identity formation as it affects the self-

esteem of African American male students through social stratification, student compliance, 

and existing images. 

 The theoretical concepts of social stratification, student compliance, and existing 

images were discussed earlier. These concepts are reviewed here to bring to the fore practices 

occurring in schools that have the effect of creating low self-esteem in Black males and thus 

affecting identity formation. The first theoretical concept discussed was social stratification. 

There are those who consider social stratification a functional necessity. According to Davis 

and Moore (2008), a society must have a functioning mechanism that distributes its members 

in social positions and induces them to perform the duties of those positions by motivating 

them to desire the positions and its duties. Schools in the United States continue social 

stratification through their curricula. It is through textbooks that the negative effects of 

cultural politics are negotiated. When some groups’ knowledge, values, and history are 

chosen to be passed on to children while that of other groups is simultaneously distorted in 
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texts or not represented at all, the negative effects of cultural politics are brought about 

(Apple, 2008, Ladson-Billings, 2009).  

 Textbooks destroy Black people’s identity by starting from slavery as opposed to 

starting prior to slavery with Africa, giving students no sense of the language, culture, and 

society of the people who were made slaves. This encourages the idea that enslaved Africans 

arrived on this continent with nothing to offer other than involuntary labor and the ability to 

breed (Kohl, 1994). For any Black American to progress through the public schools without 

being mis-educated about the role of Africa in the origin of Western civilization and world 

culture, and the role of Blacks in the evolution of American culture and history in particular, 

is very difficult. While this mis-education does not automatically lead to self-hatred, it most 

certainly can distort how Black people discuss Black cultural and historical issues (Cross, 

1991). Rapper Nasir Jones (2008) paints a picture of harmful historical distortion and the 

debilitating response when he states: 

They say we’re N-I double G-E-R, we are 
Much more, still we choose to ignore 

The obvious, man this history don't acknowledge us 
We were scholars long before colleges 

They say we’re N-I double G-E-R, we are 
Much more, but still we choose to ignore 

The obvious, we are the slave and the master 
What you looking for? You’re the question and the answer 

 
Particularly during adolescence, if negative messages about their own group are internalized, 

these students become at risk for manifesting those stereotypes in school when they begin to 

define their own sense of ethnic identity (Tatum, 2007). In other words, the curricula and 

texts of schools (and those who present the curricula and texts—teachers) have a bearing on 
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the stratification of Black students and contribute to their low self-esteem by connoting the 

lack of relevance of Black history, culture, and background, through exclusion or distortion.  

 It is important to note that, while ninety percent of public school teachers are White, 

middle-aged females (Keller & Manzo, 2003), the issue of delivering negative messages or 

messages of exclusion to African American male students does not solely belong to White 

teachers. A major issue occurring in schools is that, in many instances, teachers and other 

adults, regardless of race, do not see themselves as part of the problem when it comes to the 

low rates of achievement of Black male students. When it comes to the hegemonic practices 

discussed earlier, a great number of teachers have been educated within a system and context 

that normalizes racial grouping and has exposed them to a view that assumes that Whiteness 

is superior (Hyland, 2005). In other words, teachers of all races and ethnicities may expose 

their students to curricula and practices that value Whites over other groups. 

 The second theoretical concept discussed in this study was student compliance. 

Students, through practices of compliance, are further stratified to roles in society. In the 

second theoretical concept, the observation of five fifth grade classes from working, middle, 

affluent professional, and executive elite class schools by Jean Anyon (1983) was discussed. 

Anyon witnessed the increased reliance on rule-observance for schools closer to the working-

class spectrum and the decreased reliance on rule-observance for schools closer to the 

executive elite-class schools. Also observed was less utilization of student inquiry for schools 

closer to the working-class schools and increased utilization of student inquiry for schools 

closer to the executive elite-class schools.  

 What Anyon (1983) says about these observations is that the working-class children’s 

schoolwork was appropriate preparation for future wage labor that is mechanical and 
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routine—such work that is a source of profit for others. The middle-class students’ 

schoolwork was appropriate preparation for work that is bureaucratic. Such work does not 

demand creativity, and one is not rewarded often for critical analysis of the system. The 

affluent professional schoolwork led students to acquire symbolic capital, where they were 

given the opportunity to develop skills of linguistic, artistic, and scientific expression, and 

creative elaboration of ideas into concrete form.  

 The executive-elite class schoolwork provided the students with knowledge that none 

of the other schools did: knowledge of and practice in manipulating the socially legitimated 

tools of analysis of systems. Their schooling helped them to develop the abilities necessary 

for ownership and control of physical capital and the means of production in society. Schools 

continue to mirror our economy and societal patterns of race and class privilege by sustaining 

an upper, middle, and lower class. By producing students who all have college degrees, it 

would be impossible for schools to support this country’s economic and societal patterns. If 

that were so, a shortage of those seeking work as custodians, secretaries, clerks, and other 

laborers would develop (Kunjufu, 2002; Noguera, 2008). Stated otherwise, schools, by 

emphasizing compliance more with some students and less with others, develop their self-

esteem for the roles they are projected for in society.  

 Student compliance affects self-esteem in other ways. In classrooms where 

independence and autonomy is emphasized, student compliance is undergirded by knowledge 

of individuals. The emphasis on student compliance is on the suppression of each student’s 

potential for distracting, disrupting, or disrespectful behaviors because the students are, in 

essence, competing against each other. For many White students, who have been 

indoctrinated to strive for independence and autonomy, this is less of a problem. The social 
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aspect of an environment, however, is valued to a greater extent by Black students than by 

White students since African American families (as well as Latino and Native American 

families) tend to be more collectivistic (Rothstein-Fisch & Trumbull, 2008).  

 Black children tend to place emphasis on feelings, acceptance, and emotional 

closeness. Their perceptions of an environment often dictate the amount and kind of effort 

they will place on classroom tasks (Delpit, 2006). Black students face a bigger problem when 

student compliance in classrooms is geared to attaining independence and autonomy of 

individuals. The need to function as a group or interact more socially is viewed as a 

disruption (Ellis, 2004). Stated differently, teachers are significant representatives of that 

strategic act of “recognition” (the act through which society “identifies” its young members 

and thus contributes to their developing identity) (Erikson, 1980). In classrooms where 

independence and autonomy is stressed, the teacher frowns upon behaviors that Black 

students would consider to be natural deportment, making their actions sub-par and 

contributing to low self-esteem.  

 Adding to the phenomena described above is the fact that office referrals or some 

other consequences are often administered because of the actions of those Black students. 

The offenses for which African American students more often receive referrals are behaviors 

that appear to require more subjective judgment on the part of the person making the referral, 

such as disrespect, threat, or excessive noise. White students, however, receive office 

referrals more frequently for offenses that can be more objectively documented, such as 

obscene language, vandalism, or smoking (Losen & Skiba, 2010). Also, because of culturally 

different interactional styles, African American boys, who exert a high degree of physicality 
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and desire for interaction, disproportionately receive negative sanctions in the classroom 

setting (Delpit, 2006).  

 The suspension rates for Black children in general are higher than those for White 

children across the country, with an especially high disparity in race occurring in middle 

schools. According to Holzman (2006), Black male students are suspended and expelled and 

assigned to special education more than their White cohorts. In approximately 9,220 middle 

schools from every state in the nation, 28.3 percent of Black males were suspended during a 

school year at least once, compared to a 10 percent rate for White males. The suspension rate 

for Black males is nearly three times as large as that for White males (Losen & Skiba, 2010).  

 When individual staff members determine whether they perceive an action or 

behavior as defiant and challenging to authority, subjectivity is inevitable. The generality of 

the offense and the fact that adults are allowed to make the accusation without any 

requirement that they substantiate the claim and leaves room for misperception, overreaction, 

and racial bias (Gregory et al., 2006). In other words, a large number of African American 

students, particularly males in American public schools, are being “recognized” by their 

teachers as disruptive. Such recognition contributes to the concept of self-image, self-esteem, 

and identity.  

 Black students are underrepresented in every case where policy reflects positively on 

a student and overrepresented in every case where policy reflects negatively on a student 

(Meier, Stewart & England, 1989). Data from the National Center of Education Statistics 

reveal that in 2003/2004, 55% of African American male students did not receive diplomas 

with their cohort. In 2004/2005 in the state of Missouri, 78% of White males graduated, 

while 53% of Black males graduated (Holzman, 2006). Such a discrepancy between these 
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groups could exist because Black males are too often placed in schools where their need for 

support, nurturing, and loving discipline are not satisfied. They are instead shunned, labeled, 

and treated in ways that create and reinforce an inevitable cycle of failure. In educational 

settings where children are regarded as academically deficient and where adults view large 

numbers of them as potentially bad or even dangerous, the fixation on control tends to 

override all other educational objectives and concerns (Noguera, 2008). In other words, when 

teachers seek compliance of Black male students for motives based on subjectivity and a 

“significant typology” (Erikson, 1968) they are familiar with, the self-esteem of Black males 

is negatively impacted. The images that teachers have of Black males may play a part in the 

subjectivity with which they are viewed.  

 The third theoretical concept discussed was existing images. Those images of Black 

male students also impact their self-esteem. Patterson (1998) maintains that the demonization 

of the African American male is still very much with us. By and large, the threat of violent 

crime in society is portrayed as a problem created by Black offenders. Correspondingly, so is 

the threat of violence in schools. The negative images of Black males, prevalent in society, 

find their way into schools and influence the interactions between Black males and school 

personnel (Noguera, 2008). Young black males are stereotyped by the five “d’s”: dumb, 

deprived, dangerous, deviant, and disturbed (Gibbs, 1988). Expressing dual frustrations 

regarding his acceptance by society and his school experiences, Tupac Shakur (2002) states:  

The promise of a better tomorrow ain't never reach me. 
Plus my teachers were too petrified in class to teach me. 
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Shakur had sensed the trepidation of his teachers and identified it as a barrier to his learning. 

The resolve chosen by Shakur (2002) in his quest for belonging, affirmation of existence, and 

sense of purpose is reflected in his closing line:  

’Til we get a piece, f_ _ _ peace. 

Tatum (2009) writes: 

Teachers have the power to help shape the lives of African American adolescent 
males… However, many African American boys feel loathed before they are loved, 
feel rejected before they are respected, and feel alienated before they are educated. 
These feelings often morph into expressions of anger. (p. xvi) 
 
We are all products of our culture and its history and have all been exposed to racial 

stereotypes and flawed educational psychology, regardless of our own racial or ethnic 

backgrounds. It is likely that these stereotypes and flawed psychologies will shape our 

interactions with those who have been so stereotyped, unless we consciously work to counter 

their influence on our behavior (Tatum, 2007). Stated in a different way, individuals, 

especially adolescents, form identity based on the way others see them; therefore, the 

existing negative images of African American male students influence how they are 

“recognized” by their teachers. It is that recognition that negatively impacts their learning 

and their self-esteem.  

 All the major institutions of American society have failed to respond effectively and 

appropriately to the multiple needs and problems of Black males. This failure to respond has 

resulted in a condition analogous to a psychological castration, since the outcome has been 

that of having a total group become rejects of affluent society and misfits in their own 

communities (Gibbs, 1988; Majors & Billson, 1992). Erikson (1968) writes: 

It is the ideological potential of a society which speaks most clearly to the  adolescent 
who is so eager to be affirmed by peers, to be confirmed by teachers, and to be 
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inspired by worth-while “ways of life.” On the other hand, should a young person feel 
that the environment tries to deprive him too radically of all the forms of expression 
which permit him to develop and integrate the next step, he may resist with the wild 
strength encountered in animals who are suddenly forced to defend their lives. For 
indeed, in the social jungle of human existence there is no feeling of being alive 
without a sense of identity. (p. 130)  

 
As a group, Black males use coping mechanisms to help navigate situations and 

circumstances in their lives. Tatum (2005) refers to these coping mechanisms as “responses 

to turmoil” (p. 28). 

 Among the responses to turmoil Black males have developed, a most noted and 

unique one is identified as “cool pose.” Cool pose is a coping mechanism that serves to 

respond to the dangers that Black males encounter on a daily basis. Cool pose is intended to 

empower the Black male and make him visible while easing the worry and pain of blocked 

opportunities (Majors & Billson, 1992). By presenting society an emotionless, fearless, aloof 

front, Black males counter the low sense of inner control, lack of inner strength, absence of 

stability, damaged pride, shattered confidence, and fragile social competence concomitant 

with living on the edge of society (Majors & Billson, 1992).  

 The cool pose, observable in manner of talk (rapping, woofing, playing the dozens, 

using slang), dress (wearing hats, expressive clothing, or pants with loosened belts), and 

behavior (strutting, high fives, special handshakes, forms of greeting), is a coping mechanism 

used to conceal self-doubt, insecurity, and inner turmoil (Majors & Billson, 1992; Tatum, 

2005). While many black males are suspended from school for fighting, just as many Black 

males are suspended for the culture-specific behaviors described above. When Black males 

displaying the cool pose are observed by Whites, it is possible for those males to be seen as 

mysterious and imperturbable, but they may also be seen as irresponsible, shiftless, and 
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unmotivated (Majors & Billson, 1992). Recalling that 90% of the American teaching 

population consists of Whites (Keller & Manzo, 2003), it is conceivable that Black males 

adopting the cool pose may be in conflict with a huge proportion of the teaching force.  

 What Black males regard as cool, teachers may see as a problem (Majors & Billson, 

1992). Other negative consequences of cool pose, according to Tatum, (2005) can be: 

• The thwarted Black male’s potential and growth because of his refusal to involve 

himself in experiences that could help expand his personal, social, and political 

consciousness 

• Refusal to retreat in the face of violence, leading to personal harm and increased 

fatalities for Black males generally 

• The inclination to disclose very little about himself, making it difficult for 

teachers and others who have interest in his welfare to provide necessary supports 

• Avoidance of institutions and activities that are considered “uncool”—including 

schools, museums, churches, and other institutions that could help them alleviate 

their turmoil. 

Stated another way, while Black males adopt cool pose to buffer themselves against societal 

pressures, the very mechanism that they adopt may contribute to the difficult situations in 

which they find themselves. 

 Some may feel that Black males choose to occupy certain roles in life. Obviously, 

everyone has choices. Williams (1995) expresses that regardless of the external influences 

one encounters, the ultimate responsibility falls upon the individual. When speaking to one 

Black male specifically and to others categorically, Williams (1995) states: 
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[Brad] has been helped at every step along the wrong path by his parents, his 
teachers, his friends, the leaders in his community, and he has gotten a big boost from 
the popular media. However, that fact does not excuse his crimes. For all the things 
others have done to make it easier for Brad to choose the life of a ghetto hustler, he 
must still bear responsibility for his actions. (p. 95) 
 

In other words, Black males should have the capability to independently withstand the 

pressures of external influences, regardless of their source or number. 

 Certainly there are options for Black males. As Cose (2002) states, “We either 

embrace the role we are told constantly that we are expected to play, or we reject the script 

and endeavor to create our own. For those unwilling to push themselves into the realm of 

self-invention, models of behavior abound” (p. 3). Cose further states: 

Like most men, I don’t particularly mind being thought of as sexual. There are even 
circumstances in which I don’t mind being thought of as a thug. There are times on 
the street late at night where such a stereotype provides a measure of protective 
coloration, so to speak. The problem is that the stereotypes carry a set of 
connotations—self-fulfilling prognoses—not all of which are either flattering or life 
preserving. And it is those connotations that are likely to get you tossed out of 
restaurants, refused admittance to stores, and pulled over by the police. It is those 
associated expectations that foretell a future circumscribed by the limits of someone 
else’s imagination, those self-fulfilling prophecies that will have you hustling for 
pennies instead of reaching for greatness. (p. 4) 
 

In summation, there are great external societal forces that loom large and may be too much 

for an individual to singly overcome. 

 Another response to turmoil Black males have adopted is low academic performance. 

In regard to low academic performance, many students are not failing. They are choosing to 

not-learn (Kohl, 1994). Although this choice may result in a failing grade, Kohl (1994) 

would argue that, “no failure is possible since there has been no attempt to learn” (p. 28). 

Learning to not-learn is an intellectual and social challenge that one sometimes has to work 

very hard at. Not-learning consists of an active and willful rejection of even some of the best 
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teaching. When someone has to deal with challenges to her or his personal and family 

loyalties, integrity, and identity that are unavoidable, not-learning generally takes place. In 

situations such as these, there are forced choices and no middle ground. Agreeing to learn 

from a stranger who does not respect your integrity creates a major loss of self, so not-

learning becomes the only alternative left in order to reject the stranger’s world (Kohl, 1994). 

Kohl further states that key to the concept of not-learning is the challenge to one’s personal 

and family loyalties, integrity, or identity and the willful rejection of the challenger’s world. 

 While this concept may seem unorthodox, individuals make the conscious decision to 

not-learn every day. To willfully not-learn, one must consciously refuse to agree to learn. 

One could refuse to learn how to do something that is found to be morally offensive or 

personally noxious, such as cheat on taxes, cook crack cocaine, or yield to pressure to 

become racist or sexist. Conversely, on the opposite end of the moral spectrum, bosses have 

to not-learn to care about the distress of a fired employee, and soldiers have to not-learn to 

care about the enemies’ lives. There may be as many reasons for not-learning as there are for 

learning throughout life (Kohl, 1994). 

 Why are Black males not-learning? Are Black males seeing themselves in the story? 

While represented among classmates, they may not be seeing themselves in the curriculum in 

substantive ways (Apple, 2008, Ladson-Billings, 2009). With the teacher population being 

90% White (Keller & Manzo, 2003) and the teaching population consisting primarily of 

White, middle-aged females (Kunjufu, 2002), Black male students are not seeing themselves 

among the teachers. Black males are stereotyped by the five “d’s” discussed previously: 

dumb, deprived, dangerous, deviant, and disturbed (Gibbs, 1988), so they aren’t seeing 

themselves being positively reflected. Feeling seen, heard, and understood is something we 
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all want (Tatum, 2007). Stated differently, Black male student identity is being challenged 

from all angles, and the response to the challenger is to not-learn. Once a student begins to 

not-learn from an individual and then rejects their world, the chances of a positive 

relationship forming are very poor. It then becomes incumbent upon many Black male 

students to reconstruct their identity once they are beyond the adolescent stage. 

 This study will now examine Cross’s model of the psychology of Nigrescence. 

Nigrescence is a re-socializing experience aimed at creating an Afrocentric identity from one 

that was not Afrocentric (Cross, 1991). The word itself is French and means the process of 

Becoming Black (Cross, 2001). African-Americans, after reaching adolescence or adulthood, 

will experience a significant shift in their identity (Cross, 2001). Because the stages of 

Nigrescence may mostly occur after adolescence and beyond, we need not examine these 

stages in terms of development. The need for this model’s examination comes because it 

serves as a counter to practices occurring in schools that have the effect of creating low self-

esteem in Black students, specifically males during their development.  

 A Black person can be socialized from early childhood through adolescence to have a 

Black identity. Such a person would not need to discover their Blackness since it would have 

been a fully developed aspect of their psyche; however, not everyone is so fortunate. It is 

very difficult for any Black American to advance through public schools without being mis-

educated about the role Africa has had in the development of world culture and of Western 

civilization, as well as being mis-educated about the role of Blacks in the American culture 

and history. This is one reason why the need for Nigrescence is so common in the Black 

community (Cross, 1991). Individuals belonging to an oppressed and exploited group who 

are aware of the dominant cultural ideals but are discouraged and prohibited from attaining 
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them, are likely to combine the negative images they are portrayed to have by the dominant 

majority with the negative identity cultivated in their own group. An example of this is the 

manner in which one Black person may address another as “nigger” (Erikson, 1968). This 

construct helps explain the need to examine the psychology of Nigrescence. In its format, 

there are four or possibly five stages African Americans encounter during the process of 

Black identity change. The stages are (a) pre-encounter, (b) encounter, (c) immersion-

emersion, (d) internalization, and (e) internalization-commitment.  

 Individuals in the first stage, pre-encounter, possess attitudes about race that range 

from low salience, to Blackness as stigma, to anti-Black. In most instances, the pre-encounter 

stage is the person’s first identity, shaped by one’s early development that is to be changed 

(Cross, 1991). Individuals who hold low salient views about race acknowledge being 

physically Black, but this characteristic is thought to cause little impact in their everyday life. 

Individuals holding social stigma attitudes share the low salience orientation but also see race 

as problematic. For individuals with anti-Black attitudes, being Black is very important but 

only as a negative reference group, not as a positive force. In this first stage, Blacks with all 

three attitudes absorbed many of the values and beliefs of the dominant White culture as 

children, including the belief that it is better to be White. Black children as well as White 

children breathe in the omissions, distortions, and stereotypes that reinforce notions of White 

superiority. Some Black children may begin to value the images of beauty, lifestyles, and 

role models represented by the dominant group more highly than those of their own cultural 

group simply as a function of being socialized in a Eurocentric culture (Tatum, 1997). 

 The second stage of Nigrescence is that of encounter. Because an individual’s 

ongoing pre-encounter identity will defend against identity change, the individual will 
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usually have to experience some sort of encounter. This encounter must have the effect of 

catching the person off guard and infiltrating or even shattering the relevance of the person’s 

current identity and worldview as well as simultaneously providing some hint of the new 

direction the person must now take. In many cases, a person’s encounter will not consist of a 

single event but a series of small, eye-opening episodes chipping away at the person’s 

worldview. These episodes, having a cumulative effect, will eventually “break the camel’s 

back” to push the person towards becoming Black.  

 The third stage is immersion-emersion. After experiencing an encounter or 

encounters that push the individual toward becoming Black, the individual immerses him or 

herself into the world of Blackness. Immersion is the first part of this stage where the 

individual feels “almost driven and compelled to act, think, and feel in a certain way” (Cross, 

2001, p. 175). The second part of this stage is emersion, in which the individual emerges 

from the intense emotionality of the immersion process and levels off to control his or her 

emotions and intellect. 

 Internalization is the fourth stage. “If encounter and immersion-emersion usher in 

confusion and a roller coaster of emotions,” maintains Cross (2001), “then the internalization 

stage marks points of clarity and levelheadedness” (p. 176). What transpires is a shift from 

how one’s friends view them (“Am I Black enough?”) to confidence in the personal 

standards (pride and acceptance) of Blackness one has. The changes experienced at the level 

of one’s group identity are what bestow a feeling of “newness” upon the person. 

 The final stage is internalization-commitment. Some Blacks do not sustain long-term 

interests in Black affairs once a Black identity is developed. Others, however, devote an 

extended period of time (some a lifetime) to finding ways to translate their personal sense of 
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Blackness into a general sense of commitment. These people characterize the internalization-

commitment Stage. There are few differences between the psychology of Blacks in the fourth 

and fifth stages, other than the component of sustained interest and commitment (Cross, 

1991).  

 By examining the stages of the psychology of Nigrescence, one can witness the scope 

of mis-education that has to be overcome in order to counter practices, many occurring in 

schools, that have the effect of creating low self-esteem in Black students, specifically males 

during their development. Tatum (1997) posits: 

Time and time again in the research interviews I conducted, Black students lamented 
the absence of courses in African American history or literature at the high school 
level and indicated how significant this new learning was to them in college, how 
excited and affirmed they felt by this newfound knowledge. Sadly, many Black 
students never get to college, alienated from the process of education long before high 
school graduation. They may never get access to the information that might have 
helped them expand their definition of what it means to be Black and, in the process, 
might have helped them stay in school. (pp. 66-67) 

 
As stated at the beginning of this discussion, it is possible, through their socialization from 

early childhood through adolescence, for a Black person to have a Black identity. But again, 

not everyone is so fortunate.  

 Based on the review of various researchers’ theories for this theoretical concept, the 

core of their research is as follows:  

 1. Identity formation is a process of mutual reciprocity; a process of simultaneous 

reflection and observation where the individual judges himself by the way others see him. He 

then judges how he is judged through how he sees himself. 

 2. Lingering practices of social stratification, current practices of student conformity, 

and trepidation of Black males hamper how they are viewed, which impacts their self-esteem 
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and the aspect of identity development that involves answering, “Who am I?” and “Who can 

I be?” 

 3. The response to turmoil that Black males choose provides a buffer from the 

pressures of society they experience, but, in many cases, the responses create an equal 

amount of dissonance in their lives.  

 4. Much of the contribution made by schools and teachers to the identity formation of 

Black male students through adolescence must be negotiated through the psychology of 

Nigrescence to help form a more positive Black identity. 

Conclusion 

 I have participated, through the written dialogue revealed by researchers of other 

studies intimately relating to the one I am embarking upon, in the literature review. I have 

added to the body of knowledge by demonstrating comprehension and response to the 

literature and bridging any gaps by extending the research. I have reviewed literature on the 

concepts of social stratification, student compliance, existing images, and identity 

development, and they serve as the impetus behind my own investigations of relationship 

development between teachers and African American male students. The literature chosen 

was salient to my study because it provided knowledge of the systemic and historical forces 

that exist and prohibit necessary relational development. Such knowledge can assist 

individuals involved in the educational process with the recognition of those forces, provide 

the impetus for negation of them as a hindrance to learning for African American male 

students, and improve academic success for them in schools. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

 The magnitude of relationships formed between the students and teachers is 

paramount. Middle grade African American male students’ learning may be influenced by 

relationships formed with their teachers. These relationships should be examined. This study 

has the purpose of examining what African American male students think of relationships 

with teachers. This study incorporates portraiture and heuristic inquiry. In studying the 

influence that relationships may have on African American male student learning, there are 

certain questions I have attempted to answer in the research. These questions are: 

 1. How do Black male students who have are underachieving describe their schooling 

experiences?  

 2. What are the perceptions of underachieving Black male students regarding the 

relationships they have with teachers? 

 3. In what ways do relationships with teachers influence how underachieving Black 

male students feel about themselves? 

This study sought the thoughts, perceptions, and attitudes of African American male 

students. In doing so, qualitative research methodologies were used. The following discourse 

reveals the rationale for using these methodologies when exploring underachieving African 

American male students’ school world.  

Rationale for Qualitative Research 

 Many schools and school districts are employing classroom strategies to address the 

disparity in achievement between African American male students and their cohort groups. 

This disparity in achievement is a widely known problem. There is alarming data on Black 
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male students showing bleak under-achievement on every school-related factor (Holzman, 

2006; Jacobson et al., 2001; Lewis et al., 2010). In this study, relationships of African 

American male students with their teachers and the consequent actions from them were 

examined. In order to discover what African American male students experiences are like in 

middle grades, qualitative research was the most appropriate method to use.  

 The qualitative research method was selected because, as stated by Creswell (2009), it 

“is a means for exploring and understanding the meaning that individuals or groups ascribe to 

a social or human problem” (p. 4). There are three types of data collection in which 

qualitative findings grow; they are in-depth interviews, direct observation, and written 

documents (Patton, 2002). Patton further states that direct quotes from people about their 

experiences, opinions, feelings, and knowledge are obtained through interviews. 

Observations yielded detailed descriptions of people’s actions, activities, behaviors, 

interpersonal interactions, and organizational processes. Data from documents included 

excerpts, quotations, or passages from organizational records, official publications and 

reports, and open-ended responses to questionnaires.  

 Qualitative research involves an interpretive, naturalistic approach to the world in 

which the researchers study things in their natural settings to make sense of or interpret 

phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to them (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005). In 

qualitative research, the researcher attempts to capture data on the perceptions of local actors 

“from the inside” through processes of deep attentiveness, empathetic understanding, and 

suspended or “bracketed” preconceptions about the topics under discussion (Miles & 

Huberman, 1994). As a research method, qualitative study was quite useful in examining the 
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perceptions Black male students in middle grades have about their relationships with 

teachers. 

 Qualitative research offers many possibilities for conducting a study. Several 

traditions exist that could help in arriving at an in-depth understanding of African American 

male students and their attitudes about learning. While the options for conducting this 

research were many, I initially selected traditions of phenomenological inquiry, heuristics, 

and narratology. As I conducted the research, traditions that were more applicable for the 

way data were reviewed were utilized. Those traditions were portraiture and heuristic 

inquiry. Discussions of each follows.  

Portraiture 

 As mentioned, a method of qualitative research used in this study was portraiture. 

This research study method allowed me to include other forms of data in the stories 

presented. Portraiture is described by Lawrence-Lightfoot and Davis (1997) as a method of 

inquiry that: 

Combines systematic, empirical description with aesthetic expression, blending art 
and science, humanistic sensibilities and scientific rigor. The portraits are designed to 
capture the richness, complexity, and dimensionality of human experience in social 
and cultural context, conveying the perspectives of the people who are negotiating 
those experiences. The portraits are shaped through dialogue between the portraitist 
and the subject, each one participating in the drawing of the image. (p. 3) 
 

The researcher, or portraitist, offers to the reader what it is the subjects, or actors, are doing, 

how the actors are behaving, and what they are saying as well as how the actors’ actions and 

interactions are experienced, perceived, and negotiated. It is important that the reader gain 

access to the meanings the artist attaches to the actions from the portraitist. The portraitist 
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attempts to create a connection or an association with the story being told and the reader, just 

as a novelist attempts to connect a story with his or her readers.  

 There are five principal components of portraiture. The first component is context. 

Context involves the physical setting or environment. The physical setting places the subject 

and their actions in time and space and provides the reader with a foundation for 

understanding what the subject says and does. Context also involves bringing forth the 

researcher’s presence. This presence must be made explicit because the researcher is the 

newcomer or stranger entering the setting, engaging the people, and disturbing the natural 

rhythms of the environment (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997). Institutional culture and 

history are also included in context. There will be similarities and differences between the 

external presence of the subject and the ideological setting. The portraitist must note the 

consonance and dissonance between the physical environment and the interior culture. 

Symbols and metaphors are aesthetic features that are also included in context. These select 

symbols and metaphors, often heard initially and repetitively in the subjects’ observations, 

indicate a larger phenomenon that will be developed more fully later in the narrative 

(Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997).  

 Voice is the next component of portraiture and, as a component, serves many 

capacities. In portraiture, voice functions as witness—emphasizing the researcher’s position 

as a judicious and perceptive observer. The witness scrutinizes the action and provides details 

of expression and dialogue while remaining open to all stimuli. Next, voice functions as 

interpretation. Functioning as interpretation, voice is the researcher’s attempts to make sense 

of the data yet provide enough descriptive evidence in the text that the reader might be able 

to present a different interpretation of the data. Voice serves the role of preoccupation in 
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portraiture. Since the researcher’s observations and text are shaped by the assumptions he or 

she brings, preoccupation, then, is the lens through which the researcher sees and records 

reality. Next, voice serves as autobiography. The researcher’s personal history is brought into 

the study’s inquiry. The questions, insights, and perspectives of the researcher are influenced 

by autobiographical experiences. While not permitting autobiographical experiences to 

overshadow the inquiry, the researcher utilizes these experiences as resources for 

understanding and making connections with the participants. After autobiography, voice 

serves in listening. The researcher purposefully listens to the subjects’ stories, capturing the 

cadence and texture, delving into meaning, and conveying the message of the subjects’ 

stories into the text. Voice then serves in dialogue, in which the portraitist and actor articulate 

their views and arrive at meaning making together.  

 Another component of portraiture is relationship. According to Lawrence-Lightfoot 

and Davis (1997), 

All the processes of portraiture require that we build productive and benign 
relationships. It is through relationships between the portraitist and the actors that 
access is sought and given, connections made, contracts of reciprocity and 
responsibility (both formal and informal) developed, trust built, intimacy negotiated, 
data collected, and knowledge constructed. (p. 135)  
 

In the relationships between portraitist and actor, the portraitist should search for goodness, 

or strengths of a situation, by asking what is happening in the situation, what is working in 

the situation, and why? The portraitist searches for the goodness but assumes that strengths 

will always contain flaws and inconsistencies and must leave space for the complete gamut 

of traits to be unveiled. The relationships are also created with empathetic regard—the ability 

to ask, if I were looking at the world through the actor’s eyes, what would I see? Or ask what 

would I feel like if I were in the actor’s shoes? This process allows the portraitist to 
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imaginatively see the actor’s ideas, emotions, and perspective. Relationships must have 

reciprocity and boundaries. Mutuality should exist in the relationships formed between 

portraitist and actor, but it is the sole responsibility of the portraitist to define boundaries and 

protect the exposure and vulnerability of the actor. 

The fourth component of portraiture is emergent themes. This is the portraitist’s first 

effort at bringing insight, scrutiny, and order to the data collection. The analytic process of 

identifying emergent themes is equated to the similar process Miles and Huberman (1994) 

identify as coding (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997). In portraiture, emergent themes are 

identified with modes that incorporate synthesis, convergence, and contrast. The portraitist 

first listens for repetitive refrains that appear for a collection of common views. The 

portraitist then listens for metaphors and symbolic expressions that reveal the manner in 

which the actors experience and describe their realities. The third mode for the portraitist is 

to listen for themes expressed through cultural and institutional rituals that appear to be 

salient to organizational continuity. The fourth mode is triangulation and weaving of data 

from a variety of sources. The fifth mode is the construction of themes from the actors’ 

perspectives that are often dissonant experiences for them. 

 The fifth and final component of portraiture is aesthetic whole. The portraitist 

encounters the natural discord of blending art and science, analysis and narrative when 

developing the aesthetic whole. Portraiture has a dual purpose of speaking to the head and the 

heart, of informing and inspiring. When constructing the aesthetic whole, the portraitist 

addresses four dimensions. Conception, which refers to the development of the overarching 

story, is first. Next is structure. Structure is the process of sequencing and layering the 

emergent themes that support the story. Form is third. Form displays the spinning of the tale, 
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the movement of the narrative. Cohesion, which addresses the unity and integrity of the 

portrait, is fourth.  

Heuristic Inquiry 

 Heuristic inquiry is the second theoretical tradition used in this study. It is a form of 

phenomenological inquiry that begins with a question or problem that has been a personal 

challenge to the researcher in the effort to understand him or herself and the world in which 

he or she lives. The investigator seeks to illuminate or answer these questions. Unlike other 

phenomenological studies in which the researcher need not have had the experience, in 

heuristic research, the investigator must have had a direct, personal encounter with the 

phenomenon being investigated. There must have been actual autobiographical connections. 

The heuristic researcher must have undergone the experience in a vital, intense, and full 

way—if not the experience as such, then a comparable or equivalent experience (Moustakas, 

1990). This aspect of the heuristic process is similar to the preoccupation voice and 

autobiography voice of portraiture, in which the assumptions and experiences of the 

researcher come to bear. 

 Heuristic research involves several concepts and processes. Once the researcher has 

identified the focus of inquiry, the crucial beginning process is self-dialogue. The 

researcher’s own awareness, self-discoveries, and understanding are the initial steps of the 

process. The researcher must begin with him or herself if he or she is going to be able to 

discover the constituents and qualities that make up an experience. The concept of tacit 

knowing, which is at the base of all heuristic discovery, is next. Tacit knowing is the ability 

to sense the wholeness of something from an understanding of its individual qualities or 

parts.  
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 Following the concept of tacit knowing in heuristic research is intuition. In intuition, 

an individual makes inferences and arrives at a knowledge of understanding structures or 

dynamics. Intuition is the bridge that is formed between the implicit knowledge of tacit 

knowing and explicit knowledge, which is observable and describable. Indwelling follows 

intuition in heuristic research. Indwelling refers to the process of turning inward to seek a 

deeper and more extended comprehension of the nature, meaning, quality, or theme of human 

experience.  

 Focusing is the next heuristic process. Through focusing, the researcher is able to 

determine core themes that make up an experience, identify and assess connecting feelings or 

thoughts, and achieve cognitive knowledge. Focusing allows the researcher to identify 

qualities of an experience that have remained out of conscience reach largely because the 

researcher has not paused long enough to examine his or her experience of the phenomenon. 

Lastly, heuristic processes relate back to the internal frame or reference. Only the 

experiencing persons can truly depict the experience by examining it through perceptions, 

thoughts, feelings, and sense. Therefore, the ability to know and understand the meanings, 

nature, and essences of any human experience depends on the internal frame of reference of 

the individual who will have, is having, or has had the experience. 

 The heuristic process is autobiographic, but there is also a social significance with 

practically every question that matters personally (Moustakas, 1990). My own relationships 

with the teachers were brought into prominence because one aspect of heuristic inquiry is to 

discover an intense interest or concern that holds important social meanings and personal, 

compelling implications to the researcher. The relationships I have had with teachers 

continuously provide fond memories and lessons on life. My research centered on African 
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American males, and, since I am one, the subject is very dear to me. As I witness young 

African American male students enter school buildings, they remind me of myself as a young 

child. The many representations of me should have a fair chance at success in life, and 

education is an integral part of it. I care about and have concern for these young males that I 

encounter daily. Van Manen (1990) states: 

In doing research we question the world’s very secrets and intimacies which are 
constitutive of the world, and which bring the world as world into being for us and in 
us. Then research is a caring act: we want to know that which is most essential to 
being. To care is to serve and to share our being with the one we love. We desire to 
truly know our loved one’s very nature. (p. 5) 
 

My experiences as a middle level learner and an African American male, coupled with my 

growing deep and passionate interest in the relationships of African American male students 

with their teachers, were integral to this study. 

 My story and the stories of the subjects of the study were important, and heuristic 

research principles brought those stories to the forefront. Moustakas (1990) states:  

The focus in a heuristic quest is on recreation of the lived experience; full and 
complete depictions of the experience from the frame of reference of the experiencing 
person. The challenge is fulfilled through examples, narrative descriptions, dialogues, 
stories, poems, artwork, journals and diaries, autobiographical logs, and other 
personal documents. The heuristic process is congruent with Schopenhauer’s (1966) 
reference to lyric poetry: the depicted is “also at the same time the depicter” (p. 248) 
requiring vivid perception, description, and illustration of the experience. (p. 39) 

 
As the participants in the study reflected upon their experiences and as I reflected upon mine, 

a connection developed between the participants and myself as we made meaning of our 

experiences. Heuristics underscores connectedness and relationship (Patton, 2002). The 

stories and personal documents of the participants were used to recreate their individual 

stories with a goal of creative synthesis—creating a larger story that encapsulates all stories. 
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Design of the Study 

Setting 

 This study took place in two selected middle schools in the Tradnal School District. 

Tradnal is a pseudonym for a suburban school district located in the Midwest region of the 

United Sates. The 2010 census figures for the city in which the Tradnal School District is 

located show a total population of 29,525 people. Of the total population, Whites comprise 

68%, African Americans, 25%; Hispanic Americans, 5%; Native Americans, .5%; Asian 

Americans, 1%; and Pacific Islanders, .2% (see Figure 9). The Tradnal School District had a 

total student population of 8,651 in 2010 with 43.2% White, 46.9% African American, 7.6% 

Hispanic, 0.4% Native American, and 2.0 % Asian (see Figure 10). The comparisons, which 

indicate much more diversity in the student population than in the city population, also 

provide an idea of the change teachers in the district have encountered in the students they 

teach. For the sake of confidentiality, neither the district nor students of this study were 

identified. African American male students who attend these middle schools were selected to 

report on their middle school experiences. 

 
Table 4 

Tradnal Classroom Teacher Demographics 
 
School Percentage of 

Caucasian Teachers 
Percentage of 

Teachers of Color 
Tradnal Middle School #1 90% 10% 

Tradnal Middle School #2 91% 9% 
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Figure 9. 2010 Census Data, City of Tradnal School District. Data derived from City 
Chamber of Commerce. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 10. 2010 Tradnal School District Student Population. Data derived from State 
Department of Education. 
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Gaining Access 

An obvious key component of this study is African American middle school male 

students. In order to interview, observe, and collect data on these students, it was imperative 

for the researcher to officially have access to these students. The manner in which this was 

done was to first contact the building principals at the middle schools I identified. Since I 

work in this district and in one of the middle schools selected, gaining access to the 

principals to discuss my proposed research was not difficult. I held an informal discussion 

with the principals initially to discuss the research. Because the study could have a great 

impact on the principal, it became more strategic to establish the research relationship. 

Research relationships are defined as relationships that enable you to ethically gain the 

information that can answer your research questions (Maxwell, 2005). The principals must 

feel secure in knowing that the names of all individuals involved in the research would be 

kept confidential. Fear of some type of teacher backlash or resentment had to be alleviated. 

Upon informal approval by the principals of the study, I informed them of my intent to 

discuss the research with the superintendent for formal approval. Once the superintendent’s 

approval was received, I then submitted to the building principals a written letter of consent 

for their appropriate signatures (see Appendix A). 

The next discussion to take place was with the superintendent of the Tradnal School 

District to establish a research relationship. As an employee of the district, it was easy to 

email the superintendent through the district’s email account in order to request an 

appointment to discuss my proposed study. My desire was to have a person-to-person 

dialogue in order to better establish and foster a research relationship with an individual so 

instrumental to the study. According to Maxwell (2005), the relationships created with 
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participants in your study and with the “gatekeepers” (those who can facilitate or interfere 

with your study) are an essential part of your methods. How these relationships are initiated 

and negotiated is a key design decision. Having an ongoing research relationship with the 

superintendent was critical.  

 I met with the superintendent in person, and, during the dialogue between the 

superintendent and myself, discussed the rationale for this study. It was paramount that this 

study’s potential for benefits to the District be conveyed to the superintendent. My goal was 

to emphasize the effect that informal interventions, although viewed as a validity strategy, 

may have on teachers in the school district. By informing district personnel of the students’ 

perspective of their classroom interactions, adjustments may be made in the direction of 

instructional guidance provided to teachers. The evidenced underachievement of Black male 

students in schools clearly indicates a lack of formal treatment for this malady, and informal 

interventions may help. Maxwell (2005) states, “Informal interventions are often used within 

traditional qualitative studies that lack a formal ‘treatment’” (p. 111). 

 If the knowledge of Black male students’ perceptions of their classroom experiences 

can assist the school district in addressing the low achievement and learning of these students 

overall in the district, then the school district should possess that knowledge. As the 

researcher, I was prepared to engage in thorough discussion about the research to take place, 

providing answers to questions, yet remaining open to ideas and suggestions the 

superintendent may make. Upon approval of the study, a written letter of consent was 

presented to the superintendent for the appropriate signature (see Appendix B). 

 With the approval of the superintendent and building principals, the student selection 

process was next. A systematic process for selecting the students is discussed in the 
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upcoming paragraphs that cover sampling procedures. Once the students that could possibly 

participate in the study were identified, I met with them to explain the student selection 

process and the purpose and goals of the research. It was explained to the potential 

participants that I would observe them interacting with students and teachers in the 

classrooms and common areas (e.g., hallways, cafeteria), conduct interviews, and review 

documents such as grades, awards, discipline referrals, and collect their stories. The students 

were informed that their interviews would be recorded. It was imperative for the students to 

know and be assured that their names would remain confidential and that no comments made 

by them would create issues for them with their teachers in the future. 

 There was a great need to negotiate research relationships with the students selected. 

The students would need to understand that, while acting as participant observer in the study, 

I would remain the assistant principal in the district and interact with the students in that 

capacity. The dual role in this study would assist me in collecting thick, rich data. Some 

students selected did not want to become a participant, and the next available student in the 

selection process was contacted. Once all the willing participants were identified, I let them 

know that the next step for me was to contact their parents to have similar, informative 

discussions with them. Until that discussion was held, the process with the participants could 

go no further.  

 The parents of the students were contacted by telephone to arrange a home visit to 

discuss the proposed study. During this visit, more informative dialogue about the research 

took place. The same concerns addressed with the students were addressed with the parents. I 

explained to the parents the purpose of the research and its goals. An explanation was given 

as to how their child was selected. The parents were informed that I would conduct 
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interviews, review documents such as grades, awards, discipline referrals, and their child’s 

stories, and observe their child interacting with students and teachers in classrooms and in the 

common areas. The parents were also informed that the interviews held with their child 

would be recorded. Parents were reassured that their students’ confidentiality would remain 

safeguarded and no comments made by the students would create future issues with their 

teachers.  

 Research relationships with the parents had to be developed. Parents needed to 

understand that becoming a participant observer in the study would assist me in collecting 

thick, rich data. Research participant instructions were given to each student (see Appendix 

D). These instructions were the written form of my verbal presentation. A written letter of 

consent for parents to sign was presented for the appropriate signatures when the parent or 

legal guardian granted permission for their child to participate in the research (see Appendix 

E). A written letter of assent (see Appendix F), as well, was presented to the students that 

covered such considerations as permission to record, permission to use material in a 

dissertation, time considerations, and confidentiality. While executing necessary formal 

procedures, it was important to make the families as comfortable as possible with the 

researcher and the research procedures.  

Sampling 

 In qualitative research, the inquirer selects individuals for study because they can 

bring to light an understanding of the research problem with certainty (Creswell, 2007). This 

study incorporated purposeful or purposive sampling for this reason. Purposeful sampling is 

so named because the logic and power of this type of sampling is found in selecting 

“information-rich cases” for in-depth study. Information-rich cases are those in which a great 
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deal can be learned about the key issues central to the study (Patton, 2002). I explored the 

relationships between African-American male students who are underachieving in schools 

and their teachers because these relationships may influence learning. A sample set of 

African American male students were selected to participate from two of the middle schools 

in the Tradnal School District, where this study was conducted, because they were the most 

informed about and could best report on their relationships with teachers. A total of six 

students, three from each school, were sought to participate. 

 For this study, I used a strategy called snowball or chain sampling. When using 

snowball sampling, the researcher asks well-situated people to supply names of information-

rich individuals to speak with (Creswell, 2007; Miles & Huberman, 1994). I asked well-

situated individuals such as school administrators, counselors, and interventionists to identify 

Black male students whose cultural practices were possibly causing them difficulty in school. 

These well-situated individuals had referrals, School Wide Information System (SWIS) data, 

and observations to inform their identifying process. Asking several parties for other 

individuals to speak with enabled the snowball to become bigger and bigger. After asking 

several well-situated people, I began looking for names that surfaced frequently. The 

individuals whose names were repeated often had been continually removed from class 

and/or had poor academic grades. As discussed earlier, many Black male students miss 

instructional time by being sent out of class and school for behaviors that are subjectively 

assessed (Losen & Skiba, 2010; Majors & Billson, 1992).  

 Students who were repetitively identified took on special significance and were asked 

to participate in this study. The Black males selected formed a panel whose stories would be 

heard. Weiss (1994) distinguishes between a sample set and a panel. He defines panels as 
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“people who are uniquely able to be informative because they are expert in an area or were 

privileged witnesses to an event” (p. 17). The panel assembled was best able to bring forth 

perceptions about their relationships with teachers. A vast number of teachers may not be 

aware of African American male students’ experiences in schools, even though the 

experiences of these students occurred at the hands of teachers. When 90% of the teaching 

population is White (Keller & Manzo, 2003), the probability of a vast majority of them being 

familiar with the experiences of African American male students is minimal.  

Data Collection  

Interviews 

 In qualitative inquiry, the only way for the researcher to become knowledgeable of 

another person’s experiences is to experience the phenomenon as directly as possible. This 

makes observation and in-depth interviews important. However, according to Patton (2002) 

and Weiss (1994), the researcher cannot observe thoughts, feelings, intentions, the 

observations of others, or incidents that preclude the presence of the observer. Interviews, 

therefore, serve as the major source of data for phenomenological inquiry (Creswell, 2007; 

Moustakas, 1994). 

 In this study, interviews served as a threshold into the participants’ middle school 

experiences. Interviews are important to qualitative research and are quite characteristic of 

phenomenological research in its focus to discover the essence of the meaning of the lived 

experiences from the perspective of those who have experienced them. Moustakas (1990) 

states: 

A typical way of gathering material is through interviews that often take the form  of 
dialogues with oneself and one’s research participants. Ordinarily, such an 
“interview” is not ruled by the clock but by inner experiential time. In dialogue, one 
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is encouraged to permit ideas, thoughts, feelings, and images to unfold and be 
expressed naturally. One completes the quest when one has an opportunity to tell 
one’s story to a point of natural closing. (p. 39) 

 
The interviews conducted with the students enables readers of the research to vicariously 

encounter the students’ middle school experiences.  

 Several approaches to interviewing are available to qualitative researchers. The 

approach employed in this study was the informal conversational interview. The 

conversational interview—the interview consisting of dialogue—was preferred because it 

encouraged expression, revelation, and clarification of the experiences being investigated. 

The conversational interview is most consistent with the cadence of heuristic exploration and 

search for meaning (Moustakas, 1990). Several questions guided the direction of the 

conversational interview. Certain types of open-ended questions during interviews were more 

likely to elicit narrativization than others; however, provided investigators can relinquish 

control over the research process and approach interviews as conversations, almost any 

question can generate a narrative (Riessman, 1993). These guiding questions were: 

 1. When have you felt good about or liked school? Tell me what occurred. 

 2. What successes have you experienced in school? Tell me about them. 

 3. How do you currently feel about school? Tell me why. 

 4. What are classes that you really enjoyed at school? Tell me about these.  

 5. Describe your least favorite classes. Tell me why you do not enjoy these classes. 

 6. What teachers made you really feel welcome at school? How did they make you 

feel welcome?  

 7. If your principal could change something for your entire school that would make it 

better for you to learn, what would you want it to be? 
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 8. If your teachers could change something in their classes that would make it better 

for you to learn, what would you want it to be? 

The questions were designed to give the interview direction and foster authentic dialogue. 

Moustakas (1990) states, “although general questions may be formulated in advance, genuine 

dialogue cannot be planned” (p. 47). 

Upon agreement with the parents, individual interviews took place at neutral sites, 

such as public libraries and restaurants, in order for the participants to feel as relaxed as 

possible when engaging in dialogue and providing responses. The neutral sites provided the 

opportunity for the students to speak freely about their actions, away from the school and 

away from the home setting. At the home where parents may overhear, students may be 

reluctant to speak about their behaviors. Another reason to avoid the home setting was 

because, according to Maxwell (2005), “Whatever your methodological and political views, 

remember that what is a ‘research project’ for you is always, to some degree, an intrusion 

into the lives of the participants in your study” (p. 85). Here again, in order for the data 

collected to be viewed naively and freshly, the process of Epoche (the suspension of 

judgments) must be in place. 

Stories 

 This study incorporates portraiture, therefore the stories of African American male 

students are important. As mentioned in the previous discourse, during the interview process, 

individuals’ stories were sought regarding the school experiences that have shaped their 

feelings about school using open-ended questions that elicit narrativization during 

conversations. Riessman (1993) states, “Respondents ‘narrativize’ particular experiences in 

their lives, often where there has been a breach between ideal and real, self and society” 
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(p. 219). Students were asked to tell their school histories, to write and speak of their past and 

present relationships with teachers. Students were also asked to share their thoughts about 

school and their learning from the onset of the upper primary grades to the present. For most 

students, their stories encompassed a time span that ranged from two to three years.  

 During the interview process, students spoke of certain incidents or situations that 

warranted more investigation. These were incidents that students were asked to “narrativize” 

about. At the end of the interview session, times to meet for further recounting and inquiry 

about these situations were established. At this time, requests to view any artifacts (e.g., 

pictures, grade cards, gifts) and read or hear students’ own further accounts pertaining to 

these situations were also made. 

 Stories come in a variety of forms. They may be written as plain text or poetry. Value 

is placed on oral expression in the Black community and the person of words—preacher, 

rapper, philosopher, huckster—receives great respect (Delpit, 2006). The student stories were 

told to me because of this factor, and my documentation of the student’s story became a 

representation of their experience. Stories offer clear windows into cultural and social 

meanings (Patton, 2002). The stories these African American male students told to me 

became the windows through which we could view their world. 

Observation 

 Observation data for one grading period were collected and included monitoring 

classrooms, common areas such as hallways, and discipline intervention sites such as buddy 

rooms and recovery rooms. A researcher must sample not only people, but settings, events, 

and processes (Maxwell, 2005). During classroom observations, the frequency with which 

African American males are called upon to respond to questions was witnessed. The type of 
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questions these students were asked—whether they were higher order thinking questions or 

not—was witnessed also. The behaviors of these students and others in the classroom and the 

manner and frequency in which they were addressed were observed. In the common areas, it 

was possible to witness the same behavioral considerations mentioned above—the manner 

and frequency with which behaviors of students were addressed. 

 During observations, the researcher recorded the accounts of the event or activity, 

reconstructions of interactions and/or conversations, and descriptions of physical settings. 

Accountings such as these are referred to as descriptive notes. Everything the researcher 

believed was significant was included in the descriptive notes. These notes contained the 

information that allowed one to return to a recorded observation during analysis and 

experience the activity observed.  

 Equally important and recorded also, was the researcher’s personal thoughts, feelings, 

ideas, impressions, and prejudices about the events witnessed. Recordings such as these are 

referred to as reflective notes or memos. The nature and intensity of feelings and reactions to 

observed occurrences were recorded when they are experienced. Patton (2002) states, “In 

qualitative inquiry, the observer’s own experiences are part of the data” (p. 303). Reflective 

notes are components of self-reflection and are integral to phenomenological inquiry and 

help the researcher grasp the full nature of a phenomenon (Creswell, 2007; Moustakas, 

1994). 

 As mentioned above, observational data such as reflective memos and descriptive 

notes were recorded. Researchers use observational protocol for recording information 

during observations, which may be a single page containing demographic information 

regarding the time, place, and date of the observation with a dividing line down the middle to 
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separate descriptive notes from reflective notes (Creswell, 2009). Such a protocol was used 

in this study to help accurately record the occurrences of observed events and the observer’s 

reflections (see Appendix C) 

Documents 

The computer program the District uses allowed monitoring of the students’ grades 

weekly as the teachers posted them. Through this program, assignments the students had 

submitted or had failed to turn in and their grades on these assignments were visible. This 

information was used to correspond to and corroborate the students’ affect towards various 

assignments and teaching strategies as well as teacher interactions in the classroom. The 

student’s observed classroom interactions were also matched or compared to the grade on 

assignments for the lessons witnessed by the researcher. Much of the academic data on the 

students selected for this study were available to compare against what they reported in their 

interviews. 

 Other documents included the use of School Wide Information System (SWIS) data. 

Through SWIS data, an accounting of the number of times students had been removed from 

class and sent to buddy rooms, the recovery room, or referred to the office was obtained. The 

information provided, similar to academic grades, was used to correspond with students’ 

reporting on their interactions and relationships with teachers. Observations provided the 

researcher with knowledge of antecedent occurrences that resulted in the consequent 

behaviors demonstrated by students that caused them to be removed from the classroom.  

The Role of the Researcher 

The researcher was a participant observer, taking part in the experiences reported on. 

Ary, Jacobs, and Razavieh (2002) state, “In participant observation, the observer actively 
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participates and becomes an insider in the event being observed so that he or she experiences 

events in the same way as the participants” (p. 430). The most complete form of the 

sociological data is the form in which the participant observer gathers it. Collecting 

observations of some social event, its preceding and subsequent events, and explanations of 

its meaning, before, during, and after its occurrence, by participants and spectators, provides 

more information about the event under study than data gathered by any other sociological 

method (Becker & Geer, 1970). Being a participant observer enabled me to collect data from 

the insider’s view or the emic perspective. Denzin (1989) reports that emic research does 

“seek to study experience from within, through the use of thick description or accounts which 

attempt to capture the meanings and experiences of interacting individuals in problematic 

situations” (pp. 20-21).  

For many, the concept of participant observer means becoming a member of the 

group being observed in order to share the same experiences. However, this is not the case in 

educational settings. Participant observers can hardly play the same role as the subjects being 

observed. Wolcott (as cited by Ary et al., 2002) states, “most so-called participant observer 

studies in education warrant that label only in the sense that the researcher was physically 

present,” because “researchers seldom become involved as genuine participants” (p. 430). I 

was a participant observer in this study because of the ability to observe teacher responses to 

these students, the students’ grades, the students’ efforts and affects towards assignments and 

learning, and also because the limitation of reactivity could not be negated. Observed were 

the conditions Black male students reported on and their interactions with teachers in the 

classrooms, hallways, and cafeteria.  
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Data Analysis 

 In analyzing the collected data pertaining to the schooling experiences of 

underachieving African American male students and the relationships with teachers, an issue-

focused analysis approach was taken. According to Weiss (1994), the concern of issue-

focused analysis is what could be learned from respondents about specific issues, events, or 

processes. Weiss further states, “an issue-focused description is likely to move from 

discussion of issues within one area to discussion of issues within another, with each area 

logically connected to the others” (p. 154). In this study, the issues of underachieving Black 

male students’ school experiences and teacher relationships require examining, as they 

influence their academic performance and identity formation. As previously outlined, 

collected data included interview and observation protocols, stories provided by students, and 

documents. 

 Data or content analysis involves, as Patton (2002) states, “identifying, coding, 

categorizing, classifying, and labeling the primary patterns in the data” (p. 463). All data 

received from individual interviews, documents, descriptive statistics, and observations were 

organized. This involved listening to recorded interviews and transcribing them in order to be 

able to read the interviews as well as the collected documents and observational notes. Weiss 

(1994) suggests that analysis of the data begins as soon as the data is collected but concedes 

that, because of the continual process of data collection such as conducting and transcribing 

interviews, it will be only after the interviewing has ended that the researcher can give full 

attention to analysis and writing. This analysis phase of organizing and describing builds a 

foundation for the interpretative phase, when meanings are extracted from the data, 

comparisons are made, creative frameworks for interpretation are constructed, conclusions 
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are drawn, and significance is determined. Primarily, it was the coding process that allowed 

my immersion into the data. 

Codes are labels used to identify categories of meaning for the information gathered. 

Codes are usually attached to informational “chunks” of varying sizes—words, phrases, 

sentences, or paragraphs connected or unconnected to a specific setting (Miles & Huberman, 

1994). The codes began as descriptive and essentially explained the observed phenomena. 

These descriptive codes emerged into interpretive codes once sufficient data were collected 

to recognize identifiable patterns. A total of eight interpretive codes came to light.  

From these eight interpretive codes, a third classification of pattern codes surfaced. 

Pattern codes identify an emergent theme and are more illustrative and conclusive (Miles & 

Huberman, 1994). Three emergent themes became apparent in this study. These three themes 

were used to re-create the stories of the panelists and are discussed in the upcoming chapter. 

Coding qualitative data produces a framework for organizing and describing what has been 

collected during fieldwork (Patton, 2002). This study utilized the theoretical traditions of 

portraiture and heuristic inquiry; therefore, the data were viewed through these research 

traditions. The following discourse addresses the use of these traditions in the data analysis 

process.  

 Portraiture is the main qualitative tradition incorporated for this study. Portraiture 

allowed me to include other forms of data in the stories presented. There are five principal 

components of portraiture. The first component, context, involved the physical setting or 

environment. The panelists’ setting was their schools, classrooms, and the interactions the 

panelists had with their teachers within the schools and classrooms. Voice, the next 

component of portraiture, is the lens through which I viewed and recorded reality. Put forth 
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were the panelists’ stories, but it was through my voice that the stories were presented. As the 

researcher, I interpreted the data provided by the subjects. Yet my own personal history had a 

role in the inquiry, as the questions and perspectives for the study were influenced by my 

own experiences.     

The third component of portraiture is relationship. It was through productive 

relationships that trust was built, access was given, data were collected, and knowledge was 

constructed. Productive relationships allowed me to search for what was taking place in the 

situation and why. By seeking what was taking place and why, I then delved into the fourth 

component of portraiture, which is emergent themes. The process of identifying emergent 

themes paralleled that of coding. Aesthetic whole is the fifth component of portraiture. In this 

step, I assumed the task of merging art and science for the final product.  

 The second theoretical tradition used in this study is heuristic inquiry. There are six 

phases of heuristic design. These phases are identified by Moustakas (1990) as initial 

engagement, immersion, incubation, illumination, explication, and creative synthesis. In the 

initial engagement stage, the researcher discovers an intense interest or concern that holds 

important social meanings and personal, compelling implications for the researcher. The 

second stage is immersion, during which the researcher delves into anything connected to the 

research question—people, places, meetings, readings, for example—to develop an 

understanding of the phenomenon. The third stage, incubation, is where the researcher 

retreats from being immersed in the phenomenon. The distance away from the phenomenon 

enables the inner workings of intuition to take place to extend understanding outside 

immediate awareness. Illumination is the fourth stage, during which the inner workings of 

intuition allows conscious awareness of qualities and themes already present in the 
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phenomenon to come to light. In the fifth stage, which is explication, the researcher explains 

in great detail the meanings of the newly acquired understandings. Creative synthesis is the 

final stage of heuristic research. In creative synthesis, the researcher places the components 

and core themes of the phenomenon into a creative depiction. 

This process entails being thoroughly familiar with all of the data and its themes and 

qualities and being able to present the meanings of the experiences, perceptions, and details 

as a whole. Moustakas (1990) states, “This usually takes the form of a narrative depiction 

utilizing verbatim material and examples, but it may be expressed as a poem, story, drawing, 

painting, or by some other creative form” (p. 32). 

 While my primary choice for creative synthesis was currently narrative depiction, I 

believed that some form of story or poetry would permeate the document. It is the creative 

possibilities of qualitative research and heuristic design that are attractive to me as a 

researcher. As Moustakas (1990) states: 

The researcher must move beyond any confined or constricted attention to the data 
itself and permit an inward life on the question to grow, in such a way that a 
comprehensive expression of the essences of the phenomenon investigated is realized. 
(p. 32) 
 

I wanted to best express the essences of the African American male student participants’ 

experiences by moving across and outside of boundaries, employing creativity as history has 

shown African Americans have always been able to do. 

Limitations and Ethical Considerations 

 It was important to anticipate and address the possible limitations for this study. 

Limitations to this study did exist. As it pertains to the learning of African American male 

students, I was keenly aware of the interactions between them and teachers because of what I 
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believe occurred in schools I was frequently in and because I am an African American male. 

In the role of researcher, I had to ensure that my beliefs of what transpires in schools did not 

influence how this study was conducted. 

 In this study I also had to be aware of reactivity. Reactivity is described as the 

influence the researcher may have on the individuals or setting being studied (Maxwell, 

2005). My appearance in classrooms as a school administrator could impact all behaviors, 

students and teachers in a school setting, and there is no way I could negate that influence. 

Interview responses possibly may have been be influenced by reactivity as well, but every 

effort was made to have the participants feel comfortable in my presence, even though they 

knew me as an assistant principal. 
 

 
 

There were limitations and threats to the validity of this study, which the researcher 

had to give focus to. Validity in qualitative research is addressed through “transferability:—

the ability to transfer the findings of one qualitative study to other studies. A truly 

transferable research study functions as a guide for new investigations (Ary et al., 2002; 

Auerbach & Silverstein, 2003; Maxwell, 2002). Three types of understanding exist that are 

most directly involved in assessing a qualitative accounting of a phenomenon. These types 

are descriptive validity, interpretive validity, and theoretical validity (Maxwell, 2002). 

Limitations to the research would occur if the conditions for descriptive, interpretive, and 

theoretical validity were not met. 

 According to Maxwell (2002), descriptive validity refers to factual accounting of the 

event—not distorting what was witnessed or heard. If the accounting of the events by Black 

male students were distorted or are not factual, limitations to this study would exist. 

Interpretive validity refers to providing an authentic account of the meaning of an event in 
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the language of the subjects studied using their words and concepts as much as possible. The 

researcher’s accounting of the students’ meaning of an event must use their words and 

concepts. If their words and concepts were not used in the accounting, it would be the 

researcher’s interpretation and not the students’; therefore, limitations would be present. 

Theoretical validity refers to an account’s validity as an explanation of a phenomenon, 

addressing the theoretical constructs the researcher brings or develops to the study. There 

would be limitations to this study if an attempt were made to explain its phenomena through 

concepts other than those previously presented.  

 Another limitation of the study was reliability. Researchers in qualitative studies 

address dependability rather than reliability. Reliability is defined as the degree that variation 

can be tracked or explained (Ary et al., 2002; Creswell, 2007). When dealing with single data 

sources such as observations, interviews, and documents, it is possible that variation will 

exist. If that occurs, the data collected cannot confirm what the researcher has reported. 

 Safeguards against the limitations of this study listed above must be present. The 

concern of qualitative research is with understanding how a researcher’s values and 

expectations—which may be positive or negative—influence the conduct and conclusions of 

the study and avoiding the negative consequences (Maxwell, 2005). Being careful to 

recognize my influences on the study as a limitation, I avoided negatively influencing the 

findings of the study as a means of counteracting those limitations. 

 In this study, reactivity was guarded against also. The behaviors I witnessed during 

observations, whether those of students or teachers, were accurately recorded whether I 

believed them to be an individual’s normal “everyday” behaviors or not. Interview responses 

may be influenced by reactivity as well. The participants knew me as an assistant principal. 
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When interviewing the participants, I was careful not to influence how they interpreted their 

own experiences but, through objective questioning, facilitated their own meaning making.  

 In order to ensure transferability, “sufficiently rich, detailed, thick descriptions of the 

context” was provided. The rich, detailed, thick descriptions themselves became a validity 

check, as they provided thorough and varied data that availed to the reader an extensive, 

illuminating picture of what was transpiring (Maxwell, 2005). Fidelity to descriptive validity, 

interpretive validity, and theoretical validity is paramount in order to provide the descriptions 

needed for transferability of the research. 

 Precautions must be taken against erroneously describing or reporting what was seen 

or heard to provide descriptive validity. The researcher must interpret through the subject, 

using the subject’s language to provide meaning in order to ensure interpretive validity. The 

process of maintaining descriptive and interpretive validity is not unlike the processes of 

respondent validation in heuristic inquiry and correspondence in narratology, in which 

feedback about the researcher’s data and conclusions is systematically solicited from the 

people being studied (Maxwell, 2005; Riessman, 1993). The researcher must also ensure 

theoretical validity by explaining phenomena through the theoretical constructs the 

researcher already possesses or has developed (Maxwell, 2002). 
 

 Singly, interviews, observations, and documents present limitations; however, used 

collectively through triangulation, they can confirm and corroborate the findings from the 

study. Triangulation is the process of cross-checking data to investigate whether data 

collected with one procedure confirm the data collected with another (Ary et al., 2002). By 

confirming the data, the researcher can establish dependability of the techniques and 

resources used. This strategy reduces the risk that your conclusions will reflect only the 
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systematic biases or limitations of a specific source or method and allows you to gain a 

broader and more secure understanding of the issues you are investigating (Maxwell, 2005). 

Triangulated data for this research consisted of classroom and common area observations, 

individual interviews, and documents such as grades, discipline referrals, and stories.  

Ethical Considerations 

 The researcher, throughout all phases of the research process, is sensitive to ethical 

considerations, especially in light of the fact that he or she negotiates entry to the field site of 

the research, involves participants in the study, gathers revealing personal, emotional data, 

and asks participants to surrender considerable amounts of time to projects (Creswell, 2007). 

There are many ethical issues to consider in this study. One issue, according to Patton (2002), 

is the fact that good qualitative interviews reveal thoughts, feelings, knowledge, and 

experiences and, therefore become interventions. As such, neither the researcher nor the 

interviewee can have advance knowledge of the impact the interviewing experience will 

have. While the researcher cannot be a judge or therapist, he or she cannot be unresponsive to 

questions or requests for assistance posed by the interviewee. The Black male students I 

interviewed did not seek assistance from me regarding something they saw as a problem; 

however, the participants developed strategies for more success, which I believe were, at 

least in part, aided by our discussions during interviews.  

 Discussed earlier was the fact that for this study, research relationships were 

developed with the district superintendent and the building principals of the middle schools 

involved. Research relationships were developed with the participants and their parents as 

well. This facilitated handling several ethical issues. One ethical issue to address that was 

salient to having a good research relationship was avoiding deception. It would be difficult to 
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maintain a research relationship of quality if the researcher is not honest and forthright. 

Having a good research relationship assisted in lowering apprehension levels of participants 

and their parents when explaining the nature of the study to them. A good research 

relationship helped when seeking consent to participate in the study from parents and assent 

from students.  

 Interviews were not conducted in participants’ homes. Again, a good research 

relationship helped lower apprehension of the researcher in order to meet the participant at 

the neutral interview sites. The research relationship also lowered apprehension of the 

researcher transporting the participant to the interview sites. Having a good research 

relationship provided the groundwork for the establishment of a great deal of trust for these 

interviews to take place. 

 The researcher gave thought to the idea of reciprocity for the participants. Students 

revealed some innermost thoughts and feelings and gave up valuable time for this study to 

take place. The form of reciprocity chosen for the students participating in this study was a 

gift card. The students were informed of the reciprocity decision during the meeting with 

parents and students. Their gift cards were presented after all participant requirements were 

met.  

 Students were participants in this study. Because of this fact, ethical issues for the 

researcher included adhering to Institutional Review Board (IRB) guidelines. The IRB 

approves, monitors, and reviews behavioral and biomedical research involving humans. A 

portion of the IRB guidelines addressed the ethical issues of protecting the anonymity of 

participants and maintaining confidentiality. By adhering to these guidelines, students were 

not placed at risk for any possible retaliatory actions of school personnel. 
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 Another ethical issue to address with the participants early in the interview process 

was ownership of data. Students contributing their stories or narratives to this study were 

helped to understand that those articles belonged to them. The narratives and stories 

submitted were reported in this study under a pseudonym for that student. Therefore, credit 

for these artifacts was not formally given to the student. Again, this information was 

presented to the students very early and often in the interview process so that they understand 

this procedure. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THEY LET ME ENTER THEIR WORLD:  
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

 
 In writing this chapter, I want to share as openly with the readers as the participants 

shared with me. A research project is always an intrusion into the lives of the participants to 

some degree (Maxwell, 2005). The field study for this project that involved students began 

March 18, 2013 and concluded July 10, 2013. As I intruded for approximately four months, 

six young men welcomed me into their worlds through the dialogue we shared at various 

public venues. It is my intent to capture the thoughts and feelings of these students as I relay 

the words of the panel I assembled for this study. As mentioned earlier, panels consist of 

individuals who, by being an expert on a topic or are privileged witnesses to an occurrence, 

are uniquely able to be informative (Weiss, 1994).  

 To assemble the members of this panel, snowball sampling was used. I asked school 

administrators, counselors, and interventionists to identify Black male students who were 

under-achieving and who were having difficulty in school, possibly because of their cultural 

practices. The students selected had poor grades and indicated under-achievement. Their 

discipline history pointed out continual removal from class and indicated a level of difficulty 

in school. A great deal could be learned about the key issues central to the study from these 

panel members.  

 To protect their identities, these Black male students assumed a pseudonym. My 

panel consisted of Chief Keef, Clay Matthews, Kevin Durant, Phillip, Rio, and Tony Parker. 

Athletics has played a part in their lives, so it is no wonder that four of the six names selected 

were those of professional athletes. Clay Matthews is a professional football player. Kevin 
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Durant, Rio (Mario Chalmers), and Tony Parker are professional basketball players. One of 

the names selected was that of a rapper and one was the name of a friend.  

 There is another reason why the selection of pseudonyms was interesting. Discussed 

previously was the concept of prototypical thinking. Prototypical thinking entails a thinker 

visualizing a fixed type every time a concept comes up (Entman & Rojecki, 2000). 

Mainstream Americans fixate Black males to be athlete/entertainer, or criminal types (Gibbs, 

1988; Noguera, 2008; Patterson, 1998). 

While the names of one rapper and four athletes were chosen, none of the panel 

members selected Barack (Obama), Cornel (West), Henry or “Skip” (Gates), or Emanuel 

(Cleaver). However their pseudonyms were selected, I recommended that the students not 

even share the aliases with their parents; therefore, only the student and myself would know 

their real identity.  

 The relationships developed between teachers and African-American male students 

should influence their learning in a constructive and beneficial manner. In this chapter, the 

perceptions of Chief Keef, Clay, Kevin, Phillip, Rio, and Tony, regarding their schooling 

experiences and the relationships they have with their teachers, are examined through 

narratology, portraiture, and heuristic methodologies. Their stories are told within the realm 

of the following research questions:  

 1. How do Black male students who have are underachieving describe their schooling 

experiences?  

 2. What are the perceptions of underachieving Black male students regarding the 

relationships they have with teachers? 
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 3. In what ways do relationships with teachers influence how underachieving Black 

male students feel about themselves? 

Having knowledge and understanding of the stories presented in this chapter is very 

important when considering how teacher-learner relationships influence the learning of Black 

male students.  

 As I met with the families of the six students to discuss the research purpose and 

procedures, the question I was asked most often was: How will this research help my child? 

This, in my view, was a more-than-fair question to ask. While the participants may have been 

experiencing difficulties in school, they were not void of caring and concerned parents or 

guardians. These parents wanted to know if this research would have any benefit for their 

sons other than a $25.00 gift card.  

 It was my belief that the students should have more benefit as well. While this 

research offered no formal treatment for these students’ underachievement, it was my desire 

that an informal intervention take place. In some capacity, the researcher’s presence is 

always an intervention (Maxwell, 2005). I offered to parents the possibility for students to 

have self-reflection that would evoke some change in them when they discussed their own 

behaviors with a school administrator who would listen to their stories, repeat their own 

words back to them, and, create documents that would lead toward new insights and 

understandings (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997).  

 With parents knowing that I had interest in the betterment of their child’s academic 

progress and not just completion of this study, the research relationships I was developing 

were strengthened. The research relationship I was developing with the students was 

strengthened similarly. I wanted the panel members to feel seen, fully attended to, 
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recognized, appreciated, and respected (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997). The fact that 

the first round of interviews and the majority of the others were held at places such as 

restaurants with golden arches did not hurt either. By making efforts to ease parents’ 

apprehension and please students’ appetite, I was well on my way to securing the stories of 

Chief Keef, Clay Matthews, Kevin Durant, Phillip, Rio, and Tony Parker. 

Major Emergent Themes 

 Several themes emerged from the interviews conducted with the panel of students. 

The prominent themes emerging were school relationships, teaching expectations, and 

responses to behavior. The order in which the themes are presented bears little significance. 

They are all important in the learning process of these Black male students. Introduced first 

will be school relationships. Black children tend to place emphasis on feelings, acceptance, 

and emotional closeness. Their perceptions of an environment often dictate the amount and 

kind of effort the student will place on classroom tasks (Delpit, 2006). Regarding school or 

certain aspects of school, the panel had either positive or negative feelings that comprised 

their student affect (STA). The abbreviations in parenthesis connect the reader to the data 

classification or coding process used in this research. The chart of themes and interpretive 

codes from this study can be found in Table 5. 

The students had both nurturing interactions (NI) and indifferent interactions (II). 

During the instructional day, the actions panel members identified as nurturing by teachers 

were recognition of students, showing interest, and valuing the student. The actions of 

teachers panel members identified as indifferent were wrong accusations, teacher meanness, 

ignore students, and distrust. The panel members’ affects were greatly determined by the 

interactions that took place between teacher and student. 
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Table 5 

Prominent Themes Coding Sheet 

Major Theme Interpretive Codes Definition 

School Relationships 
 

 

Interactions and associations a student encounters 
with adults and peers while attending school. 
 

 

Student Affect (STA) 
 

 

Student’s feelings about school and/or school 
experiences. 
 

 
 

Nurturing Interactions (NI) 
 
 
 

 

Exchanges between students and teachers the 
student views as caring, which includes 
recognition of students, expressing interest or 
concern, and valuing the student.  
 

 

Indifferent Interactions (II) 
 
 
 
 

Exchanges between students and teachers the 
student views as uncaring, which includes lack of 
acknowledgement, meanness or unfriendliness, 
wrong accusations and distrust. 
 

 
Liked Classes (LC) 
 

Classes students enjoyed attending because of the 
instructional practices of teachers. 
 

Teaching 
Expectations 

 

The suppositions a student has in regards to his or 
her learning. 
 

 

Desired Teaching Strategies 
(DTS) 
 
 

Instructional approaches desired by the students 
that include step-by-step instructions, group 
work, and engaging lessons. 
 

 

Undesired Teaching 
Strategies (UTS) 
 
 

Instructional approaches least wanted by the 
students that include un-engaging lessons and 
lack of assistance. 
 

Responses to 
Behavior 
 

 

Actions that students take to address their own 
behaviors and actions adults take to address the 
behaviors of students. 
 

 
Strategies for Success (SS) 
 

Change disposition and behaviors in school to 
make success more achievable. 

 

Removal from Class (RC) 
 
 
 

Sending students away from classroom 
instruction for disruptive behaviors that include 
buddy rooms, shut down, in-school suspension 
and out-of-school suspension.  
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The next theme to be introduced is teaching expectations. The panel identified desired 

teaching strategies (DTS). These strategies included engaging lessons, step-by-step 

instruction—which was a term culled from the students’ own dialogue, group work, 

incentives, and student input. The panel members also identified undesired teaching 

strategies. They were un-engaging lessons and lack of assistance.  

 Responses to behavior (RB) is the last theme to be introduced. Responses to 

behaviors are any actions that students take to address their own behaviors in order to be 

successful in school. Responses to behaviors also include actions adults take to address the 

behaviors of students. Actions taken by students include adjustment of attitudes, distancing 

themselves from friends, and cease talking. The actions taken by adults include being moved 

to a safe seat (another seat in the classroom that is in someway isolated or set apart from the 

main class student body), being shut-down (containment of a student in one classroom for an 

indicated amount of time), use of a buddy room (a neighboring classroom), or administrative 

action which would include ISS or OSS.  

In retelling the stories of the panelists, the use of portraiture and heuristic inquiry was 

very instrumental. These two phenomenological traditions blend and overlap in many ways. 

Both research methodologies are autobiographic. Brought in the study’s inquiry are the 

researcher’s personal history, assumptions, and experiences. The researcher’s questions, 

insights, and perspectives are shaped by autobiographical experiences. Both portraiture and 

heuristic inquiry focus on core or emerging themes. They both bring order to the data 

collection and achieve cognitive knowledge by identifying and assessing connecting feelings 

or thoughts.  
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Portraiture and heuristic inquiry have their differences, however. Heuristic inquiry 

focuses on recreation of the lived experience (Moustakas, 1990). The methodology of 

portraiture, though, allows the researcher to address the reader at two levels. Portraiture 

permits the researcher to inform and inspire by speaking to the reader’s head and heart. It is 

through the path of portraiture the stories of these African American male students are 

presented. As the researcher, I become the griot—charged with informing the mind and soul 

by telling stories—these six students’ stories. 

The Panel 

Clay Matthews 

 One of the students who comprised the panel for this study was Clay Matthews. Clay 

met the qualifications for participating in this study with grades that were Ds for poor 

achievement and Fs for failure. He was underachieving. Clay received 19 referrals for 

behavior during the 2012-2013 school year. Also, for this school year, he served three days 

of out-of school suspension (OSS) and 15 days of in-school suspension (ISS). Clay was sent 

out of classes to buddy rooms 58 times between September and April. Obviously, Clay was 

having difficulty in school. 

 Clay was a personable and handsome young man. When he met with me at 

McDonald’s for the first interview, it did not take long for Clay to get past the apprehension 

of participating in this study. Clay was very welcoming to me. His welcoming was not 

because he was being fed. As a matter of fact, I expected this middle school male to bring his 

middle school male appetite. However, each time I interviewed him, Clay’s meals were 

always modest ones.  
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Clay enrolled in the Tradnal School District as a first grader in 2007. He moved out 

of the Tradnal district during his second grade year and enrolled in a neighboring school 

district, where he attended grades two through four. Clay re-enrolled in the Tradnal School 

District in 2011 as a fifth grader and has attended Tradnal Middle School #2 ever since. Clay 

received special needs services from the Tradnal District. 

When I was younger and it was easy, it wasn't that hard. When I understood the 
teachers. (Interview, Clay Matthews, March 30, 2013) 

 
 Clay was speaking about a time when he felt good about or enjoyed school. He 

enjoyed school more as a younger student. Clay’s student affect was positive (STA). In the 

earlier grades, schoolwork was not as difficult for him, and he had better relationships with 

his teachers, or, as he states, he “understood them.” School began to become challenging to 

Clay in the fourth grade. The time period of Clay’s beginning difficulty in school would align 

with the latter part of the stage of Erickson’s Chart of Epigenetic Human Development 

known as “Industry vs. Inferiority,” a period of learning and mastering the more basic skills 

needed to function in society when children develop a sense of themselves as workers (Aries, 

2001).  

 Since industry involves performing tasks with and beside others, a first sense of 

division of labor and of equality develops during this time. This is when children begin to 

feel that factors other than their wish and will to learn, such as the color of their skin or 

background of their parents, decide their social worth (Erickson, 1980). It was during this 

time when Clay began to not understand his teachers. Clay’s burgeoning difficulties in school 

at this point may have been influenced by his physical size, which was larger than average. 
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Many teachers, kindergarten through third grade, view African American children as cute. 

Fourth through twelfth grade teachers, however, view them as intimidating (Kunjufu, 2002).  

 Although it was becoming more difficult for him, Clay still enjoyed school. The 

subjects he was most fond of at this juncture of schooling were science and social studies. 

Panel members discussed liked classes and disliked classes. Those classes varied from panel 

member to panel member. Next to physical education, the class favored most by the panel 

was science (liked classes). Clay was engaged in the labs and activities of science and 

reported that he had positive interactions with his science teachers. Clay enjoyed social 

studies and going back in time to learn about history, especially Black history (liked classes). 

He also enjoyed reading, but not reading that was timed. During timed readings, according to 

Clay, one had to “go fast.” The reading Clay felt was most pleasurable was “free reading”—

reading where there was no timing. 

 During the time of the first interview, Clay felt his middle level schooling was going 

well, in large part because a lot of review was taking place for the upcoming state assessment 

(student affect). He did have some difficult worksheets and projects. However, Clay was 

fond of the projects he was able to work on in school. The projects made his learning easier. 

In fact, Clay liked classes in which activity was involved. That accounted for his appreciation 

of science classes in which the students performed labs, and the English classes, in which the 

students made fake commercials and posters. Clay’s liking of activities and projects was 

coded as engaging lessons (desired teaching strategies). Teaching strategies such as these 

fostered positive interactions with teachers.  

 Clay did not like the math class his was enrolled in, nor did he like the second math 

class he had for remediation. Math was the subject that posed the most difficulty for him. 
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Therefore, Clay did not like it. He never has. Clay sought assistance in his math classes, but, 

of course, he was not the only student in the class, so he often did not receive immediate 

help. The lack of immediacy proved to be frustrating for Clay at times (student affect).  

 Clay was not a student who did not care about school or his learning. He made 

attempts to progress in school. Even in the subject that was most difficult for him, Clay’s 

STAR test scores revealed growth for the school year. When tested in August of 2012, Clay’s 

grade equivalent math score was 3.4 (Third grade year and fourth month). When tested in 

May of 2013, his grade equivalent score was 5.1 (Fifth grade year and first month). While 

still below grade level, his scores have indicated progress. 

Like, funny books. Sometimes when I'm in the mood I'll read a scary book. 
(Interview, Clay Matthews, March 30, 2013) 

 
 Clay’s gains in reading were not as substantial, even though he stated he liked to “free 

read.” The type of literature Clay maintained he liked to read was funny books and, when he 

was in the mood, scary books. In a presentation in 2010, Alfred Tatum spoke of two kinds of 

text. Tatum discussed engaging text and defined it as text that encourages one to do or to be. 

The second type of text was disengaging text. Disengaging text, according to Tatum, only 

confirms that one is a struggling reader. Clay’s STAR test grade equivalent score in reading, 

when tested in August of 2012, was 2.5 (Second grade year and fifth month). In April of 

2013, his reading score was 2.7 (Second grade year and seventh month). For Clay’s entire 

seventh grade year, his test indicated two months growth in reading. 

 Clay’s selection of text raised questions for me. What funny books can encourage 

Clay to be or do something great? What scary book can inspire achievement? Were there 

conversations with Clay that centered on his reading and aroused his desire for 
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accomplishment? Clay’s gravitation to funny book and scary book text offered him little 

benefit. 

 In the sense of teachers introducing engaging text to Clay, I do not believe Clay’s 

middle level experience has been similar to mine. I was in the seventh grade when a teacher 

introduced me to an anthology of African American literary works entitled Black Voices. In 

the eighth grade, a teacher loaned his copy of Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man to me. Alfred 

Tatum (2005) describes teachers who made similar efforts with him as “passports to the 

future.” I would like to know how much more, in the present, Clay would benefit from some 

“passports to the future.”  

 School has not been completely bad for Clay. There have been memorable moments 

for him. The most memorable moment for Clay in middle school to this point was when he 

performed as the school mascot and wore the mascot costume (student affect). One of Clay’s 

teachers was being recognized, and a mascot was needed to help with the recognition. 

Volunteers for this role were sought from students who were in the recovery room, and Clay 

was selected. Did Clay need to make a noted positive contribution to his school 

environment? Or was Clay the obvious “clown” to fill the role? One could speculate as to 

why Clay was chosen.  

Being affirmed by teachers was very meaningful to Clay. He primarily sought 

affirmation in two ways. Like most of us, Clay was responsive to people who spoke to him, 

held conversations with him, and were respectful to him (nurturing interactions). He looked 

for those same practices from his teachers. According to Clay, he held general conversations 

with his teachers. These conversations included dialogue about both the student’s and the 
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teacher’s weekend and interests. More often than not, Clay just expected teachers to speak 

with him. His interactions with teachers, however, were not always positive.  

I didn’t get along with her that much because she’ll try to put you out there like if 
you’re not doing good in class it’s like she’ll let the whole class know. It’s like none 
of their business. (Interview, Clay Matthews, June 18, 2013) 

 
 Clay was speaking of his social studies teacher, who embarrassed him in front of his 

peers by “putting him out there” or letting the class know that he struggled with a concept 

(indifferent interactions). As Clay maintained, his not doing well in class was none of the 

other students’ business. Clay also discussed situations in science where the teacher would 

get upset with him over matters he considered unimportant, such as the location of his feet as 

he sat or how he turned in his seat to watch the teacher. Clay sought fairness. When he was 

guilty of talking and was asked to move to a safe seat or go to a buddy room, Clay 

maintained he would do so. He disliked being asked to move or leave when he was not the 

guilty party. Clay disliked being wrongly accused (indifferent interactions). Actions such as 

these would not be the manner in which to develop positive relationships with Clay.  

When I need help, they help me, and then they don't forget, like if I ask for help and 
they’re dealing with another student, they won't forget to come back. (Interview, Clay 
Matthews, March 30, 2013) 

 
 Another manner in which Clay sought affirmation was in teacher assistance (desired 

teaching strategies). When Clay had difficulty with assignments, he wanted help. Since Clay 

struggled with subjects, he needed help often. As one would envision in a classroom 

situation, other students also sought assistance from the teacher, so Clay often had to wait for 

help. As Clay waited, he would engage in conversations with peers or frequently become 

frustrated with the wait.  
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 Clay is a very social person who likes to talk. His talking created difficult situations 

in the classroom. It is a problem recognized by Clay. By his own assessment, Clay has 

determined he is easily distracted. When others were around him, Clay would often initiate 

conversation. When others near him were talking, Clay would join in. Clay’s social 

interactions with other students frequently caused him to be sent out of class.  

I don't be sent out a lot, it's just because I be talking, or I ask to get sent out to 
recovery so I won't get in trouble. (Interview, Clay Matthews, March 30, 2013) 
 
I like just being in recovery because I get most of my work done like without too 
many distractions, and I need help like I wouldn’t have problems like if the teacher 
would come over and help me. (Interview, Clay Matthews,  June 18, 2013) 

 
 Clay was regularly sent to buddy rooms or the recovery room. During the period 

between September and April, Clay was sent out of classes to buddy rooms 58 times 

(responses to behavior). He was sent out of his social studies class 16 times. Clay was sent 

out of his science class 14 times and his math academy class 11 times. Clay received 19 

referrals during the school year. Sixteen of those referrals were for incidents that took place 

in the classroom. The problem area identified for nine of the 19 referrals was for classroom 

disruption. Eight of the referrals were for disrespect.  

 Clay served three days of out-of school suspension (OSS), and he served 15 days of 

in-school suspension (ISS) during the course of the school year (responses to behavior). 

There was a lot of time in the ISS/recovery room for Clay. While that situation would be 

viewed by most as, at best, undesirable, Clay did not view it in that manner and relished the 

extra attention he was able to receive.  

 Clay was aware of the fact he struggled and got lost in the shuffle of large classes. He 

found comfort in small instructional environments in which he could ask questions and 
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receive reinforcement. Therefore, as he stated, he did not see his time spent in ISS as bad. 

When I observed Clay in ISS—and he was in ISS every time I went to Tradnal Middle 

School #2 to observe him—he worked hard, frequently asked and answered questions about 

his assignments (step-by-step instruction), and received frequent positive affirmations 

(acknowledge student). As I reflected on Clay’s ISS/recovery room situation, I wondered if 

Clay’s teachers recognized about Clay what Clay recognized about himself. Clay frequently 

asked to go to the recovery/ISS room or did things to be sent there. The action of a person 

using alcohol or drugs to relieve a discomfort is referred to as self-medicating. In Clay’s 

case, by using poor behavior, he was self-educating. Since Clay was frequently not in the 

traditional classroom setting, his school experiences during the time of this study were less 

varied. The fact that Clay’s experiences were limited, for whatever cause, speaks volumes.  

I learned a lot like, like I want to say, like I just felt like learning, like I learned, like I 
did good about like learning in school. Like I got my work done and learned as long 
as I got help. (Interview, Clay Matthews, June 18, 2013)  

 
 Clay was promoted to the eighth grade. He felt that he learned during this year in 

school. Clay’s grades do not reflect a significant amount of learning. Clay’s grades for terms 

1 – 6 and semesters one and two of his seventh grade year (semester grades include final 

exam scores) are shown in Tables 6 and 7. 

Many times, a grade is an indication of the completion of assignments and not 

represent the actual learning itself. Also, Clay’s STAR math scores, presented earlier, 

revealed almost two years of growth during this school year. Therefore, Clay’s assessment of 

his learning could be accurate. 

I see myself as a good person. I work hard. I do good in class. It’s just I easily get 
distracted. (Interview, Clay Matthews, July 3, 2013) 
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Table 6 

Clay Matthews’ 2012-2013 Grades 

 

 
Table 7 

Clay Matthews’ 2012-2013 Semester Grades 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 As accurate as Clay’s assessment could or could not be, I wondered who confirmed 

that for him. According to Erickson (1980): 

The growing child must, at every step, derive a vitalizing sense of reality from the 
awareness that his individual way of mastering experience is a successful variant of 
the way other people around him master experience and recognize such mastery. (p. 
95)  

 

Class Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4 Term 5 Term 6 
Advisory D  D+ C D+ D+ B+ 
Boys PE     A A- A- 
Differentiated Reading C+ D F C- D F 
English F F A B F F 
Math F F F F F F 
Math Academy D F D- D- F D 
Science D F F F C D 
Social Studies F F F F F F 
Speech D+ C- B-    

Class Semester 1 Semester 2 
Advisory C-  C+ 
Boys PE   A- 
Differentiated Reading F D- 
English D F 
Math F  F 
Math Academy D- D 
Science F F 
Social Studies F F 
Speech F   
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What discussions about areas of progress or areas of concern were held with Clay? Was 

Clay’s individual way of mastering experience a successful variant of the way others have 

mastered experience? However his interactions with teachers transpired, Clay Matthews has 

a positive outlook about himself. He has recognized a weakness he has and can therefore 

address it. I hope for Clay that he can learn to communicate his needs in such a way that does 

not lead to recovery room or ISS assignments.  

Rio 

 Rio is a striking young man. Rio’s height was approximately the same as mine, and I 

stand 5 feet 10 inches tall. He is dark-skinned, and it was easily discernible that he is athletic. 

Rio is a confident young man. He has “presence.” When I met with Rio and his mother to 

gain consent from his mother and assent from him, Rio made it clear in his statements that 

participating in this study was “something I’m doing for you,” but participating would be 

“cool.” I left Rio’s house with the feeling that he knew he was doing me a favor. Of all the 

panel members for this study, Rio was the most mature. 

Rio enrolled in the Tradnal School District as a seventh grader in 2011 and has 

attended schools in the Tradnal District ever since. Rio’s grades fluctuated, but he had his 

share of Ds and Fs and was definitely underachieving. During the 2012-2013 school year, 

Rio received 16 referrals for behavior. Six of those referrals were for classroom incidents. 

The problem area identified for six of the 16 referrals was for classroom disruption. Another 

five of the referrals were for disrespect.  

Rio served three days of OSS and ten days of ISS during the course of the school 

year. From August to April, Rio was sent out of classes to buddy rooms 48 times. He was 

sent out of class 18 times by a single teacher and 14 times by another. Still another teacher 
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sent Rio out of class eight times. During the school year, Rio had six absences from school. 

After completing the 2012-2013 school year at Tradnal Middle School #1, Rio was promoted 

to the ninth grade.  

It’s something I have to do. I don’t mind doing it. I feel good about it everyday. It’s 
cool. (Interview, Rio, April 14, 2013) 
 
Rio was expressing his feelings about school. It was cool (student affect) but it was a 

process, something he had to get through. At times in some classes, school could be 

adversarial. There were other times when school was pleasant, however. When Rio was 

participating in class and learning new things, school was enjoyable for him. He sought 

affirmation and assistance from his teachers in the classroom.  

It was surprising cause I don’t be raising my grade point average. I ain’t gonna try to. 
It just happened. [Laughter] 

 
Umm cause half the things I don’t know. Half the things I do know. Half the things I 
want to know the teachers ain’t trying to teach me or try to help me so I’m not 
expecting to get a good grade. (Interview, Rio, April 14, 2013) 
 
Rio was speaking of a recognition he received for raising his grade point average by 

approximately 0.2 of a grade point. Rio has had a few rewards or accolades in school. He has 

been recognized for perfect attendance in the sixth, seventh, and eighth grades although to 

Rio, these are not big awards. As mentioned, Rio also has been recognized for raising his 

grade point average. However, raising his grade point average was not the result of a 

concerted effort by Rio. 

Umm like step by step things like how to do it step by step. I mean certain teachers in 
the school that know how to do it. Some don’t. Well in my opinion, some don’t. 
(Interview, Rio, April 14, 2013) 
 
Rio liked certain classes because the teachers taught in a manner in which he felt he 

learned. Step-by-step instruction was important to him (desired teaching strategies). If you 
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listen and watch children, they will show you how to teach them (Kunjufu, 2002). Rio felt he 

learned in his English, math, and science classes (liked classes).  

English was not Rio’s forte and he readily admitted that. He would sit and listen to 

the teacher lecture on literature, and he would, as he put it, “deal with it.” When Rio became 

bored, he would talk to neighboring students and get into trouble. Rio’s English teacher 

would give him assistance with assignments, nonetheless. That factor made class enjoyable 

for him. Plus, Rio enjoyed reading. When Rio and I discussed assigned literature, his 

excitement was very discernible. When the books Touching Spirit Bear and The Diary of 

Anne Frank were mentioned. Rio’s eyes widened, and a big smile appeared as he recounted 

his experiences with those books. Rio did not like every book, and he discussed another with 

disdain, but he spoke of getting into the stories and how, when you get into it, the 

information sticks with you.  

Like everyday I learn new things. It’s cool. I mean she’ll help you. She’ll really, 
really help you. Like help you, help you. Like things you don’t understand she’ll 
point ’em out and stuff like that. I mean and it’s fun. She don’t just throw you 
something and then make you do it without help. She’ll help you, help you, help you. 
(Interview, Rio, April 14, 2013)  

 
Rio was commenting on his science teacher. Science was another class he enjoyed. 

Rio enjoyed learning new things and he received a lot of assistance in science from his 

teacher (desired teaching strategies). The teacher’s lessons were engaging (DTS), and Rio 

enjoyed his learning. There was also group work in science class (desired teaching 

strategies). Rio was affirmed in the classroom, and that was important to him. When 

assignments in the science class proved extremely difficult for Rio, the teacher provided Rio 

with additional time for completion. Rio believed he learned a lot in science and became a 

more independent learner. According to Rio: 
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Yeah, yeah, but yeah, and then you do your work and visually work where you can 
learn how to do it yourself, and don't need no help and stuff like that. I learned that 
like I can um, I can do it by myself. I don't have to ask nobody. I can just go through 
a book and read it. Cause usually I wouldn't go through the book, I'd just do an 
answer. It's common sense, or just read the book and just learn it. (Interview, Rio, 
June 23, 2013) 

 
He discovered, with the assistance of his teacher in his science class, that he could 

independently read text and make discoveries to gain knowledge and complete assignments.  

He's a good teacher. The only thing he wanted me to do is participate, and I can do 
that. Math is easy for me. (Interview, Rio, June 23, 2013) 
 
In Rio’s math class, another class he enjoyed, I observed him sitting in a rocking 

chair. He worked on the top of the desk he would normally have sat in but was not seated in 

the desk like the other students. The class activities centered on solving problems involving 

box and whisker plots. As the teacher worked a problem with the entire class, Rio spoke out, 

volunteering unsolicited answers. The teacher reminded Rio about being patient as he 

continued his instruction.  

The class was given another problem to solve at their desks. After some time had 

passed, Rio called the teacher and the teacher came to Rio’s desk. He was about to show the 

teacher his work and then stated, “Oh that’s not right,” and began correcting his problem. 

After some discussion about the problem, the teacher began working the problem on the 

board for the class to see. As the teacher went through the steps to solve the problem, he 

called upon various students to answer questions. Rio was called to answer a question and he 

began offering an answer but seemed to be a little unsure. Rio hesitated. The teacher finished 

the response for Rio, telling him that the answer he had begun to offer was correct. The bell 

for dismissal soon rang. When the class was dismissed, Rio moved the rocking chair back to 

its location in front of the teacher desk.  
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[Laugh] A lot of things like umm say they’ll say an answer wrong and I’ll  correct 
’em and then we’ll get into an argument about it. Or like I’ll raise my hand. They’ll 
see me raise my hand and won’t call on it and then I’ll just tell ’em. They don’t like 
that so they’ll just write it up. And umm I don’t know it’s, it’s bits and pieces of 
things. It was a teacher, uh it’s bits and pieces. It was, it was this umm, vocal music 
teacher, extra curriculum. We had it like back and forth. Her name is Ms. [Teacher’s 
name] and we had it back and forth. She did not, well I did not like her neither. She 
did not like me. So it was back and forth. And I talked a lot so I’d get kicked out of 
her class like everyday. So that’s why I had I.S.S. everyday. Like if you get a certain 
amount of write-ups it’s I.S.S. You get another one. it’s two days. and stuff like that. 
(Interview, Rio, April 14, 2013) 
 
All of Rio’s classes have not gone in the manner of the English, math, and science 

classes described above. In the excerpt above is a description of a classroom experience 

when Rio was in the seventh grade. The interactions between Rio and his teachers have not 

all been consistent. Being affirmed (nurturing interactions), as mentioned earlier, was a 

salient issue for Rio. When he felt ignored, Rio would make his presence known and 

remaining in class would become a problem for him.  

Experiences such as these did not end when Rio moved from the seventh grade. There 

were interactions Rio encountered as an eighth grader that were similar to the seventh grade 

experience depicted above. I entered one of Rio’s classrooms and observed the classroom 

teacher writing at his desk. As I took a seat and plugged in my computer, the teacher said, 

“Here you go, Rio.” The teacher handed Rio a document. He was being sent out of the 

classroom. Rio asked, “What did I do?” The teacher stated, “I asked you to put your hat in 

your locker and you didn’t.” Rio stated, “I thought you said put it on your desk.” The teacher 

responded, “No.” Rio got up, went to the teacher’s desk, and got his hat. He took the 

document from the teacher and walked out of the class. Rio commented on the event: 

I thought he said put the hat on his desk, so I put it on his desk, and I sat down, and he 
just wrote me up. He just wrote me up, I asked him what'd I do. I mean, my locker 
right across the street too, of his classroom, so if he would have told me... If I 
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would've heard him say put it in my locker, I would have put it in my locker, but I 
didn't hear him say that. I thought he said put it on his desk….But either way, I took 
the hat off. (Interview, Rio, June 23, 2013) 

 
Rio had this teacher for two classes. Whereas any period of the day could potentially be an 

adversarial one for any student, the chance that two periods were bound to be adversarial for 

Rio was great. When Rio was asked if he could gauge whether or not his teacher was having 

a bad day, his frank response was, “I’m not there to see if he’s having a bad day or not.” And 

frankly, Rio was correct. The student attends school to learn. It is up to the professional 

teacher to navigate his or her day. 

 When Rio interacted with adults in his school, I wondered if they felt the same sense 

of “presence” that I felt when I met Rio. I wondered how his relationships with teachers 

influenced how he felt about himself. According to Rio, “I’m a cool person until I get pee’d 

off and then that’s where the blunt [directness] comes in.” Rio felt that although his grades 

may not be a reflection of it, he learned during this year in school.  His grades throughout the 

six terms do reflect effort and engagement. Rio mentioned his art, math, and science classes 

as ones he enjoyed and teachers with whom he had good relationships. He also enjoyed 

physical education and aspects of his English class. While not always the best or even 

consistent, Rio’s grades in those classes do indicate effort. In the classes in which he felt he 

did not get along with his teacher—social studies and health—his grades were consistently 

failing ones. Rio’s grades for terms one through six and semesters one and two for the eighth 

grade year (semester grades include final exam scores) are shown in Tables 8 and 9. 
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Table 8 

Rio’s 2012-2013 Grades 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 Table 9 

 Rio’s 2012-2013 Semester Grades 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Rio’s STAR test scores reveal some growth for the school year. His grade equivalent 

math score when tested in August of 2012 was 7.5. When tested in April of 2013, Rio’s grade 

Class Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4 Term 5 Term 6 
Advisory D  D+ C D+ A A 
Art     B+ B D+ 
Boys PE    A- A- A- 
Connections A B- B+    
English  D+ D F F F F 
Fam. & Consumer Sci.  C+ B B    
Health    F F F 
Pre-Algebra  A- C D D D+ F 
Science  B- C- F F  C+  C+ 
Social Studies F F F F F F 
Theatre C  D+ D    

Class Semester 1 Semester 2 
Advisory A- B- 
Art  B 
Boys PE  A- 
Connections B+  
English C- F 
Fam. & Consumer Sci. B  
Health  F 
Pre-Algebra C+ D- 
Science D D 
Social Studies F F 
Theatre D+  
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equivalent score was 7.9. In reading, when tested in September of 2012, Rio’s reading score 

was 6.6. In April of 2013, his reading score was 7.5. As with other panelists, Rio’s grades 

may be an indication of the completion of assignments and not represent the actual learning 

itself. Rio’s STAR reading scores revealed significant growth during this school year. He 

was disappointed about his math progress. It appears Rio had some discussions about areas 

of progress and concerns in some places in his school. He did not have those conversations in 

all places. 

 Rio has a positive outlook about himself. He has a plan for success for high school, 

which will dictate in some cases, that he, as he put it, “keep his mouth closed.” Rio stated: 

I'm going to keep to myself next year, I already got this planned out. I'm not gone, 
um, I'm a stay out of trouble and stuff, like I did this year, but a little bit better, and 
focus on my work more. Try to control myself this year so I can get my credits 
freshman year, so I don't have to do no classes over, cause freshman year's the hardest 
so they say. (Interview, Rio, June 23, 2013) 

 
I desire a successful freshman year in high school for Rio. 

Tony Parker 

 Another panelist was Tony Parker. Tony enrolled in the Tradnal School District as a 

second grader in 2007 and has attended schools in the Tradnal District ever since. During the 

2012-2013 school year Tony had multiple Fs for failure grades. He was underachieving. 

Tony received 55 referrals for behavior during the school year. Forty-four of those referrals 

were for classroom incidents, with 39 incidents being identified as disruption.  

Tony served 11 days of OSS and 16 days of ISS during the school year. From August 

to April, Tony was sent out of classes to buddy rooms 16 times. Two teachers sent him out 

four times each. During the school year, Tony had 13 total absences from school, and, as 
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previously stated, 11 of those days were for out-of-school suspension. Tony was 

experiencing difficulty in school. 

 Tony was very relaxed during the interviews that took place. As with all of the panel 

members, by the time the first interview was conducted, some familiarity had been 

established. I had already met with the panelists twice. Tony’s first interview was conducted 

at McDonald’s. His father brought him there, and I was to take him home. Not only was there 

familiarity, there was trust.  

Sometimes I don’t like it. Sometimes I want to go to school. Sometimes I don’t. 
(Interview, Tony Parker, March 27, 2013) 

 
In the statement above, Tony was openly expressing how he felt about school. There 

were certain times when he did not like school, and there were times he did.  

On days he did not want to attend school, Tony was usually sleepy. When challenged 

about the fact that nobody at school had anything to do with the amount of sleep he received, 

Tony responded that he did not like to awaken early. The idea of getting up early for school 

was not one with which Tony always agreed. One may believe that Tony would miss a lot of 

school in his effort to acquire sleep. However, of the 13 days of absences Tony had, only two 

were for personal reasons. The other 11 days of absences were for out-of-school suspension. 

Tony made the effort to attend school, although his effort at times was not an enthusiastic 

one.  

Like I do but I still be sleepy so I just end up falling asleep. Yeah, teachers are boring. 
(Interview, Tony Parker, June 19, 2013) 
 
Even when he had gotten adequate rest, Tony slept in class as well. He found some 

classes and some teachers boring. In one of Tony’s classes I observed, he laid his head down 

on the desk. This was in a social studies class, and the students were watching a video on 
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civilization in Uganda. He sat up after a few minutes. Most of the lights were off, but the 

room was not completely dark. Tony placed his head down again as the class continued 

watching the video. After a while, the teacher went by and tapped Tony on his shoulder. The 

teacher tapped his shoulder again. Finally, Tony sat up.  

They yell at you for no reason and like send you out for no reason. (Interview, Tony 
Parker, March 27, 2013) 

 
 When in school, there were classes that Tony did not want to attend. Certain classes 

had environs he did not prefer. In these classes, teachers yelled at students (indifferent 

interactions). They were unkind. According to Tony:  

Like cause they like okay when the principals aren’t in there like they’ll be like 
yelling at us and stuff or something like that and then when the principals come in 
there they’ll be like they’ll act all nice and different like turn in your books to page 
like 360 something like something like that. They just act different. (Interview, Tony 
Parker, March 27, 2013) 
 

The behaviors of those who would yell at students were different in front of others. Similar to 

most individuals, Tony did not like to be yelled at. Therefore, he did not look forward to 

attending classes where yelling took place. When asked what his principal could change for 

the entire school that would make it better for him to learn, Tony wanted the principal to end 

the practice of teachers yelling at students. Not all of Tony’s classes had teachers who yelled 

at students. Still, Tony reported this type of interaction occurred in three or four of his 

classes. 

Cause like they blame me for stuff I didn’t do. Cause my vocal music teacher she 
sends me out cause she thinks I’m talking and I’m really not. (Interview, Tony 
Parker, March 27, 2013) 

 
Tony admitted to talking frequently in class. It is an issue for which he was sent out 

of class recurrently. In fact, Tony understood that his talking contributed to a good portion of 
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the issues he had in class. The classes Tony was sent out of most were English, reading, 

social studies, and vocal music. These were teachers Tony does not get along with. He 

believed he was viewed by some of his teachers as the troublemaker and a talkative student 

in class. 

Tony readily left the classroom when sent out for talking or any other infraction 

committed by him. Sometimes, though, Tony was asked to leave for an infraction he did not 

commit. Being wrongly accused (indifferent interactions) and being sent out of class unjustly 

was an act Tony did not like. In fact, a negative school experience Tony remembers was one 

in which he engaged in an argument with his teacher over whether or not he was talking. The 

incident was memorable for Tony because arguing with his teacher is something, as he 

stated, “that normally never happens.”  

Like they talk to you and stuff. Like they actually try to work with you like some 
other teachers don’t. Like if you don’t get something they’ll actually try to work with 
you.  
 
Sometimes they ask how you are doing or like how your weekend was or something 
(Interview, Tony Parker, March 27, 2013). 
 
Conversely, there are times when Tony enjoys attending school and classes. Tony 

enjoys school when he is doing the type of activities that take place in his science class. He 

likes the experiments. Tony also likes his math and physical education classes (desired 

teaching strategies). Besides the class activities that occur in science, math, and physical 

education, the teachers of these subjects make Tony feel welcome. These teachers affirm 

Tony (nurturing interactions), and they provide the instructional assistance he requires 

(desired teaching strategies). 
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When certain occurrences took place, school was a great experience for Tony. One 

occurrence was when Tony received good grades. Tony stated a memorable event for him 

during his sixth grade year was when he made the honor roll for two grading periods. 

Another occurrence was when he finished his work ahead of everyone and was allowed to 

assist others (desired teaching strategies). Still a third was when Tony was not getting sent 

out of class. 

Like it depends on the assignment. Like the assignment, sometimes I like working 
with partners and other times I like working like by myself. (Interview, Tony Parker, 
June 19, 2013) 
 
Tony did demonstrate the ability to participate in classroom activities and concern for 

his learning. I observed Tony working in his reading class. Tony worked with a female 

student in the classroom as the students worked in pairs (desired teaching strategies). The girl 

working with Tony got up and moved to an empty seat in the fifth row. Tony spoke with her, 

telling her to return. The girl stated, “No, I don’t want to work no more.” Tony got up to give 

the girl the assignment sheet and was instructed by the teacher to take his seat. Tony stated, 

“I’m giving her this.” The teacher stated that it did not matter and requested that Tony take a 

seat, which he did. The girl Tony had been working with got up and gave the assignment 

sheet back to Tony. Tony continued sitting in his seat, writing on the assignment sheet, and 

working by himself.  

The teacher handed out another assignment to the class and explained it to students. 

After hearing the instructions, the students were to begin working. Tony had laid his head 

down and closed his eyes. After giving further instructions for the assignment, the teacher 

walked over to Tony and tapped on his desk to wake him. One student stated, “Tony, you’re 
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keeping quiet today. I like that, boy.” Tony’s partner got up and returned to the area where 

they were sitting and began working with Tony on the second assignment. 

 Tony explained that in that class, the students selected their partners to work with. He 

had no idea why his partner decided to discontinue working on the first assignment. True to 

his statements that he often rested or slept in class, Tony placed his head down on his desk 

and closed his eyes. One student noted Tony was presenting a more reserved version of 

himself and commented on Tony’s quietness. I mentioned to Tony that I was impressed with 

the fact that he continued to work on his assignment after his partner had quit working and 

moved away. This may have been a case of reactivity. Maxwell (2005) describes reactivity as 

the influence a researcher may have on individuals or settings being studied. I do not know if 

Tony would have talked more or continued to work had I not been present. 

 I guess my new advisory teacher.  
 

Me and her….like okay. I don’t get in trouble with her a lot. (Interview, Tony Parker, 
June 19, 2013) 

 
 Tony was describing a teacher he will seek to assist him in sticking with his plan to 

be successful during the upcoming school year. This teacher will become his new advisor. 

Tony had some previous experiences with this teacher as a sixth grader and according to 

Tony, he and she were “like okay.” Tony’s sixth grade experience appears to have been 

better than his seventh grade experience. Tony did not mention teachers he did not get along 

with or did not like in the sixth grade as he did when speaking about the seventh grade.  

When comparing Tony’s sixth grade learning experience with those of his seventh 

grade, there appears to be a disconnect. Tony’s grades for four quarters of his sixth grade 

year are shown in Table 10. 
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Table 10 

Tony Parker’s 2011-2012 Grades 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Tony experienced success in all of his classes. During the sixth grade school year, he had a 

substantial number of passing grades. There was only one subject in which Tony had failing 

grades. In science, Tony had a failing grade during the second and fourth quarters but had 

passing ones during the first and third quarters. Also, Tony’s physical education grades were 

among the lowest grades he had.  

This was not the case for Tony in his seventh grade year. He had a substantial number 

of poor and failing grades. This was the school year Tony had teachers that yelled at him. 

There was only one subject in which Tony had consistent good grades. In physical education, 

Tony had straight As. The disparity in grades gives credence to why his sixth grade year 

would be more memorable for him. Tony’s grades for terms one through six and semesters 

one and two of his seventh grade year are shown in Tables 11 and 12. The District changed 

from quarters, a nine-week grading period, to terms, a six-week grading period. The semester 

grades also include final exam scores. 

 

Class Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4 
Advisory A  B+ A A 
Band A B B C 
Boys PE  C+ D    
Computer   A A- 
English B C- B D 
Math A- C- C D+ 
Reading A- A- A- B 
Science C- F C+ F 
Social Studies B B+ B- B+ 
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Table 11 

Tony Parker’s 2012-2013 Grades 
 

 
 
Table 12 

Tony Parker’s 2012-2013 Semester Grades 
 

 
   
 
  
  
 

  
 

 
 
 

 

Tony’s grades throughout the six terms are an indication of his effort and enthusiasm 

in class effort and engagement. Tony liked his science, math, and physical education classes. 

According to Tony, these were the classes where the teachers made him feel welcome. These 

are the classes Tony had his better grades, in although they were not consistently good. The 

Class Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4 Term 5 Term 6 
Advisory B+ C+  C B A- 
Boys PE     A A- A 
English F F F F F F 
Foreign Language B+ C- F    
Math B D D F C- F 
Reading F F F F F F 
Science C F F A D B- 
Social Studies D+ F F F F F 
Speech F F F    
Vocal Music    C F F 

Class Semester 1 Semester 2 
Advisory B B- 
Boys PE   A- 
English F F 
Foreign Language F  
Math C- F 
Reading F F 
Science F D+ 
Social Studies F F 
Speech F   
Vocal Music  F 
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classes in which Tony felt unwanted were English, reading, social studies and vocal music. 

He consistently had the most failing grades in these classes.  

Tony was not always motivated during the 2012-2013 school year. There appeared to 

be apathy in Tony’s efforts to learn. STAR test scores for Tony did not reveal growth for his 

seventh grade year. When tested in August of 2012, Tony’s grade equivalent math score was 

4.7. When tested in April of 2013, his grade equivalent score was 2.4. In reading, when tested 

in September of 2012, Tony’s reading score was 4.3. In April of 2013, his reading score was 

3.7. Tony did not make the effort to do well on his tests. 

Like I wasn’t getting in trouble. Like I wasn’t getting in trouble as much but like I 
was still getting in trouble.  
 
Like I didn’t have problems with none of my teachers at the end of the year. 
(Interview, Tony Parker, June 19, 2013) 
 

 Tony was speaking of how his school year ended well because he was not getting into 

trouble as much. He ignored his friends and stopped talking to them in class. Like other 

panelists, Tony measured his school success by the amount of trouble he had and not by his 

academic progress. He stated his grades did not reflect his learning. Tony was promoted to 

the eighth grade. He will incorporate his plan to be successful in the next school year. My 

desire for Tony is that he will be successful in school. 

Chief Keef 

 Participating in this study was Chief Keef. I met Chief Keef at Tradnal Middle School 

#2 in February. Keith had served several days of OSS and ISS. He also had multiple failing 

grades. Keef received special needs services from the Tradnal District. After reviewing 

Keef’s school data, I knew he would qualify as a study participant. What I did not know was 
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that Keef would be moved to Tradnal’s alternative school by the time the panel interviews 

began.  

Keef enrolled in the Tradnal School District as a fourth grader in 2009 and has 

attended Tradnal schools ever since. From the beginning of the school year through early 

April, Keith served 24 days of OSS and 33 days of ISS. While attending the alternative 

school, Keef received three referrals for behavior that resulted in being temporarily removed 

from the classroom. Those referrals were for classroom incidents, and the problem area 

identified for the incidents was disrespect. During the year, Keef had 24 absences from 

school.  

The first interview with Keef was to take place at the local library. Keef suggested a 

time of 8:00 a.m. Saturday morning. I arrived at Keef’s house and picked him up. Keef and I 

had breakfast at Wendy’s. We contemplated beginning the interview at Wendy’s, but 

Wendy’s was very noisy this particular morning. After breakfast, we drove to the library. The 

library, however, was not open yet, so we sat in the parking lot. We began the interview 

while sitting in the car and continued in the library, which opened shortly after our arrival.  

On Monday you get to go over to [a local church] and play and go to the gym, and on 
every Friday you get to play the Wii. (Interview, Chief Keef, April 6, 2013) 
 
Keef was describing what made him like school. He could not completely explain the 

church arrangement. He knew that he would go there during the time of teachers’ 

professional development. Keef had just begun attending the alternative school the day prior 

to the interview. When asked what he liked about his former school, Keef’s response was, 

“Nothing, except the people there. Well, like the students I say.” Keef stated he did not like 

his former school, “because all of the teachers are messed up in the head.” The “messed up in 
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the head” description did not include Keef’s sixth grade teachers, however. It only included 

his seventh grade ones.  

Keef received no rewards or recognitions during his sixth grade year. No experience 

stood out for him. What Keef liked about his sixth grade experience was that his teachers 

were nice. They spoke to him and talked with him (nurturing interactions). Keef’s favorite 

class as a sixth grader was physical education. He also liked science (liked classes). Keef 

enjoyed doing the labs (desired teaching strategies). 

They act like they don't see me raise my hand and ignore me and when they say 
something to me they expect.... they wonder why I'm ignoring them, and yeah that's 
it. Or I ask them something up close and they gotta do everything for me. I ask to get 
a piece of paper, I ask to get some hand sanitizer, they gotta do it for me. (Interview, 
Chief Keef, April 6, 2013) 

 
 In the statements above, Keef was describing how the teachers “acted retarded.” Keef 

was not trusted to do simple tasks in the classroom. The teachers did those tasks for Keef. 

When he made an effort to participate in class, Keef’s teachers ignored him. Keef 

reciprocated and ignored teachers when they spoke to him. That strategy was not successful 

for Keef, especially in his differentiated reading class. Many times, he was sent out of the 

classroom (responses to behavior).  

 Keef also did not like his English class. He encountered problems there, too. Keef 

stated his teacher treated him like a slave. He clarified that statement by explaining that his 

English teacher had Keef run errands, although, “every time I always had my hand down.” 

He would be asked to do tasks such as take papers to the office (responses to behavior). 

When I asked Keef if anyone else was sent to take papers to the front office, his response was 

“no.” A change Keef wanted his principal to make in order for learning to improve for all 
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was to replace teachers who seemed to have problems with everybody with teachers that had 

a better attitude. 

 There were no good or positive school experiences that Keef cherished or 

remembered. He had none during his seventh grade year or his sixth grade year. Keef could 

not recall one from his fifth grade year. Keef did have some negative experiences that he 

remembered, however. He remembered cursing out one teacher. Keef remembered telling 

another teacher to shut up.  

The interviews with Keef did not last as long as the other panel members. I would 

begin to lose Keef’s attention. He would become easily distracted after a while. During the 

first interview held in the library, Keef asked to get on the computers. He had a library card. I 

told him we could stay while he had some computer time, but he did not have his card with 

him and the librarians would not allow him access to the computers without it. 

I went to observe Keef at his new school. As I was being taken to his class, Keef was 

being taken to a buddy room. Keef took a seat at a desk separated by a partition. He had a 

brief conversation with an instructional assistant (IA) in the room, and then the IA moved 

away. Keef did very little while in the buddy room. Keef was asked if he had his think-

sheet—a sheet of questions given to a student to elicit thought on their actions that were seen 

as disruptive. Keef’s response was, “I didn’t do nothing.” Keef sat and did very little during 

the time of this observation. 

 Keef was more productive during another observation at his new school. There were 

ten students in Keef’s classroom. He was working with another student on an assignment 

(desired teaching strategies). Keef’s chair was next to an adult’s desk. The desk could have 

been the teacher’s or the IA’s. Keef and his partner worked together on problems from the 
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sheet. Occasionally, the partner would raise his hand for teacher assistance, and there was 

discussion between the IA, Keef, and the partner student. Keef was actively involved in this 

lesson. 

Later during this observation, Keef raised his hand for the teacher, but the teacher did 

not see him. He let out a sigh after a while and put his head down. Keef is another student 

who benefited from step-by-step instruction (desired teaching strategies). He became 

frustrated easily. A few minutes passed, and the teacher came to his desk and kneeled down 

and asked him questions. There was a brief discussion, and the teacher moved on. One 

student stated that she liked this teacher because he was the only one she had that took time 

out to explain (desired teaching strategies). Keef named another teacher and stated that 

teacher was nice too. Keef let out a sigh and stated, “I don’t get this.” The girl who had 

complimented the teacher, raised her hand and told the IA that she had heard Keef say he 

didn’t understand and asked if she would help him.  

The observed comparisons of teachers Keef and the other student made were based 

on the assistance they received from them. Keef was not the only student in the alternative 

setting who held step-by-step instruction in high regard. The female student demonstrated her 

regard by saying she liked this teacher because he was the only one she had that took time 

out to explain. Keef named another teacher who was “nice” based on the teacher’s 

willingness to assist him. The young lady also recognized and pointed out Keef’s frustration 

with the assignment to adults in the classroom and asked if someone would assist Keef. Even 

when frustrated, Keef participated in this class’s activities. 

Keef’s second interview was planned to be concise. Keef was a student on 

medication(s) who did not like taking them and did not always take them. He stated the 
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medications had a negative effect on him, but he could not describe the effect he felt. Of all 

the panelists, Keef’s interviews were the shortest, as I could not maintain his focus for long 

periods. Even while he was medicated, I did not know if I could keep Keef’s attention, and I 

had no idea when he was taking his medications and when he was not. However, even when 

Keef was losing focus, he was always cordial.  

Between the first and second interviews, Keef had a series of behavioral incidents that 

caused the family great concern. Keef was not taking his medication(s). He had taken the 

keys to his grandfather’s truck and attempted to drive down the street. Keef was a middle 

school student and had not learned to drive. Needless to say, he wrecked the truck and a 

neighbor’s car. There was some money missing from the house. No one could say exactly 

who had taken the money, but all eyes were looking at Keef. Keef had also begun staying out 

late. Just a few nights before the second interview took place, Keef had stayed out all night. 

Keef’s guardian apprised me of his actions the morning I came to pick him up for his second 

interview. 

I believe Keef’s guardian informed me of Keef’s actions for two reasons. The first 

reason was, of course, to apprise me of Keef’s most recent behaviors. The second reason 

however, was to caution me, as we were about to embark on the second interview. Our 

second interview, which took place at Wendy’s, went very well. As I mentioned, the second 

interview was planned to be concise, and it was. After we finished the interview and our 

meal, Keef asked, “Do you want me to clean up?” I replied with a yes, but I was somewhat 

surprised. Here was this person who had been staying out late at night, wrecked a truck, and 

possibly stole money, volunteering to clean the table and take the trays up to the tray 
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depository. When I shared that information with his guardian, she expressed a feeling of hope 

that all was not lost with Keef. 

My old school was dumb and my new school is fun. (Interview, Chief Keef, June 15, 
2013) 
 
Keef was making a comparison of his old school and his new school. Keef’s 

relationships with teachers at his new school were not good but were okay. When asked why 

his relationships were not good, Keef’s response was, “Because they’re teachers.” Keef later 

added, “All teachers is mean.” For Keef, it was us against them—students versus teachers. I 

have no idea whether Keef developed his view of teachers because of some negative 

experiences very early in his school life, because of his need for medication(s), or a 

combination of both. For Keef, being a teacher made you an adversary. As an adversary, you 

had to gain Keef’s trust.  

Yeah I have but she’s not my teacher but she go to that school. She’s a teacher but 
she not my teacher.  

 
She do everything. And then when….if you….she’ll try her hardest to get you back to 
class. Some teachers will just let you stay in there all year. She’ll try her hardest to 
get you back to class. (Interview, Chief Keef, June 15, 2013) 

 
 Keef was describing a teacher that was “nice.” Keef scrutinized his personal 

interactions with teachers. The person he was describing was not his teacher, as Keef 

mentioned, but was an interventionist. The interventionist was nice because she worked hard 

to get Keef back into class when he had been sent out. Being nice is important to him. Keef 

stated the interventionist stressed the importance of being in class. The importance of 

learning was not outside of Keef”s grasp.  

 Keef knew what type of interactions with teachers he preferred. Keef liked when 

teachers would let him know what he was doing correctly or incorrectly. He liked being 
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complimented. Even in terms of his behavior, Keef wanted to know what it was he was doing 

that was undesirable. He stated it would help him change his behavior. In his new school I 

observed Keef grab a stack of papers, walk up near the trashcan, and then ask if he could 

throw his papers away. Keef was informed that he needed to raise his hand and be given 

permission to go to the trashcan. He went back to his seat, raised his hand, and received 

permission to throw the papers away. As Keef told his story, he would leave one with the 

impression that previously, his behaviors had not always been explained, just responded to. 

Keef felt that school was good for him when he had good grades. His grades at the 

new school were improved. There is a difference between Keef’s first semester grades from 

his former school where, in his opinion, “the teachers were messed up in the head” and the 

second semester grades from his new school. Keef attended his former school for terms one 

through three of the first semester. Terms four through six and his second semester grades 

represent his latter school learning. Keef’s grades for terms one through six and semesters 

one and two of his seventh grade year (semester grades include final exam scores) are shown 

in Tables 13 and 14. 

Keef’s STAR test scores reveal little growth for the school year. His grade equivalent 

math score when tested in August of 2012 was 3.2. When tested in April of 2013, Keef’s 

grade equivalent score was 3.4. In reading, when tested in September of 2012, Keef’s reading 

score was 3.3. In April of 2013, his reading score was 3.0. Through all of Keef’s adversity in 

school, Keef feels he is a good student. I desire a successful school year for Chief Keef as an 

eighth grader. 
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Table 13 

Chief Keef’s 2012-2013 Grades 

     
 

 
 

Table 14 

Chief Keef’s 2012-2013 Semester Grades 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Former School Grades                    Current School Grades 
Class Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4 Term 5 Term 6 
Advisory D D+ C - - - 
Boys PE  A A A - - - 
Communication Arts - - - B D C+ 
English B+ F F - - - 
Math F F F C- D- D 
Math Applications - - - A B- B+ 
Reading F D+ F F A- B- 
Recreational Instruction D+ F F F F F 
Science C D- F A D+ C 
Social Studies D- F F A D D 
Speech F F D - - - 

 Former School Grades Current School Grades 
Class Semester 1 Semester 2 
Advisory D+ - 
Boys PE A - 
Communication Arts - C+ 
English F - 
Math F D 
Math Applications - B+ 
Reading F B 
Recreational Instruction - F 
Science F C 
Social Studies F D 
Speech F  - 
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Kevin Durant 

 Another student who comprised the panel for this study was Kevin Durant. Kevin was 

underachieving. Kevin enrolled in the Tradnal School District as a sixth grader in 2011 and 

has attended schools in the Tradnal District ever since. Kevin Durant had his share of 

academic grades that were Ds and Fs. Kevin served three day of OSS and 22 days of ISS 

during the course of the school year.  

Kevin received 20 referrals for behavior during the 2012-2013 school year. Nine of 

those referrals were for classroom incidents. Six were unclassified or unknown incidents, and 

four were in the hallways. The problem area identified for six of the 20 referrals was for 

disrespect. Between September and January, Kevin was sent out of classes to buddy rooms 

six times. During the year, Kevin had three absences from school.  

Kevin has received recognitions in school. Kevin was recognized during his seventh 

grade year for raising his grade point average and for perfect attendance. He received similar 

recognitions during his fifth grade year. There were no recognitions for Kevin in the sixth 

grade. A memorable school moment, according to Kevin, occurred during the first semester 

of his seventh grade year when he was able to maintain his grades for a semester and not 

have failing grades. This statement was almost completely accurate. Kevin did have one F for 

the first semester. However, he was still proud of his efforts and their outcome. 

Uh sometimes I think it’s just [pause] boring, but other times like I think about like 
it’s giving me an education and I’m learning. But like the teachers like they 
sometimes get on my nerves. (Interview, Kevin Durant, April 26, 2013) 

 
While he felt bored at times, there were classes Kevin enjoyed. He enjoyed the 

classes where the activities connected him to his learning (desired teaching strategies). One 

such class was social studies. It was a class in which he was more attentive. Kevin stated he 
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liked writing and learning about “a lot of cool stuff such as the Great Wall of China. I just 

think some of it is cool.” Kevin had other favorites, such as his speech class. He enjoyed 

giving the how-to speeches in which the students went in front of the class and demonstrated 

something they could do well. He also liked making the commemorative speech. Kevin’s 

speech was on Kobe Bryant.  

Another class Kevin enjoyed was physical education. He liked moving around and 

staying in shape. The act of Kevin being affirmed in his physical education class was 

observed. The class was outside playing a game of flag football. During the game, Kevin 

eluded a tackler and scored a touchdown. He ran up to the teacher and shouted, “Did you see 

that move?” The teacher acknowledged seeing Kevin score and complimented him. Kevin 

rejoined the team and continued the game. Kevin wanted to attend classes where he was 

recognized and had a sense of purpose.  

Like I think the experiments are cool cause like we did one experiment where like we 
like put a little water in a can and you sit it like on like you let it get hot. And then 
like I forget how it like it like crushes together. 

 
And then we had did another experiment where you gotta make the light glow. You 
have to put it on something metal and you gotta see what it attaches to. I just like the 
experiments. (Interview, Kevin Durant, April 26, 2013) 
 
In the statements above, Kevin shared his feeling about the experiments that took 

place in his science class (liked classes). He enjoyed his science class and those activities 

(desired teaching strategies), and embraced learning. Kevin even attended learning activities 

at a community center outside of school time. He participated in the robotics.  

 I observed Kevin in his science classroom. As I entered, Kevin worked at a table with 

another student. Most of the tables had pairs of students working together (desired teaching 

strategies). The teacher went to Kevin and asked, “What do you have done? Do you have 
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your vocabulary?” After standing at Kevin’s table for a few seconds, the teacher walked 

away. Kevin looked in his backpack and found a paper. He raised his hand and then walked 

over to the teacher, giving the teacher the document he had located in his backpack. The 

teacher looked at it and stated, “Very good.” The teacher continued looking at the paper and 

then stated, “Awesome!” (nurturing interactions) 

 Later during the class, the teacher, recording grades, circled back to Kevin’s table. I 

overheard the teacher say to Kevin, “I don’t remember seeing that assignment, but I’ll give 

you credit for it.” The teacher looked at Kevin’s other work and complimented him. As the 

end of the class period neared, Kevin was asked to collect the papers the students worked on. 

The teacher stated, “Go for it, Kevin. You are superman.” (nurturing interactions). Kevin 

hurriedly collected the papers as the class was dismissed. He gave the teacher the papers and 

the teacher thanked him. 

 Kevin responded to the affirmation he received in his science class. He received 

compliments there and was given responsibility. He felt valued by his teacher. The teacher 

demonstrated trust or grace with Kevin. The teacher told Kevin that he did not remember 

seeing an assignment Kevin said was submitted, but the teacher would give him credit for it. 

Kevin’s instructional days did not always transpire in the manner described above. In 

fact, the day the first interview was conducted with Kevin, he had an interesting day at 

school. According to Kevin:  

Yeah, I was in I.S.S. today 
 

Because this teacher she uh like her butt hit the side of my face and she didn’t say 
excuse me and she didn’t say sorry and I asked her I was like, “You know you just 
put your butt in my face, right?” And she said, “Really? On a first day back?” And 
then uh she wrote me up and like I got I.S.S. for three days. (Interview, Kevin Durant, 
April 26, 2013) 
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This interaction took place in Kevin’s English class. This was a class Kevin did not like. 

When asked why he did not like his English class, Kevin replied that the teacher ignored him 

whenever he had a question, needed assistance, or wanted to provide an answer.  

The discipline report indicated the teacher’s account of the incident, which was that 

she brushed by Kevin and he questioned the teacher asking, “Did you just wipe you ass on 

my head?” The account indicated Kevin asked, “You know you just put your butt on my 

face, right?” Both accountings of the behavior, from the aspect of the teacher hearing Kevin’s 

comment and the aspect of the student hearing no apology, represent a level of disrespect. 

Kevin received ISS for the amount of disrespect he demonstrated (RB). Kevin stated there 

were some teachers that did not like him and he did not like those teachers. Kevin believed 

teachers blamed him for actions he did not commit, and when he attempted to give an 

explanation for what occurred, teachers became angrier with him. The English class was not 

the only class in which Kevin had problems. 

Yeah, she….she picks on me. Like it was like it was last week like she said I was 
clicking my pen and I never even had a pen. And she like she says I give her the look. 
Cause last year the teachers always said I give them the look like “Really?” Like it’s 
like I give them a look like “You’re really making a fool of yourself right now.” So 
they say I give them the look and she’ll uh. Like she’s supposed to be a reading 
teacher so I didn’t think she would skip any words whenever she’s reading a book so 
ah like I told her like she missed a word and she’ll get real mad and she’ll say, “I 
know my job. I know what I’m doing.” Alright. And she’s just….she’s just always 
mad at me for some reason. (Interview, Kevin Durant, April 26, 2013) 
 
But in reading the only reason I got a F in there is because she kept making me redo 
all my work because I wrote in pink pen. So she was, “that was the only thing I had to 
write with?” Like every time I asked her for a pencil for work she’d didn’t have one. 
She said you gotta ask somebody else and I’d ask somebody else and they’s say they 
didn’t have one and I’d just use a pink pen and she kept making me redo it and redo it 
and redo it so I didn’t get it turned in on time. (Interview, Kevin Durant, June 17, 
2013)  
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 Kevin was describing interactions between him and his teacher. These occurrences 

took place in his reading class with one of the teachers Kevin felt did not like him. And, as 

one could surmise, this is a teacher Kevin did not like. Kevin mentioned giving some of his 

teachers “the look.” He described the implication of the look as, “You’re really making a fool 

of yourself right now.” From the office referrals Kevin received, it is recorded in his 

discipline log that his look was deemed disrespectful and described as “looking daggers” and 

“mean looks.” Kevin reciprocated the dislike he felt he received. 

Oh, like Mr. [Teacher’s name] he said that if you get sent out of any of your classes 
or a zero, then you would be in shut down with Ms. [Interventionist’s name] until you 
earned all of your classes back. And like I was in shut down with Ms. 
[Interventionist’s name] for three months and then after that incident whenever they 
gave me O.S.S., I was in Ms. [Interventionist’s name] for another three months, or 
basically for the rest of the school year. (Interview, Kevin Durant, June 17, 2013) 
 

As Kevin indicated, he spent a considerable amount of time out of the instructional 

environment because of the responses to his behaviors. Kevin stated he spent the last three 

months of school being shut down or in refocus. Kevin stated: 

I had uh because the substitute I kept trying to tell her I was like we already did like 
everybody was trying to tell her that we already did the work and we already did the 
work and like she just started yelling. I was like we just trying to tell you that we 
already did the work and Mr. [Teacher’s name] he already gave it to us. And she said 
what is your name and I was like it’s right there in the book. You just said my name 
and I said here. And she tried like she just started yelling at me. I was like alright 
whatever. So then I had somebody else book. It was like one of the classroom books 
and like I threw it on the table well I didn’t throw it like I just set it down on my table 
and she got scared. And she had sent me out and I went uhh to Ms. [Interventionist’s 
name] room and then like four weeks later Mr. [Teacher’s name] he said something to 
me about it and he sent me to Ms. [Interventionist’s name] room. And I was in Ms. 
[Interventionist’s name] room until I earned all my classes back. (Interview, Kevin 
Durant, June 17, 2013) 
 
For Kevin, being shut down (responses to behavior) and earning classes back is a 

process in which the student is removed from all classes and is placed in the Recovery room. 
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After time in the Recovery room, the student attends one class. If the student successfully 

attends that class, then another is added the next day. This continues until the student is 

attending all of his or her scheduled classes. If the student demonstrates they cannot be 

successful behaviorally in the last class added, then, in principle, the student should attend 

the last number of classes they were successful in. According to Kevin Durant, this process 

lasted three months for him. His statement was verified with the Interventionist in the 

Recovery room. 

 Kevin’s classroom experiences were not all the same. Kevin had teachers that he did 

not like and he felt they did not like him. The relationships Kevin had with teachers in his 

reading and English classes wee contentious. His grades in those classes reflected his effort. 

It appeared that early on, Kevin made good efforts in his reading and English class, but as 

time went on and his relationships deteriorated, Kevin’s grades suffered. He had consistent 

failing grades.  

Kevin enjoyed his science, social studies, and physical education classes. His grades 

in those classes reflect efforts to achieve throughout the school year. In all probability, all of 

his grades suffered because of the time he spent in recovery and I.S.S. with the exception of 

physical education. While his grades fluctuated, there were highs and lows in the classes in 

which he felt he was valued. Kevin’s grades for terms one through six and semesters one and 

two of his seventh grade year are shown in Tables 15 and 16 (the semester grades also 

include final exam scores). 
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Table 15 

Kevin Durant’s 2012-2013 Grades 

 
 
 

Table 16 

Kevin Durant’s 2012-2013 Semester Grades 
 

  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Kevin’s STAR test scores reveal some growth for the school year. His grade 

equivalent math score when tested in August of 2012 was 4.2. When tested in April of 2013, 

Kevin’s grade equivalent score was 4.4. In reading, when tested in August of 2012, Kevin’s 

Class Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4 Term 5 Term 6 
Advisory F C+ D+ F F F 
Boys PE     A A A 
Differentiated Reading B F B F F F 
English B F F F F F 
Fam. & Consumer Sci. C B- B    
Foreign Language B- B B    
Math D- D+ D D B- D 
Science F B- B+ F F D+ 
Social Studies C F D+ C+ D D 
Speech    B+ F C 

Class Semester 1 Semester 2 
Advisory D  F 
Boys PE   A 
Differentiated Reading C-  F 
English F F 
Family & Consumer Science B  
Foreign Language B  
Math D D 
Science  C- F 
Social Studies D- D+ 
Speech  C 
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reading score was 5.2. When tested in April of 2013, his reading score was 5.6. Kevin has 

been promoted to the eighth grade. 

I think I’m gonna be successful if I start doing the right thing and not get in trouble no 
more. I think I can be a successful person. (Interview, Kevin Durant, July 6, 2013) 

 
Kevin has a plan to be successful the next school year. He plans to do all of his work and 

focus on improving his behavior and attitude. Kevin will ignore those actions by his teachers 

that would have annoyed him previously and visit with friends later. I hope for Kevin that his 

plan is an effective one. 

Phillip 

Phillip was a student who served as a panel member for this study. He enrolled in the 

Tradnal School District as a fourth grader in 2010 and attended Tradnal elementary schools 

until the fall of 2011. Phillip re-enrolled in the Tradnal School District in August of 2012. As 

a student attending Tradnal Middle School #1, Phillip received 19 referrals for behavior 

during the 2012-2013 school year. Nine of those referrals were for classroom incidents. Five 

were for incidents that occurred in common areas. The problem area identified for nine of the 

19 referrals was for disrespect.  

Phillip had just three absences from school but served 18 days of in-school 

suspension (ISS) during the course of the school year. During a period between September 

and March, Phillip was sent out of classes to buddy rooms 12 times. Of those twelve times, 

he was sent out of class eight times by one single teacher. For three of the remaining four 

times, Phillip was sent out of class by another single teacher. Phillip’s grades were poor, and 

he was underachieving. 
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It did not take long for Phillip and I to establish a rapport. Initially, his mother 

brought Phillip to McDonald’s for the interview, and I took him home. After the first 

interview, however, Phillip rode to and from the interview sites with me. Phillip was a very 

likable young man. 

It’s good but like sometime the teachers… 
 

 Like they don’t listen to you. Like when you ask a question they don’t answer you. 
That’s how when we raise our hands in class and stuff they don’t….that’s how people 
usually speak out cause when we raise our hand they don’t call on us. (Interview, 
Phillip, April 11, 2013) 

 
 Phillip was describing his feelings about school in the statements above. Phillip likes 

school but he does not like being ignored by his teachers (indifferent interactions). He has 

been recognized for having perfect attendance and he has also been on the honor roll. Still, 

this school year is different for Phillip. Last year, as a sixth grader, his teachers listened to 

Phillip more. His teachers were nicer. They spoke each student individually to assist in their 

learning. Phillip’s sixth grade teachers would show interest in his activities outside of school 

(nurturing interactions). 

Phillip mentioned that he had one or two teachers who demonstrated that same 

interest in him his seventh grade year as his teachers did when he was in sixth grade. One of 

those teachers was Phillip’s speech teacher. This was a teacher who talked to Phillip and 

listened to him. The other teacher was a math teacher Phillip had as a sixth grader. When 

asked what Phillip liked about math, Phillip said: 

I just like the way she teach. Like she will go over examples. After she go over 
examples she asks us if we got any questions and then if we got questions then she 
explain ’em. Like if we got questions she explains step by step by step about the 
instructions that we have. And then she, like, ask if there are any more questions and 
everybody’ll say no. And if any people got any more questions she keep going over 
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them step by step by step to make sure that we get it. And she do it as a class. 
(Interview, Phillip, April 11, 2013) 
 

Phillip enjoyed the classes in which his teacher checked for understanding and provided 

assistance to him (desired teaching strategies). 

 Phillip enjoyed other classes also. He liked his social studies and science classes 

(liked classes). Learning about the old days and what people did differently from the past to 

the present interested Phillip. Phillip could not explain why he enjoyed his science class 

exactly. His science class was not boring, but it was not fun either. However, Phillip learned 

in there easily. The class, according to Phillip, was a little fun. The teacher recognized 

students when their hands were raised, and he explained the subject well to students. Phillip 

enjoyed learning about things such as the solar system and doing the labs (desired teaching 

strategies). In addition, the students were allowed to work with partners (desired teaching 

strategies). Phillip appeared to have or feel success when he thoroughly understood what was 

being asked of him instructionally. 

Phillip had good experiences at school. One of Phillip’s memorable experiences 

during this school year was being successful at something he had never attempted before. 

This was Phillip’s first year competing in track, and he did not think he would be good at it. 

The coach encouraged Phillip to try out for track, telling him he would excel at the sport. 

Phillip stated at his first meet he was nervous, and his competitors were fast. Phillip received 

encouragement from the coach to compete, and he beat them. The confidence and faith in 

Phillip shown by the coach is what Phillip will remember. 

 Phillip was observed at a track meet. He came up to me and spoke. Phillip’s 

interactions observed at a track meet were very positive. When his coach gave the team 
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instructions, Phillip followed them without question. I could not see where Phillip placed in 

the events he ran, but Phillip ran competitively and was near the lead when he passed my 

location. Phillip’s participation in the meets was observed from a distance as I was observing 

and also supervising the track event. As stated previously, his track coach believed in him 

and encouraged him. The coach’s actions were rewarded by Phillip’s contributions to the 

track team.  

Like, when teachers like, there are certain times when teachers try to like, I don’t 
know how to explain it, they try to get you in trouble. 
 
They say things. Like they try to find every little thing to say. Like Ms., second hour, 
Ms. [Reading teacher’s name] she’s always trying to find something, she will say, she 
just be like my pants are sagging or she’ll say something like I’m talking too loud or 
I’m walking on the wrong side of the hallway or she’ll try to find something. 
(Interview, Phillip, April 11, 2013)  
 

 All of Phillip’s experiences were not positive. There were some teachers Phillip had 

difficulty with. In the statement above, Phillip explained how he felt teachers, his reading 

teacher in particular, searched for the wrong in Phillip in order to get him in trouble. 

Possibly, those teachers felt they were doing the right thing in identifying when a student was 

not following rules. For Phillip, however, it seemed as though these teachers saw little good 

in him. By always identifying what they saw as wrong, Phillip was of the opinion these 

teachers were purposely sabotaging him (indifferent interactions).  

He fared no better in the reading class. Phillip expressed that in his reading class the 

students are given the same assignments to do. According to Phillip:  

Ms. [Reading teacher] didn’t teach all she did was like she would tell us like we’ll do 
a worksheet as a class and then she’ll say something like she’ll break it down like, 
like. Like, I don’t know how to explain it, like we’ll do a worksheet as a class and 
then she’ll take it back and then next week we’ll do the same worksheet. Like the 
exact same worksheet and like we’ll test on it or something. She’ll never actually sit 
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down and like, she’ll never do it step by step by step. She never tried to agree with us 
or nothing. (Interview, Phillip, April 11, 2013) 
  

When students questioned the teacher regarding this practice, they are sent to a safe seat.  

He felt his math academy teacher also did not teach the class well. According to 

Phillip, the teacher would review the do-now exercise without asking questions. The teacher 

would provide the answers and then have the students work on problems from the accelerated 

math computer program. Phillip wanted the teacher to ask the students questions in order to 

check for understanding. He wanted his teachers to go through problems step by step (desired 

teaching strategies). 

Like they don’t listen to you. Like when you ask a question they don’t answer you. 
That’s how when we raise our hands in class and stuff they don’t….that’s how people 
usually speak out cause when we raise our hand they don’t call on us.  

 
When the teachers don’t call on you that’s when everybody, when people start yelling 
out. (Interview, Phillip, April 11, 2013) 

 
Phillip admitted to talking in class and playing with his friends—acting out, as he 

called it. Phillip, by his own admission and as observed in the classroom, liked to talk. He 

referred to talking and playing with his friends as acting out. The students who sometimes 

acted out in class were the ones the teachers ignored. Phillip stated teachers would call on 

those students who do not act out. Those omissions caused the students who were overlooked 

to blurt out responses. Students who blurted out responses, as Phillip did, were sent to safe 

seats or out to buddy rooms (responses to behavior).  

When nearing Phillip’s class for an observation of him, I witnessed him being 

escorted out of class by an assistant principal. Here is Phillip’s accounting of the incident. 

I had got I.S.S. for one day for green cards and the other one was for detention and 
then I went to the office and they said that I didn’t serve my detention. But I did so I 
went back to Ms. [Teacher] room and then she had an attitude. She was yelling and 
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stuff and then she was trying to get smart with me and stuff. I didn’t even get smart or 
nothing. I said could I go to Ms. [Interventionist] and she said no. And I told her well 
I ain’t doing the work. And then she said just do it [the work] and you can go. And I 
did it, I did the work. And she said okay. I said I’m finished, can I go now? And she 
said no. And then that’s when I said you just said I could go. You just said I could go 
when I got done with me work. And she said no, I didn’t say that. I said you just said 
it. And then I was like [Student’s name] didn’t she just say that? And he was like 
yeah. And she said you’re disrupting class. And then she tried to make me go to the 
lady next door. She said I was disrupting class. I didn’t go and that’s when Mr. 
[Assistant Principal] came in. (Interview, Phillip, April 11, 2013) 
 
Phillip was observed in his reading class. However, his reading teacher was absent 

that day, and a substitute teacher was there, so his interactions with a teacher he stated he had 

a negative relationship with were not observed. This was also Kevin Durant’s reading class. 

Phillip was talking, and the substitute called Phillip by name and told him to move to another 

seat. Phillip stated he was asking a question about the assignment and was informed by the 

teacher that he could always raise his hand and she would be willing to help him.  

While speaking with another student (Kevin Durant) the teacher stated, “Excuse me. 

Did I hear some bad language?” The question was directed at Phillip. He replied, “No.” The 

teacher stated okay. The teacher continued to walk around the room. Phillip was called again 

and was asked to move to another seat because he was talking. Phillip asked, “Who was I 

talking to? Everybody else is reading.” Phillip remained in the desk he was seated in.  

The teacher asked Phillip about an assignment, which he stated he had already 

completed. Later, Phillip placed the assignment on the desk. The teacher came by and began 

looking at the assignment. The teacher and Phillip discussed the work. I could hear Phillip’s 

voice explaining what he had done. The teacher asked questions, and Phillip responded. The 

sub moved on saying, “Okay.” She later asked Phillip, “Is that all you’re going to do?” 
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Phillip stated, “Yes, you can take it.” Shortly afterward, the bell sounded. Students stood up 

and tossed books into a crate and left the classroom.  

He wasn’t giving us a chance to ask questions. He wasn’t explaining it right. He 
wasn’t giving it detail by detail. He usually wouldn’t ask questions or help or nothing. 
He’d just show us how to do it and say do it. Then again later in the year he started 
after we, we voted umm like to go detail by detail and stuff. We started to go detail by 
little detail, asking questions after every step. Then it started working. (Interview, 
Phillip, June 6, 2013) 

 
 One of the classroom issues for Phillip was resolved during the school year. 

According to Phillip, the students began to complain about the way his math academy 

teacher instructed the class, and parents began to call. This prompted a class meeting during 

which the teacher listened to the students’ voice. After hearing from the students, Phillip 

stated the teacher asked, “What should I do?” And then everybody started giving out 

suggestions. The suggestions the students made were more partner work (desired teaching 

strategies) and less talking at the students. Phillip stated other suggestions were:  

Let us ask questions if we don’t get it after every step. Try to simplify it like he’ll do 
step by step. Like the first step he do, he’ll simplify it down like he’ll break the step 
into steps. And the next step break them into steps. And so make sure we got it. He 
make sure everybody in the class do…got it. (Interview, Phillip, June 6, 2013) 

 
The teacher listened and implemented suggestions of the students. 

I had a bad attitude cause I didn’t think teachers, I didn’t think that they had cared 
about our education, certain teachers. So if they didn’t care I didn’t think that we 
should care if they didn’t. (Interview, Phillip, June 6, 2013) 
 
Phillip was describing how he thought some of his teachers felt about student 

learning. Tatum (2005) describes Phillip’s thinking as negative reciprocity. Tatum states:  

On one hand, the student thinks the teacher does not care whether he learns, so he is 
less apt to make an effort. On the other, the teacher thinks that the student does not 
care about his learning so she puts forth minimal effort to teach him. This is a catch-
22 that leads to mutual mistrust and, in turn, to academic underperformance by the 
black male student. (p. 34) 
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In order to improve his school year, Phillip began adjusting his own attitude and becoming 

more positive. His adjustments were spurred by conversations with his mother, an outside 

basketball coach, his track coach in school, and a math teacher he had in his sixth grade year. 

According to Phillip, this math teacher stayed after school to assist him and sometimes would 

work with him during her planning period. This math teacher worked with Phillip similarly 

when he was a sixth grader and offered Phillip the same type of assistance during his seventh 

grade year, even though she did not have him as a student. 

Phillip appreciated this teacher’s actions. He stated, “I thought it was good. Cause it 

meant like she cared about our learning.” Because his teacher, coaches, and mother cared, 

Phillip cared more and did better. He declared, “Like teachers started looking at me more as a 

good student than as a student that’s always getting smart and acting up and getting sent out 

of class and they tried to work with me more.” Phillip’s adjustment worked, and his school 

year ended well for him. Phillip stated he was able to move out of the remedial classes 

(Differentiated Reading and Math Academy) he was enrolled in. 

Phillip was promoted to the eighth grade. Phillip’s grades for terms one through six 

and semesters one and two of his seventh grade year are shown in Tables 17 and 18 

(semester grades include final exam scores). 

Phillip’s STAR test scores reveal growth for the school year. His grade equivalent 

math score when tested in August of 2012 was 4.2 (fourth grade and two months). When 

tested in May of 2013, Phillip’s grade equivalent score was 6.2 (sixth grade and two months). 

In reading, when tested in August of 2012, Phillip’s reading score was 5.1. When tested in 

April of 2013, his reading score was 6.3. 
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Table 17 

Phillip’s 2012-2013 Grades 

 
 

 
Table 18 

Phillip’s 2012-2013 Semester Grades 
 

  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

It appears the adjustments made by Phillip made a difference in his learning. The 

influence of his caring adults created a more caring student. Most of Phillip’s grades that 

were on a decline had resurgence. The efforts taken by his math teacher to listen to student 

voices also impacted Phillip’s learning. If you listen to children, they tell you how to teach 

Class Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4 Term 5 Term 6 
Advisory A A A A A A 
Boys PE  A A A    
Differentiated Reading  B+  B+  B+  B+ D B 
English B  C+  B-  D+  B+  B+ 
Math C F F C C+ D 
Math Academy B+ B+ B A B- D- 
Science A B- B+ D-  C+  D+ 
Social Studies A- C+ F B C  D+ 
Speech    B B  C- 

Class Semester 1 Semester 2 
Advisory A  A 
Boys PE A    
Differentiated Reading B  C+ 
English C+  B 
Math F  C- 
Math Academy  B+ C+ 
Science A-  D+ 
Social Studies C- C+ 
Speech    B- 
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them (Kunjufu, 2002). For Phillip, knowing teachers listened and cared made a big 

difference. 

Observations in Common Areas 

The important fact that emerged from observations of the panel members as they 

passed between classes was that the hallway passing provided students with some social 

time. I witnessed no interactions with teachers in the hallways as the students traversed from 

one class to the next. The panel members walked and talked with friends through the 

hallways, and their behaviors did not differ from the other members of the student 

population. Panel members who passed me would acknowledge me and I would 

acknowledge them with a smile and a nod of the head. In my attempts to not appear obvious 

that I was observing particular students, I followed from a distance, and that distance did not 

allow me to witness interactions with teachers that occurred at the threshold of the classroom 

they entered.  

 The observations of the panel members as they ate lunch in the school cafeterias were 

similar to those in the hallways. Cafeteria procedures were routine and comparable in both 

schools. Teachers brought their classes into the cafeterias, and the students would go through 

the serving areas and then sit at their assigned tables. The teacher would move on to have 

their duty-free lunch. There would be a school administrator and assigned teacher supervisors 

to monitor students as they ate and interacted.  

The participants would talk with classmates and eat their lunch. Their actions were 

identical to those of other students. None of the students were spoken to regarding behaviors, 

and lunch, from a behavioral point of view, was uneventful. From a social point of view, 

however, this time was large. All students, not just the panelists, enjoyed the autonomy of 
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lunch. The ability to speak with classmates when they wanted to speak was much 

appreciated. Again, I attempted to keep my observations from being obvious, and the 

distance I maintained prevented me from hearing students’ conversations. The expressions 

and smiles on their faces were clear indications of their contentment. 

Discussion 

 Several prominent themes emerged from this study as the panelists told their story. 

These themes were school relationships, teaching expectations, and responses to behavior. 

The first theme was the school relationships. Overall, the panelists liked school or had 

positive feelings about school (student affect). School was a place where they came to learn. 

The panelists saw learning as essential to them having a successful life.  

 Children from a collectivistic society see learning as a one-time process that is 

reserved for the young who must learn how to do things in order to participate in society 

(Rothstein-Fisch & Trumbull, 2008). In telling how he felt about school, Kevin Durant 

stated, “Uh sometimes I think it’s just [pause] boring, but other times like I think about, like 

it’s giving me an education and I’m learning.” Learning is defined in this study as the 

acquisition of skills and knowledge that will enable one to express her or himself artistically, 

linguistically, and scientifically, and develop ideas into concrete form (Anyon, 1983).   

Kevin Durant did not speak of his learning in terms of acquiring skills and 

knowledge. He spoke of his learning as something being given to him. School was giving 

Kevin an education. This type of teaching and learning is referred to as the transmission 

model (Williams, 2003). It is described as de-contextualized instruction that is delivered by 

the teacher. The transmission model hampers the development of analytic and conceptual 
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skills and disempowers students of color (Williams, 2003). But, as Rio maintained, “It’s 

something I have to do. I don’t mind doing it. I feel good about it everyday. It’s cool.” 

These panel members defined what a good year was for them in their classes. A 

finding that surfaced was these students were measuring their school success by their ability 

to stay in class. This assessment negated the focus that should have been on learning and 

directed it on behaviors. So, a good day did not translate into learning anything particularly, 

only being able to remain in class. Examples of this were found when panelists were asked 

how their school year went: 

Well it ended good. I didn’t get in trouble at the end of the end of the school year. I 
tried to stay out of trouble. (Interview, Kevin Durant, June 17, 2013) 
 
Like I wasn’t getting in trouble. Like I wasn’t getting in trouble as  much but like I 
was still getting in trouble. (Tony Parker, June 19, 2013) 

 
Umm, good actually because last year, I didn’t get to go to school for the last two 
weeks, but this year I made it to the last day. (Rio, June 23, 2013) 

 
 Another finding that comes to the forefront is that depending on the teacher, the view 

of relationships with teachers and these African American male students vary. There are 

classes in which these African American male students will work hard because they view 

their relationship with the teacher as positive.  

’Cause in sixth grade Ms. [Teacher’s name] always used to come and like she told me 
if I ever needed help, come to her. And I used to stay after school and work with her 
and stuff. (Phillip, June 6, 2013) 
 
Even last year. He's a good teacher. The only thing he wanted me to do is participate, 
and I can do that. Math is easy for me. (Rio, June 23, 2013) 
 
It was one time I was like real behind whenever I had got OSS and one time I was 
real behind and I caught up like he gave me all my work and I started catching up and 
he said I caught up and I started catching up real fast (Kevin Durant, June 17, 2013) 
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There are certain teachers these African American male students struggle to learn from 

because they have negative relationships with them and the students may spend considerable 

time not-learning in those classes. As Herb Kohl (1994) maintains:  

Many youngsters who ask impertinent questions, listen to their teachers in order to 
contradict them, and do not take homework or tests seriously are practiced not-
learners….Some push things so far that they get put in special classes or get thrown 
out of school. In all of these cases the youngsters’ minds are never engaged in 
learning what the teacher is trying to teach. On that level no failure is possible since 
there has been no attempt to learn. (p. 28)  
 

The Black male students on this panel were able to successfully not-learn. Illustrations of 

not-learning can be found in these excerpts:  

But in reading the only reason I got a F in there is because she kept making me redo 
all my work because I wrote in pink pen. So she was, “that was the only thing I had to 
write with?” Like every time I asked her for a pencil for work she’d didn’t have one. 
She said you gotta ask somebody else and I’d ask somebody else and they’s say they 
didn’t have one and I’d just use a pink pen and she kept making me redo it and redo it 
and redo it so I didn’t get it turned in on time. (Kevin Durant, June 17, 2013)  
 
It was, it was this umm, vocal music teacher, extra curriculum. We had it like back 
and forth. Her name is Ms. [Teacher’s name] and we had it back and forth. She did 
not, well I did not like her neither. She did not like me. So it was back and forth. And 
I talked a lot so I’d get kicked out of her class like everyday. (Rio, April 14, 2013) 
 

All of the time these students spent out of class may not be attributed to the process of not-

learning, but based on their statements and their teachers’ responses. Not-learning was an 

integral contributor to their time out of the instructional environment.  

Figure 11 and Table 19 display the attendance rates of the panelists and the amount of 

time spent in I.S.S. or as O.S.S. Attendance was not a problem for them. While the figure and 

table indicate the amount of time spent out of the instructional environment, they also clearly 

indicate the days the students attended school. Their attendance in class is indicated by the 

purple color. The panelists had few personal absences as indicated by the color green. The 
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other color indicators represent time out of class for either in-school suspension or out-of-

school suspension. Absent in their discipline logs were reports of truancy or skipping class. 

These students were making the daily effort to be present at school.  

 

 

Figure 11. Panel Members 2012-2013 Attendance Rates. Source: Tradnal School District 
 
 
 

Table 19 
 

Panel Members’ 2012-2013 OSS/ISS Totals 
 

Student Total Absences Days OSS Days ISS 

Clay Matthews 20 3 15 

Chief Keef 24 24 33 

Kevin Durant 3 3 22 

Phillip 3 0 18 

Rio 6 3 10 

Tony Parker 13 11 16 

Total 69 44 114 
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Although not included in  Table 19, there were over 140 incidents of these students being 

sent to a buddy room. This added to the time that panel members were out of the instructional 

environment.  

An aspect that is missing from the schooling of these study participants, as well as 

other students of color and possibly students in general, is the aspect of caring. Caring, 

intertwined in the educational processes of the panel members, would have significant 

influence on the learning of these students. According to Noddings (1992), “To care and be 

cared for are fundamental needs.…at every stage we need to be cared for in the sense that we 

need to be understood, received, respected, recognized.” (p. xi). Participants in this study 

would have fared better if they constantly felt understood, received, respected, and 

recognized. 

The aspect of caring was important to the African American male students who 

participated in this study. Phillip admits, “I had a bad attitude cause I didn’t think teachers, I 

didn’t think that they had cared about our education, certain teachers. So if they didn’t care, I 

didn’t think that we should care, if they didn’t.” It is difficult to imagine the amount of time 

lost on learning when the student has this affect. It is also difficult to imagine the amount of 

effort Phillip could have put forth had he felt all of his teachers cared.  

These students sought classrooms that were socially just. When fairness was not 

present and they were wrongly accused or unjustly accused, they viewed their accuser as a 

person who did not care for or about them. The participants in this study reported no problem 

when accepting consequences for their behavior when presented in a socially just classroom. 

African Americans see both care and justice that is associated with school success as 
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necessary for their children’s development (Siddle Walker & Snarey, 2004). Phillip spoke of 

a time when he was sent out of the classroom for arguing that a teacher had made a promise 

the teacher denied making. Even when other students confirmed the teacher had made the 

promise, Phillip was sent out for arguing. As Noguera (2008) says, “The trouble with Black 

boys is that too often they are placed in schools where their needs for nurturing, support, and 

loving discipline are not met” (p. xxi). 

  Even though they have had some negative relationships with teachers and have done 

some not-learning, the panelists stated they have learned more in their classes than the grades 

they have received or that their year-end outcomes reflect. These panel members do not see 

themselves as bad people. Following are statements from panelists describing how they feel 

about themselves based on their interactions with teachers.   

I’m a cool person until I get pee’d off and then that’s where the blunt (directness) 
comes in…..If I put something in my head I’m gonna do it. (Rio, July 1, 2013) 
 
I see myself as a good person. I work hard. I do good in class. It’s just I easily get 
distracted. (Clay Matthews, July 3, 2013) 
 
I think I’m gonna be successful if I start doing the right thing and not get in trouble no 
more. I think I can be a successful person. (Kevin Durant, July 6, 2013) 

 
 The negative interactions these African American male students encountered did not 

appear to stop their quest for success. The positive interactions they have supported them. 

Despite what some of their grades reflect, these panel members feel they learned in their 

classes and they will go on to be successful. These students have aspirations that they have 

not abandoned.  
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The conviction and resilience these students have shown remind me of how often 

individuals beat insurmountable odds. Because of the perseverance they displayed, I wish to 

conclude this chapter with the words of Tupac Shakur (2008). 

THE ROSE THAT GREW FROM CONCRETE 

Did u hear about the rose that grew from a crack  

  in the concrete 

    Proving nature’s laws wrong it learned 2 walk 

      Without having feet 

        Funny it seems but by keeping its dreams 

          It learned 2 breathe fresh air 

            Long live the rose that grew from concrete 

              When no one else even cared! 

Tupac Shakur 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

 This study explored the perceptions of underachieving African American male 

students about their relationships with teachers to investigate how these relationships 

influenced their learning. Six African American males forming a panel conveyed through 

their own voices what their relationships were like and how their learning was influenced as 

they provided answers to the following research questions: 

 1. How do Black male students who have are underachieving describe their schooling 

experiences?  

 2. What are the perceptions of underachieving Black male students regarding the 

relationships they have with teachers? 

 3. In what ways do relationships with teachers influence how underachieving Black 

male students feel about themselves?  

This study of relationship building drew upon the following four concepts of (a) 

social stratification, (b) student compliance, (c) existing images, and (d) identity 

development. These concepts are major contributors that have interrupted and hindered the 

learning process of African American male students and were therefore identified as 

components of the theoretical framework.  

 The first concept examined was social stratification. This concept embodied the idea 

that certain groups were educated for certain roles in society. One will be hard-pressed to 

find a situation where this is purposefully intended. However, systems are in place in schools 

that do not allow for the fullest education of students such as the panelists of this study. 
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Schools have systems in place that allow for the removal of students from the instructional 

environment similar to the rate of these panelists.  

 Historically, the educational mission of schools was shaped by the need to monitor 

and control the behavior of students (Cremin, 1988; Finkelstein, 1989; Ravitch, 2000). 

Schools have relied on some form of exclusion to control behavior of students. The removal 

of difficult students is justified by implying that it is beneficial for those who want to learn. 

This ideology in schooling requires acceptance of the idea that not all students will succeed; 

therefore, some students must be deemed expendable so others can be saved (Noguera, 

2008). When that takes place, schools then are preparing students who will excel only so far 

to fulfill roles that go only so high.  

The concept of student compliance has interrupted and hindered the learning process 

of African American male students. It is obvious the need to seek compliance from these 

students existed in the schools the panel members attended. These African American male 

students shared their experiences and provided examples in which their learning in school 

took a less important position than compliance.  

When commenting on being sent out of the classroom because he placed his hat on 

the teacher’s desk as opposed to in his locker, Rio stated, “But either way, I took the hat off.” 

Kevin Durant maintained, “But in reading the only reason I got a F in there is because she 

kept making me redo all my work because I wrote in pink pen.” Phillip stated, “They 

[teachers] say things. Like they try to find every little thing to say. Like Ms., second hour, 

Ms. [Teacher’ name] she’s always trying to find something, she will say, she just be like my 

pants are sagging or she’ll say something like I’m talking too loud or I’m walking on the 
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wrong side of the hallway or she’ll try to find something. She’ll say my clothes are like 

inappropriate for school or something.” 

 It appears the hat being taken off was not enough and the location of the hat 

outweighed the learning that could have been attained that day. It appears as if the color of 

ink disables a teacher from discerning what a student has learned. Some students are given 

that impression that there is a contrived effort to get them into trouble. The concept of 

student compliance has provided a barrier to the learning of these African American male 

students. 

 Existing images was the third theoretical concept incorporated in this research 

project, and it has played a role in the hindrance of learning for African American male 

students. Black males are well aware of the pervasiveness of negative imaging and 

stereotyping that society, and in turn public school, has placed on them. Many African 

American males enroll in public school where they are deemed invisible, except in negative 

terms (Hopkins, 1997). In their interviews, panel members expressed how they were often 

ignored when attempting to answer a question or participate in class. This appeared as 

negative interaction (indifferent interactions) or an undesired teaching strategy (UTS).  

 Incidents with pants, hats, and combs appeared to attract more attention than these 

students’ raised hand to answer a question. Their negative classroom action is often a 

response to the students’ positive actions being ignored. Al Jarreau (1975) depicts this 

situation perfectly when he sings; “You don’t see me when I’m trying to do right. Maybe you 

can see me now [after I’ve done something wrong].” The African American males in this 

panel sought teachers who viewed the student’s whole person. 
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 In the concept of existing images, there is the element of fear. There was an incident 

described by Kevin Durant between him and a substitute teacher in which, in his words, he 

tossed a book on a table and the substitute teacher became scared and called for assistance. 

Kevin also mentions giving teachers “the look.” A look Kevin states implies that the teacher 

is making himself or herself appear foolish. In Kevin’s discipline log, his look is deemed to 

be disrespectful and is described as “looking daggers” and “mean looks.”  

 I did not witness any fearful encounters during my observations. I believe this was 

because I conducted observations in late spring of the school year. By that time, teachers had 

come to know if a student posed a real threat to them despite the perceptions they may have 

had earlier in the year. I may have witnessed more interactions based on fear had my 

observations taken place in the beginning of the year when the students and teacher w ere just 

meeting. The timing does not allow me to rule out fear as a part of the existing images 

teachers have of African American male students. The timing indicates the possibility of 

teachers eliminating feelings of fear of the particular students involved in this study.  

 In terms of answering the questions, “Who am I?” and “Who can I be?,” the fourth 

concept of identity development during adolescence has had a role in influencing learning. 

All of these African American males were underachieving. After spending time with them, I 

am inclined to ask if these males should be underachieving. How does these students’ 

underachievement influence how those two questions are answered?  

 I am forced to ask a question that was raised in Clay’s story when he chose comic 

books as his reading literature. Who are the teachers introducing these panelists—and others 

like them—to what Tatum (2005) calls engaging text—text that inspires one to do or to be? 

What texts have been presented to the panelists that have inspired them to accomplish or 
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create? Teachers who make these efforts are referred to as “passports to the future” (Tatum, 

2005). Who are these students’ passports?  

Tatum speaks of the text he was given in the eighth grade by one of his passports. For 

Tatum, the text given to him was the Autobiography of Malcolm X. For me, in middle grades, 

passports introduced me to Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man and Black Voices. These students 

need passports to provide them with text, literature, and dialogue that will help them establish 

a positive and powerful concept of who they are and who they can be. Considering the 

adversarial relationships the panelists described with some of their teachers, these panelists 

had few passport options.  

I wish to offer my final piece of creative synthesis with a rap that I believe captures 

the sentiment of panelists who participated in this study. The rap asks, Who’s in your 

classroom? 

Who’s in Your Classroom? 

You try to make me jump through hoops 
With silly rules and such. 

It just won’t happen for you folks 
Cause I don’t care that much. 

 
Just take a closer look at things 
you want to sit on my platter. 
It’s just a bunch of silliness 
To me, it just don’t matter. 

 
You hardly see me when I’m trying, 

only when I’m bad. 
And that’s the kind of stupid stuff 

That really makes me mad. 
 

Here. Take this paper that you said 
I had to do to pass. 

It’s just as blank as your expression 
When I come to class. 
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You give me nothing that can change 

The stuff I’m dealin’ with. 
And you say this I need to know? 

I think it’s all a myth. 
 

I have a smile. I have my joy. 
I live and breathe. It’s true!! 

“Take off your hat. Pull up your pants.” 
That’s all I am to you. 

 
You’re throwing stuff I’m s’posed to value 

and you just can’t see 
That I ain’t catching none of that 

Until you value me! 
 

Implications for Findings 

In answering the first research question of how Black males students who are 

underachieving describe their school experiences, these students see their schooling 

experiences as a process needed to be a part of society. A society, as a functioning 

mechanism, distributes its members in social positions and induces the members to perform 

the duties of those positions (Davis & Moore, 2008). In order for Black male students to seek 

more from their schooling experiences, they need early exposure to the many possibilities 

that lay before them in determining what they can do and become. African American 

archetypes, other than rappers, thugs, and ballplayers, need to be promoted for the purpose of 

showing Black male students what is possible for them (Cose, 2002; Hopkins, 1997).  

These students also need the encouragement and preparation to achieve those 

possibilities. Their education cannot be viewed as being given to them as Kevin Durant 

viewed his education. Black male students’ learning should not be de-contexturalized 

instruction—delivered by teachers. Such instruction hampers the development of analytic 

and conceptual skills and disempowers the students. Tatum (2005) avers: 
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Black male students—like all students—should be given quality instruction that 
nurtures their ability to read, write, and think. They should learn how to ask thought-
provoking questions and how to analyze written (and non-written) materials in the 
context of their everyday lives. It is essential that these young men be prepared for 
higher education and that they not disassociate being smart from being black and 
male. 
 

It is in this manner Black male students will seek more from their school experiences.  

The second research question about the perceptions of underachieving Black male 

students regarding the relationships they have with teachers was that, overall, these 

relationships were adversarial. As the students described their relationships, the terms such as 

teachers are mean, they dislike students, don’t care for or about students, surfaced. As the 

researcher, I had to probe further to get the students to talk about teachers they had who were 

friendly and caring. Friendly and caring, however, were not the terms that were initially 

offered when these students described their teachers and the relationships they had with 

them. 

Our expectations and wishes may lead us to believe that school would be where Black 

males receive encouragement to excel, guidance on how to achieve their goals and dreams, 

and support and nurturing. The opposite is true, however, for many Black males (Noguera, 

2008). Like all others, Black male students need to be positioned in classrooms of caring, 

competent, and creative teachers who respect and value their students and where bonding and 

nurturing take place (Gibbs, 1988; Kunjufu, 2002). This is important because education 

occurs through relationships. To a large extent, the degree of students’ motivation and 

engagement at school depends on the quality of their relationships there (Jackson & Davis, 

2000). Therefore, relationships between Black male students and their teachers must 

improve.  
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The third research question asked for ways the relationships with teachers influenced 

how underachieving Black male students felt about themselves. In order to answer the 

questions of who they are and who they might become, the development of positive 

relationships between Black male students and their teachers is needed. Identity is shaped 

over time by the social context in which we learn about ourselves. Group identities such as 

gender, race, and social class are part of that developmental process (Tatum, 2007).  

In discovering who they are, these students judge themselves in the way they perceive 

others to judge them (Erikson, 1968). Although based largely on their ability to remain out of 

trouble, these students felt good about their school accomplishments. The students felt good 

about themselves because of their relationships with some teachers and in spite of their 

relationships with others. The resilience of students was evident in cases in which they felt 

good about themselves when their teachers did not. Positive interactions in conjunction with 

expanded possibilities for their future and bonding and nurturing, all derived from 

relationships with teachers, will assist these students in answering who am I? And, who can I 

become? 

School leaders can assist African American male students in developing a positive 

perspective of themselves. Having culturally responsive classrooms in which the learning 

styles of these students are addressed and a culturally sensitive curriculum in which these 

students are represented can help bring this about and will go a very long way in improving 

the learning of these students. The students in this study expressed their desire for group 

instruction and incorporation of their voice. Not only will such a curriculum assist in 

exposing Black male students to significant contributions made by people of African descent 

to the world, but other students and teachers will become privy to that knowledge as well. 
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 Learning about the contributions people of African descent have made will have a 

tremendous impact in countering the negative images of African Americans that linger and 

are often proliferated by the Black male students themselves. Nash (2005) states:  

People who discover in accounts of the past figures like themselves—in color or 
class, religion, sex, or social situation—naturally find history more satisfying than 
when it is organized around a triumphalist version of the past in which the occupants 
of the national pantheon, representing a very narrow slice of society, get most of the 
play. (p. xxvi) 
 

By looking at African Americans as contributors to our country and society as opposed to an 

enslaved people who have been transformed, teachers and other students will have a different 

perspective of African Americans, and Black male students will have a different perspective 

of themselves. 

Another way to assist African American male students to view themselves positively 

is through literacy. Teachers can have a large role in this process. Increasing the reading of 

Black male students is essential. School-age males are generally resistant to reading when 

they could be out playing, and books with long texts will often turn Black male students 

away. Tatum (2005) suggests:  

Have black males read more texts that address their concerns and texts that can help 
shape their ideas and their identity. The volume of text black males read can be 
increased if they are given text that matters to them. (p. 59) 
 

The texts Black male students are exposed to must also address several issues as they pertain 

to their education. Just as educators should analyze and address a student’s cultural, social, 

and emotional capital, the classroom activities and books selected by the teacher should 

address students’ cultural, social, and emotional literacy as well as the academic literacy. 

Tatum (2005) offers the following as descriptions of the four literacies:  
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• Academic literacy—skills and strategies that can be applied independently to 
handle cognitive demanding tasks.  
 

• Cultural literacy—a consciousness of historical and current events that shapes 
one’s cultural identity as an African American; knowledge of the rich and storied 
history of African Americans and what this means in present-day situations; a 
sense of one’s cultural identity. 
 

• Emotional literacy—the ability to manage one’s feelings and beliefs. 
 

• Social literacy—the ability to navigate a variety of settings with people with 
similar or dissimilar views; being able to communicate in a variety of way to 
achieve positive outcomes. (p. 34-35) 

 
Advancing these literacies through reading is an important strategy. Developing and 

increasing students’ cognitive ability, giving them an awareness of their identity, instructing 

students in the handling of their own affect, and helping them navigate through society are 

areas that are important in the growth of students. Development in these areas greatly 

enhances African American male students’ chances for success. 

Administrators model the values for the school. The desired qualities that school 

leaders want from teachers can be communicated by setting the example. Administrators 

must build relationships with students by greeting and speaking with students of all 

ethnicities to let them know they are welcome. The school leaders must have some 

knowledge of the history of African American male students themselves. Deal and Peterson 

(2007) state:  

What car a leader drives, his or her clothes, posture, gestures, facial expressions, 
sense of humor, and personal idiosyncrasies send signals of formality or informality, 
approachability or distance, concern or lack of concern. A wink following a 
reprimand can have as much effect on a child as the verbal reprimand itself. A frown, 
a smile, a grimace, or a blank stare—each may send a potent message. Do staff 
interact with students and parents when they cross into school territory? Are energy 
and joy apparent in the faces of teachers? (p. 202) 
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If the school leader validates a group and has high expectations for that group, teachers will 

see the importance of doing the same.  

 Parents can play a role in supporting African American male students. Parents or 

guardians may or may not have experienced some of the turmoil or the amount of turmoil 

African American male students experience. To assist these students as they encounter 

turmoil, parents can frequently and consistently provide exposure to texts and archetypes that 

can help shape the students’ ideas and identity. Five traits that can make a difference in the 

academic achievement of African American male students are quality interaction, the belief 

of parents that they are the student’s main educator, high parental expectations, the 

transmission of hope, and consistency (Clark, 1983). 

 It takes a village to raise a child. Parents need to learn or remember this African 

proverb because it will be essential for parents to draw upon the village. The village will be 

instrumental in creating in some cases and recreating in others, trust between parents and 

teachers (Kunjufu, 2002). The village can provide resources that may not be present in the 

student’s home. Former first lady Hillary Clinton chose the quote as the title for her book 

because it offered an everlasting reminder that children will flourish only if their families 

flourish and if all of society cares enough to provide for families (Clinton, 1996). 

When considering the outcomes of this research, the next question to be posed is what 

takes place next. Reiterating, the goal of this study was to help teachers realize the need for, 

and aid in, the development of relationships with African-American male students that 

increase their academic success in school. Accomplishing some of the tasks mentioned in the 

discourse above may pose difficulties for those who take on the challenges of these tasks. 
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Many in society are not braced to have dialogue that tackles issues of race, and the focal 

point for the dialogue suggested in this research is African American male students.  

Dialogue that centers on race and racial events tend to be avoided. Recently, when 

watching a presentation of “Huckleberry Finn” performed by the premier professional 

resident theater company, the character of Jim, the runaway slave, was completely removed 

from the story. The dissonance that Twain felt important and wanted the Jim character to 

bring to the story was completely removed. When having conversations on aspects of race, 

there is always the possibility of dissonance. Therefore, having conversations that address the 

learning of African American male students may be uncomfortable. The practice of race-

neutrality has been developed and is being used (Alexander, 2010). 

Daunting is the task of having dialogue on racial issues within a context of racial 

neutrality. This circumstance has come to light for this researcher both personally and 

professionally. When attempting to have conversations centered on the needs of African 

American male students, one may be seen as an antagonist playing the race card. The data 

sets presented in this research consistently show African American male students to 

consistently be, academically, a lower if not the lowest performing demographic group. This 

issue warrants discussion. That is the only way resolution is sought for issues such as these 

(Patterson, Grenny, McMillan & Switzler, 2005). Racial neutrality may be the equivalent of 

burying one’s head in the sand. The futures of African American male students must not be 

victims of such strategy. 

Future Research 

This study opens up questions and ideas for further research possibilities. Since this 

study was conducted in a smaller suburban district neighboring larger urban districts, the 
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study could be extended to larger urban school districts. In doing so, targeted grade levels 

and groups could be expanded. Many students enter middle level grades with ideas and 

preconceptions about school already formed. A similar study could be conducted to include 

earlier grade levels such as the fourth and fifth. This grade period would coincide with the 

latter part of Erickson’s “Industry vs. Inferiority” stage, during which children develop a 

sense of themselves as workers (Aries, 2001). Along with obtaining the perspectives of 

African American males students, teacher expectations and beliefs about African American 

male students can be examined in a similar study. This study can also be expanded to include 

females as well as to include other students of color. 
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APPENDIX A 

BUILDING PRINCIPAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

 I understand that       (researcher)     has secured permission to conduct a research 

study of the relationships between underachieving African American middle school males 

and their teachers at  (school)  . I understand the purpose and nature of this study. I 

acknowledge that      (researcher) has permission for the data collected to be used in the 

process of completing requirements for an Ed.D. degree, including a dissertation and any 

other future publications. I understand that names of the school district, any individual 

district schools, teachers, or students and other demographic information, which might 

identify these afore-mentioned entities, will not be used.  

 I anticipate that     (researcher)     will provide updates on the progress of the research 

study as well as a debriefing of the study when concluded. 

 

___________________________   ___________________________ 
Principal      Researcher 
 
 
___________________________   ___________________________ 
Date       Date 
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APPENDIX B 

SUPERINTENDENT AUTHORIZATION AGREEMENT 

 I agree to allow      (researcher)     to conduct a research study of the relationships 

between underachieving African American middle school males and their teachers at   

(school)  . I understand the purpose and nature of this study. I grant permission for the data to 

be used in the process of completing an Ed.D. degree, including a dissertation and any other 

future publication. I understand that names of the school district, any individual district 

schools, teachers, or students and other demographic information, which might identify these 

afore-mentioned entities, will not be used.  

 

 I anticipate that     (researcher)     will provide updates on the progress of the research 

study as well as a debriefing of the study when concluded. 

 

___________________________   ___________________________ 
Superintendent     Researcher 
 
 
___________________________   ___________________________ 
Date       Date 
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APPENDIX C 

OBSERVATION PROTOCOL 

 

Date: 
Location: 
Length of Activity: 
Observer:   
Descriptive Notes  Reflective Notes 
Time: _____  
 
 
 
 
    
   
Time: _____ 
 
 
 
  
   
Time: _____ 
 
 
 
 
    
Time: _____ 
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APPENDIX D 

RESEARCH PARTICIPANT INSTRUCTIONS 

Research Participant Instructions 

 
Date ___________________________ 
 
 
Dear ___________________________ 
 
 
Thank you for your taking part in my research study. Your role in this study is very valuable 
and I am excited about your involvement in it. The purpose of this letter is to go over some of 
the topics we have already discussed.  
 
In this study I am seeking thorough descriptions of your experiences. I hope to make clear 
any influence that relationships between you and your teachers may have on your learning. 
Through your involvement, I hope to find out the meanings your school experiences may 
have as you share them. You will be asked to recall events in your school life that reveal the 
relationships I am looking into. I am seeking clear, accurate, and detailed reports of what 
these experiences were like for you. You may also wish to share personal logs or journals in 
which you have recorded your experiences. 
 
I value your involvement and thank you for your time, energy, and effort. If you have any 
further questions before signing the release form or if there is a problem with the date and 
time of our meeting, I can be reached at 816-918-6095. 
 
 
Sincerely, 

 

Louis C. Neal 
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APPENDIX E 

PARTICIPANT PARENT RELEASE AGREEMENT 

Participant Parent Release Agreement 

 
Dear Parents, 
 
My Name is Louis C. Neal. I am a doctoral student in the School of Education at the 
University of Missouri-Kansas City.  I would like your child to take part in my research 
study. This study is being done at Raytown and Raytown Central Middle Schools. I am 
trying to learn more about the relationships and experiences your son has had and is currently 
having with his teachers.  
 
If you agree that your child may participate in the study, I will review your child’s school 
documents. I will observe your child in classes and write notes on the events that take place. I 
will not speak with your child in class or take part in the classroom activities. I will have 
nothing to do with classroom instruction in any way. I will also observe your child in the 
hallways, cafeteria, and entering and exiting school buses. During these times I will follow 
your child from a distance to write notes on events that take place.  
 
Also, if you agree that your child may participate in the study, he will be asked to meet with 
me privately and answer questions about his views of his schooling experiences and the 
relationships he has with teachers. I will record all interviews with a digital recorder. I 
will set up another interview for more details about particular events or incidents he speaks 
about. Both interviews will be recorded and will last approximately one hour to an hour and 
thirty minutes. Your child may even be asked to write about events or incidents. His writing 
could be in the form of a personal story or a poem. Your child could even include certificates 
and rewards, artwork, or pictures if he feels it is necessary.  
 
As mentioned earlier, all interviews will be recorded using a digital recorder. Your child will 
use a false name so only he and I will know his identity on the recording. Once the 
interviews have been recorded, I will write out the statements your child has made in the 
interview. The recorded interviews will only be in my possession. No other person will have 
access to these recordings. At the conclusion of the research study, these recordings will be 
stored at UMKC for a period of seven years and then be erased. 
 
 Visit 1 

• Conversational interview regarding school experiences (approximately 1 to 1-
1/2 hours in length) 

 Visit 2  
• Conversational interview regarding specific events/incidents (approximately 1 

to 1-1/2 hours in length) 
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 Visit 3 
• Meeting to confirm/correct written interview statements (approximately 1 

hour in length) 
 
If your child participates in this study, his teacher and classmates will not know what he has 
said. Whether or not your child participates in the study, his grades will not be affected. 
 
When I am done with the study, I will write a report about what I found out. Your child’s 
name will not be used in the report. At the conclusion of the research study, the recordings 
and data collected will be stored at UMKC for a period of seven years and then the 
recordings will be erased and the data shredded. 
 
All information that could be used to identify your child will be kept secret and logged under 
a false name. Comments your child makes will not be traced back to him. However, this 
research is considered to have small risk.  Some risk will be present because I cannot control 
what your child tells to others. Or, your child may not feel at ease talking about some past 
school event that may have been embarrassing or sensitive. If an event is uncomfortable for 
your child to discuss, he may simply stop talking about it. Please be aware that as a mandated 
reporter of the state of Missouri, I will be required to break confidentiality and report any 
information shared that provides reasonable cause to suspect that your child has been 
subjected to abuse or neglect. 
 
There are no benefits to your child for taking part in this study. The information gathered in 
this study may benefit other students and teachers in the future. There will be no financial 
costs for participating in this study. Upon completion of the study, your child will be given a 
$25.00 dollar gift card. 
 
Again, I will do my best to keep the information your child shares private but privacy cannot 
be  guaranteed. People from the University of Missouri-Kansas City and other research 
regulatory agencies may look at records related to this study to make sure I am doing proper, 
safe research and protecting human subjects. The results of this research may be published or 
presented to others. Your child will not be named in any reports of the results.  
   
Please talk this over with your child before you decide if you want him to be in my study.  
Even if you, the parent, say yes, your child can still say no and decide not to be in the study. 
If your child does not want to be in this study, he does not have to be in it.  Remember, being 
in a study is up to you and your child and no one will be upset with either of you if the choice 
is to not participate. If your child decides to stop after we begin, that is okay too. Remember 
that no one else will know what your child has told me. 
 
The University of Missouri-Kansas City appreciates the participation of people who help it 
carry out its function of developing knowledge through research. If you have any questions 
about the study that your child is participating in you are encouraged to call me at (816-918-
6095). 
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Although it is not the University’s policy to compensate or provide medical treatment for 
persons who participate in studies, if you think you have been injured as a result of 
participating in this study, please call the IRB Administrator of UMKC’s Social Sciences 
Institutional Review Board at 816-235-5927. 
 
If you agree that your child may take part in the research, please return a signed copy of this 
form to me in the enclosed envelope.  You may keep the other copy for future reference.   
 
You have read this permission form and agree to have your child take part in the research. 
 
 
_________________________________________ 
Name of Student 
 
__________________________________________ 
Printed Name of Parent 
 
___________________________________________          _________________ 
Signature of Parent      Date 
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APPENDIX F 

PARTICIPANT RELEASE AGREEMENT 

Assent for Participation in a QUALITATIVE Research Study OF RELATIONSHIPS 
BETWEEN MIDDLE GRADE AFRICAN AMERICAN MALES WHO ARE 

UNDERACHIEVING AND THEIR TEACHERS 
Louis C. Neal Ed. S. 

 
My Name is Louis C. Neal. I am a doctoral student in the School of Education at the 
University of Missouri-Kansas City. I am asking you to take part in a research study. This 
study is being done at Raytown and Raytown Central Middle Schools. I am trying to learn 
more about the relationships and experiences you have had and are currently having with 
your teachers.   
 
If you agree to be in this study, I will review your school documents. I will observe you in 
your classes and write notes on the events that take place. I will not speak with you or take 
part in the classroom activities. I will have nothing to do with classroom instruction in any 
way. I will also observe you in the hallways, cafeteria, and entering and exiting school buses. 
During these times I will follow you from a distance to write notes on events that take place.  
 
Also, if you agree to be in this study, you will be asked to meet with me privately and answer 
questions about your views of your schooling experiences and the relationships you have 
with teachers. I will record all interviews with a digital recorder. I will set up another 
interview for more details about particular events or incidents you tell about.  Both 
interviews will be recorded and will last approximately one hour to an hour and thirty 
minutes. You may even be asked to write about events or incidents. Your writing could be in 
the form of your personal story or a poem. You could even include certificates and rewards, 
artwork, or pictures if you feel it is necessary.  
 
As mentioned earlier, all interviews will be recorded using a digital recorder. You will use a 
false name so only you and I will know your identity on the recording. Once the interviews 
have been recorded, I will write out the statements you made in the interview. The recorded 
interviews will only be in my possession. No other person will have access to these 
recordings. At the conclusion of the research study, these recordings will be stored at UMKC 
for a period of seven years and then be erased. 
 
 Visit 1 

• Conversational interview regarding school experiences (approximately 1 to 1-
1/2 hours in length) 

 Visit 2  
• Conversational interview regarding specific events/incidents (approximately 1 

to 1-1/2 hours in length) 
 Visit 3 
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• Meeting to confirm/correct written interview statements (approximately 1 
hour in length) 

 
If you participate in this study, your teacher and classmates will not know what you have 
said.  If you decide to be in the study or if you decide to say “no” your choice will not affect 
your grades. 
 
When I am done with the study, I will write a report about what I found out.  Your name will 
not be used in the report. At the conclusion of the research study, the recordings and data 
collected will be stored at UMKC for a period of seven years and then the recordings will be 
erased and the data shredded. 
 
This research is considered to have small risk. All information that could be used to identify 
you will be kept secret and logged under a false name. Comments you make will not be 
traced back to you. Some risk will be present because I cannot control what you tell to others. 
Or, you may not feel at ease talking about some past school event that may have been 
embarrassing or sensitive. If an event is uncomfortable for you to discuss, you may simply 
stop talking about it. Please be aware that as a mandated reporter of the state of Missouri, I 
will be required to break secrecy and report any information shared that provides reasonable 
cause to suspect that you have been subjected to abuse or neglect. 
 
There are no benefits to you for taking part in this study. The information gathered in this 
study may benefit other students and teachers in the future. There will be no financial costs 
for participating in this study.  Upon completion of the study, you will be given a $25.00 
dollar gift card. 
 
Again, I will do my best to keep the information you share private but privacy cannot be  
guaranteed. People from the University of Missouri-Kansas City and other research 
regulatory agencies may look at records related to this study to make sure I am doing proper, 
safe research and protecting human subjects. The results of this research may be published or 
presented to others. You will not be named in any reports of the results.  
   
Please talk this over with your parents before you decide if you want to be in my study.  I 
will also ask your parents to give their permission for you to be in this study. But even if your 
parents say yes you can still say no and decide not to be in the study. If you don’t want to be 
in this study, you don’t have to be in it.  Remember, being in a study is up to you and no one 
will be upset if you don’t want to be in it. If you decide to stop after we begin that is okay 
too. Remember that no one else, not even your parents will know what you have told me. 
 
You may call me at 816-918-6095 if you have any questions about this study. You may also 
call me if any problems come up. You should contact the Office of UMKC’s Social Sciences 
Institutional Review Board at 816-235-5927 if you have any questions, concerns or 
complaints about your rights as a research participant. 
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Signing this form means you have read this form or it has been read to you and you are 
willing to be in this study. You have been told why this research is being done and what will 
happen if you take part in the study, including the risks and benefits. You have had the 
chance to ask questions, and you may ask questions at any time in the future by calling Louis 
C. Neal at 816-918-6095. Mr. Neal will give you a copy of this form. 
If you do not want to be in this study, do not sign. 
 
 
__________________________________                            __________________ 
Signature (Volunteer Subject)     Date 
 
 
 
__________________________________                             
Printed Name (Volunteer Subject) 
 
 
 
__________________________________   __________________ 
Signature (Authorized Consenting Party)   Date 
 
 
 
___________________________________  
Printed Name (Authorized Consenting Party) 
 
 
 
___________________________________    
Relationship of Authorized Consenting    
Party to Subject 
 
 
________________________________   __________________ 
Signature of Person Obtaining Assent                                Date 
 
 
 
________________________________ 
Printed Name of Person Obtaining Assent 
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